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Cong welcome if it backs front PM: TRS Aiyar stirs row
‘Federal Front ready for Cong support to form Govt but won’t give it driver’s seat, no truck with BJP’
PNS/PTI n HYDERABAD/HALDIA

n a dramatic political develIRashtra
opment, the Telangana
Samithi (TRS) on
Tuesday announced it is open
to taking support from the
Congress to form a Federal
Front Government at the
Centre if the latter don’t ask for
the driver’s seat. However, the
TRS made it clear that it is not
going to align in any way with
the BJP.
“We are open to talk to
them (Congress), and see
whether they support us to
form a Government. If they do,
regional parties are not averse
as long as they (Congress)
don’t come into the driver’s
seat. KCR is very firm that a
Federal Front constituent
should be in the driver’s seat
and run the Government,” TRS
spokesman Abid Rasool Khan
said on Tuesday.
The development comes a
day after TRS chief and
Telangana Chief Minister K
Chandrasekhar Rao met DMK

president MK Stalin in
Chennai and sought his support in forging a non-Congress,
non-BJP Federal Front.
However, according to sources,
Stalin rejected KCR’s request to
join Federal Front and instead

urged him to support the
Congress in forming the
Government at the Centre.
The new stand of the TRS
is seen as a big change in
KCR’s attempt to forge a
Federal Front minus the

Congress and the BJP. KCR has
been pursuing his idea of a federal front of non-Congress,
non-BJP regional parties for a
year.
In case, the front falls short
of number to form the
Government, the option of the
Congress supporting it from
outside would be explored,
said the TRS spokesman.
“The Government would
be of the federal front and the
Congress will have to extend
support from outside. We are
very firm that regional parties
should be in the driver’s seat.
The Prime Minister’s post
should go to one of the constituents of the Federal Front.
The Prime Ministerial candidate will be a consensus candidate from among the constituents (of the Federal Front),”
Khan said.
However, the proposed
Federal Front is not going to
align in any way with the BJP,
Khan said. “We are averse to
the BJP. We do not want to have
anything with the BJP, neither

to support them or take their
support. Most of the constituents speaking with KCR
are also of the same opinion
that they will not have any
truck with the BJP,” he said.
The TRS spokesperson said
parties such as SP, BSP, YSRCP,
DMK and TRS would do well
in the elections, but the
Congress would not cross the
100-seat mark. If the Congress
does not win 180-200 seats on
its own, its allies like the DMK
would see “no fun” in being
with it and would come to the
Federal Front, Khan said.
“JD(S) will have an upper
hand in Karnataka. We have
started speaking to Communist
parties, expecting they will do
well in Kerala and some other
places,” he said.
Meanwhile, TDP supremo
and Andhra Pradesh Chief
Minister N Chandrababu
Naidu on Monday termed
Rahul Gandhi a “good leader
who has concerns for the
nation” and asserted that unlike
1996, non-BJP parties won’t

commit the mistake of keeping
the Congress out if such an
alliance forms a Government at
the Centre.
In an interview to PTI on
the sidelines of a poll meeting
in East Midnapore district's
Haldia in support of TMC
candidates, he claimed the BJP
is on its way out
On whether a coalition of
regional parties will include the
Congress in Government formation or keep it out if such an
opportunity arises, he said,
“You cannot have such restrictions. You need the magic figure (272 seats) to form the government. Restrictions will ultimately break the unity.”
“All of us will sit together
and reach a consensus to build
the future of this country,”
Naidu said.
The TDP president, who
was the convener of the United
Front Government from 19961998, said that time the experiment failed because the
Congress was kept out of the
Government.

Spyware bug fixed, Clash cuts short Shah show
TMC cadres
but WhatsApp urges BJP,
exchange blows
users to upgrade app at Kolkata rally
SAUGAR SENGUPTA n KOLKATA

JP and TMC supporters
B
on Tuesday fought pitched
battles on the streets of Kolkata

New Delhi (PTI): WhatsApp has
urged its 1.5 billion users globally
to update their app to protect
against “potential targeted
exploits” after it discovered a vulnerability that allows spyware to
be installed on users’ phone.
The Facebook-owned company said it had, earlier this
month, identified and promptly fixed a vulnerability that could
enable an attacker to insert and
execute code on mobile devices.
It has also made changes to its
infrastructure to deny the ability for this attack to take place, it
added.
Without naming the attacker, WhatsApp said the attack has
all the hallmarks of a private
company that reportedly works
with Governments to deliver
spyware, which takes over the
functions of mobile phone operating systems.
In an emailed statement, a
WhatsApp spokesperson said
the company encourages people
to upgrade to the latest version
of its app, and to keep their
mobile operating system up-todate.
“(This will help) protect

CAPSULE
CAPTAIN BLOCKED MY
TICKET: SIDHU’S WIFE
Chandigarh: Congress leader
Navjot Kaur Sidhu stoked a
controversy on Tuesday, alleging
that it was Punjab Chief Minister
Amarinder Singh who ensured
that she was denied the Lok
Sabha ticket from the Congress
from Amritsar.

IN FIRST, INDIA TO HOLD
GLOBAL ARMY SPORTS
New Delhi: In a first, India will
host a part of an international
military sports event in
Rajasthan’s Jaisalmer over nine
days in August.

PM’S BROTHER SITS ON
DHARNA OVER ESCORT
Jaipur: Prime Minister Narendra
Modi’s brother Prahlad Modi,
who was travelling to Jaipur, on
Tuesday sat on a dharna at a
police station demanding
separate vehicle for policemen
escorting him, police said.

against potential targeted
exploits designed to compromise
information stored on mobile
devices. We are constantly working alongside industry partners
to provide the latest security
enhancements to help protect
our users,” the spokesperson
added.
According to reports, the
spyware was allegedly developed
by Israeli cyber intelligence company NSO Group. The vulnerability allowed installation of spyware on the device through a
WhatsApp voice call — irrespective of whether the call was
answered or not.
WhatsApp — which is endto-end encrypted — did not disclose of the number of people
that may have been affected by
the vulnerability.
India has the largest base of
WhatsApp users globally with
well over 200 million users.
The company said it
has launched an investigation
into the matter, and has also provided
information
to
US law enforcement agencies
to help them conduct an investigation.
■ Also see P12

during a massive roadshow by
Amit Shah, who was forced to
cut short the jamboree and had
to be escorted to safety by
police.
Violence broke out after
Shah’s convoy approached the
hostel of Vidyasagar College
where he was greeted by stone
pelters. Furious BJP supporters
retaliated and were seen
exchanging blows with their
TMC rivals outside the college
entrance.
Several motorcycles parked
outside the college campus
were vandalised and set ablaze.
Shards of broken glass littered
the lobby of the college where
a bust of Ishwar Chandra
Vidyasagar, a noted philosopher and a key figure of Bengal
Renaissance, was smashed to
smithereens. Police were seen
trying to douse the fire with
buckets filled with water.
Contingents of the Kolkata
Police deployed for the roadshow swung into action and
were seen chasing away the
warring groups. “There was an
attempt by TMC hooligans to
attack me. Mamata Banerjee
tried to provoke violence. But
I am safe,” Shah told a Hindi
TV news channel. Shah
claimed police remained mute
spectator as clash erupted .
Shah said he was told by
police that the permission for
the roadshow ended near the
college and that he will be taken
to the ancestral home of Swami
Vivekananda on Bidhan Sarani.

by defending
‘Neech’ jibe
PNS n NEW DELHI

enior Congress leader Mani
Sanother
Shankar Aiyar kicked up
row by justifying his
“Neech” jibe against Prime
Minister Narendra Modi, inviting acrimonious war of words
between the Congress and
the BJP.
The Congress first defended Aiyar but later condemned
his comments in an apparent
damage control exercise. The
party also accused the PM of
lowering the political discourse
by using “downright insulting” and “abusive language”
against his political opponents.
“We completely reject and
condemn the remarks of the
likes of Mani Shankar Aiyar
and every other person who is
violating the time-tested principle of self-discipline in political discourse, of mutual
respect and adherence to ideas
and ideology, and not to verbally abuse while fighting an
election, to give due regard
even to your worst political
enemy as was shown by Rahul
Gandhi on the floor of
Parliament,” Congress’ chief
spokesperson
Randeep
Surjewala said.
He alleged that hatred, violence and abuse are the modus
operandi of the BJP and not of
the Congress. “We have seen
how in the last five years,
including in the current elec-

tion, rage and revenge has
blinded Narendra Modi in
using completely unacceptable,
downright insulting, abusive
language for his political opponents,” Surjewala said.
The “truth” is that Modi
has seriously lowered the prestige of the office of the Prime
Minister by his choice of words,
anger, uncontrollable rage, and
by his quest to seek revenge
against every Opposition
leader, particularly Congress
president Rahul and his family, he claimed.
Surjewala’s reaction came
hours
after
Congress
spokesperson Jaiveer Shergill
said his party is not on the back
foot regarding Aiyar’s remarks.
Instead, it should be Modi
who should be ashamed of his
remarks on former Prime
Minister Rajiv Gandhi and
UPA chairperson Sonia
Gandhi, he said.
Continued on Page 4

Jet Airways ‘Say sorry for
Didi meme’:
CEO, CFO
put in papers SC grants bail
PTI n MUMBAI

n top level exodus at grounded Jet Airways, four senior
executives, including chief
Police personnel douse burning vehicles set on fire by a mob during BJP president Amit Shah’s election roadshow for the last executive Vinay Dube and his
phase of Lok Sabha polls in Kolkata on Tuesday
PTI deputy Amit Agarwal, have
quit the ailing airline.
Amid lenders scrambling
“They (police) deviated Kolkata, Shah led a saffron
Even as artistes — clad as
from the planned route and surge in parts of the city as Ram, Hanuman and other gods to find a suitor, the cashtook us away to where there chants of “Jai Shri Ram” alter- — and dancers, possibly from starved carrier on Tuesday
were traffic jams. I was not nated with frenzied chorus of Rajasthan and Gujarat, hit the announced the exit of three
allowed to reach Swami “Modi! Modi!”.
streets performing eye-catching executives — Dube, Agarwal
Vivekananda’s house to pay
More than 15,000 kg of north-Indian ballet, loads of and C ompany S ecretar y
tributes and I am saddened by flower worth `2 lakh, hundreds flowers were showered on them Kuldeep Sharma — while a
source said the carrier’s Chief
it,” Shah claimed.
of vividly dressed artistes from from neighbouring houses.
Mamata hit right back, outside Bengal and thousands
“Look at the flowers falling People Officer Rahul Taneja
calling Shah a “goonda”.
of “visiting” saffron cadres from above. Do you think they too has put in his papers.
Except for Agarwal, who
“If you lay your hands on from neighbouring districts are BJP workers? They are all
Vidyasagar, what will I call you and States joined the North common people fed up of quit on Monday, the rest
other than a goonda,” she told Kolkata locals shouting, “Up! Mamata Banerjee’s violent raj. resigned on Tuesday.
Chief executive Dube’s
a rally in Behala in the city. “I Up! Modi; Down! Down! This rally heralds the beginning
hate your ideology, I hate your Didi!” and “Jai Shri Ram!”
of TMC’s end in Bengal,” departure marked the end of
his 21-month long tumultuous
ways,” she said, and announced
Shah clearly wanted to take claimed Shah.
a protest rally on Thursday the electoral battle against the
On whether the BJP too tenure during which the onceagainst the vandalisation of TMC to the Bengal Chief will do the same once it comes storied carrier shuttered operthe bust of Vidyasagar.
Minister’s own backyard riding to power, he said, “They have ations due to cash crunch after
Earlier, there was a scuffle a sea of humanity joining his killed our 60 supporters in the more than 25 years of “happy
when a group shouted slogans mega six-km roadshow — past several months. Will they flying.”
“We wish to inform that
against Shah outside the from Esplanade to Swami kill me also? Let them do that.
Calcutta University campus Vivekananda’s ancestral house But we will not do the same. Vinay Dube, Chief Executive
and showed him black flags. at Simla Street. The final phase We will restore democracy in Officer (CEO), has resigned
Police, however, swiftly brought of elections to nine con- Bengal and bring it back to its from services of the company
with immediate effect due to
the situation under control.
stituencies of Kolkata and former glory.”
Before the clashing mobs neighbouring districts will take
The BJP would win in personal reasons,” Jet Airways
said in a filing.
took over the streets of central place on May 17.
upwards of 23 seats, he said.

I

to BJP cadre
PNS n NEW DELHI

he Supreme Court on
T
Tuesday directed immediate
release of BJP’s youth wing
leader Priyanka Sharma on bail,
days after she was arrested by the
West Bengal Police for allegedly posting a morphed image of
Chief Minister Mamata Banerjee
on social media.
The top court directed
Sharma to tender a “written
apology” at the time of her
release from jail for sharing the
meme on Mamata saying that
freedom of speech of an individual ends when it infringes
upon others’ rights.
Sharma was arrested on
May 10 by the police under section 500 (defamation) of the
IPC and under other provisions
of the Information Technology
Act on a complaint of a local
Trinamool Congress leader
Vibhas Hazra.
She was sent to 14-day
judicial custody by a trial court
there. A vacation bench later
clarified that it will not be a condition for bail but she should
apologise for sharing the post at
the time of her release.
Detailed report on P5

Belated & scanty monsoon to rain misery on farm
RAJESH KUMAR n NEW DELHI

he monsoon is likely to
T
arrive in Kerala on June 4,
three days after its normal
onset date, and deliver less
rainfall than average under the
shadow of El Nino. This could
dampen the prospects of higher farm income and economic
growth.
Monsoon rain usually lashes Kerala around June 1 and
covers the whole country by
mid-July and retreat from
Rajasthan by September.
Farmers take up sowing of
kharif crops such as paddy,
soybean, cotton and jowar
keeping the monsoon schedule
in mind.
According to Skymet,
monsoon will be “below normal” in the country with a
Long Period Average (LPA) of
93 per cent and an error mar-

gin of five per cent, while the
India
Meteorological
Department (IMD) has predicted “normal” monsoon this
year.
“Onset of monsoon will be

around June 4, with an error
margin of plus/minus two days.
It seems that initial advancement of monsoon over peninsular India is going to be slow,”
said Jatin Singh, managing

director of Skymet, a private
weather forecaster.
The monsoon in Vidarbha,
Marathwada, west Madhya
Pradesh and Gujarat will be
“poorer than normal”. The

stakes are high as farmers are
still recovering from the impact
of below normal rain last year.
Six States — Maharashtra,
Jharkhand, Andhra Pradesh,
Karnataka, Gujarat and
Rajasthan — were declared
drought-hit.
Adequate rain in the monsoon season is critical for India’s
more than 100 million farmers,
as the rainy season accounts for
over 70 per cent of the country’s annual showers.
Central India, which is key
in the production of cotton,
soybean and corn, is likely to
receive rainfall of 91 per cent of
the LPA.
This is likely to aggravate
the situation as Marathwada
and several parts of Gujarat
have been facing farm distress
and drought-like situation. The
region like Vidarbha,
Marathwada and some parts of

Gujarat had declared drought
in 2018.
Conditions will be more or
less similar in rice growing
South peninsula. “North interior
Karnataka
and
Rayalaseema may see poor
rainfall. Kerala and coastal
Karnataka are likely to perform
better,” Skymet said.
The IMD will update its
forecast in the first week of
June. IMD defines average, or
normal, rainfall as between 96
per cent and 104 per cent of a
50-year average of 89 centimetres for the entire four-month
season beginning June.
“All the four regions are
going to witness lesser than
normal rainfall. Rainfall in east
and northeast India and central
parts will be poorer than northwest India and south
Peninsula,” Singh said.
According to Skymet, there

are 55 per cent chances of a
below normal rainfall, which
will have an influence of El
Nino, a phenomenon linked to
the heating of Pacific waters.
East and northeast India
will get 92 per cent of the LPA
which falls under the below
normal category. Risk remains
high for Bihar, Jharkhand and
West Bengal, while it will be
marginal for northeast India,
Skymet said.
Northwest India that comprises all north Indian States
will receive 96 per cent rainfall
of the LPA, which falls on the
border line of normal and
below normal rainfall category. Hilly States of Jammu &
Kashmir, Himachal Pradesh
and Uttarakhand are likely to
perform better than the plains
of Punjab, Haryana, Rajasthan
and Delhi-NCR, the Skymet
said.
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Why caste issues come Stakes too high for Mutt in Gorakhpur
up before polls? Yogi ‘A
BISHWADEEP GHOSH n
GORAKHPUR

PNS n LUCKNOW

shwamedh ka ghoda hai,
Yogiji ne chhoda hai’, is
how Bharatiya Janata Party
supporters accompanying a
motorcade of Bhojpuri cine star
Ravi Kishan introduce their
candidate in the politically significant Gorakhpur Lok Sabha
constituency.
Amid the lung-stressing
cacophony of BJP workers urging for imperial domination,
Ravi Kishan, sporting a dark
shade, seemed happy playing
the “sacrificial yajna horse”
and mouthing some of his signature filmi dialogues intermittently.
But somewhere behind the
scenes lies a deep-seated desperation of the BJP brass, especially Yogi Adityanath, in
wresting this seat and sustaining the political dominance of
Gorakhnath Mutt in this constituency which slid to
Samajwadi Party’s kitty in the
2018 Lok Sabha bypoll, causing
huge embarrassment to Yogi.
With caste arithmetic
expected to play a huge role this
time, a sub-par performance by
the BJP could well mean curtains for the political might of
the Mutt in the polity of
Gorakhpur for years to come.
Hence, the 2019 polls could
well be a watershed event for
the saffron party as also its
political adversaries.
Comprising Gorakhpur
Urban and Rural, Pipraich,
Sahjanwa and Campiarganj
Assembly segments, the constituency has 19.05 lakh voters.
A quick scan of voters’ castes is
enough to worry the Bharatiya
Janata Party this time as the
Samajwadi Party and Bahujan

Samaj Party have joining hands
to field a joint candidate.
With Nishads (mallah or
boatmen) being the dominant
vote bloc with 3.5 lakh voters,
followed by Dalits and Yadavs
who account for 2.5 lakh each,
the SP has fielded old war horse
Ram Bhual Nishad as the
alliance candidate. What could
work for the Nishad is the fact
that there is a potent number
of Muslim voters, 2.5 lakh to be
precise, in this constituency.
Congress, meanwhile, has
given its ticket to lawyer and
member of UP Bar Council,
Madhusudan Tripathi, eyeing
the 1.5 lakh Brahmin voters
and hoping to eat into the BJP’s
share of Brahmin votes.
Going by people’s opinion,
the task for the BJP is a rather
onerous one. When asked
about the Mutt’s age-old political dominance, retired government employee Om Dutt
explained, “Gorakhnath Mutt is
revered by people of not only
Gorakhpur but several districts. This is why Mahant
Avaidyanath of the BJP won
from here in 1991 and 1996.
His legacy was carried forward
by his disciple, Yogi Adityanath
in the 1998, 1999, 2004, 2009
and 2014 general elections.
Religious fervour came into
play so much that people across
caste lines voted for the
Mahant.”
So what changed in the
2018 bypoll, when SP’s Praveen
Nishad defeated BJP’s Upendra
Shukla by nearly 22,000 votes
and due to which the alliance
camp was so upbeat?
Om Dutt explained, “Public
faith is restricted to the Mahant
and not his representative.
Besides, after becoming Chief
Minister, Yogi Adityanath’s pres-

uestioning why issues
like caste come up
before every election,
Chief Minister Yogi Adityanath
said the opposition parties
were so shocked with the support that the Bharatiya Janata
Party and the Prime Minister
were getting across the country that they had started asking
about Narendra Modi’s caste.
“Why is the opposition
not raising development issues
and asking the government
what it has done in the last five
years. Instead of raising peoplerelated questions, they are
questioning the Prime
Minister’s caste, which is irrelevant,” Yogi said while addressing a series of rallies in Ballia,
Bansgaon, Khajani, Hata and
Doharia on Tuesday.
The Chief Minister said
that working on the principle
of ‘sabka saath, sabka vikas’, the
Prime Minister had extended
the benefits of government
schemes to people of all caste
and religion.
“If the Prime Minister is
not differentiating in the implementation of government policies and schemes, why is the
opposition raising question
about his caste? Yogi asked,
reacting to statements of
Bahujan Samaj Party chief
Mayawati that Modi was not a
real backward.
“The Prime Minister has
worked tirelessly for the last five
years without any leave so that
the people of the marginalised

class get a house. He launched
Mudra Yojna so that people
could start their own business. The policies and schemes
of the Modi government have
transformed the lives of people
and have been appreciated
across the world,” Yogi said.
About the achievements
of his government, Yogi said
that law and order had
improved and this was reflected by the way Mayawati was
sharing dais with Samajwadi
Party leaders, referring to the
Guest House incident of 1993
in which SP workers had
attacked Mayawati after the
BSP withdrew support from
the SP government in UP.
He
criticised
the
Samajwadi Party for practising
“nepotism” while doing politics
in the name of socialist leader
Ram Manohar Lohia.
“A family of one political
party accumulated a lot of
wealth while doing politics in

PGV’s roadshow
in Varanasi today

Modi govt a ‘sinking ship’, says Maya Next PM to be a

Q

Varanasi: Congress general secretary Priyanka Gandhi
Vadra will hold a roadshow on
Wednesday in the constituency
represented by Prime Minister
Narendra Modi, her party said.
The Congress show of
strength in the temple town
comes nearly three weeks after
Modi held his own roadshow
here, a day before filing his nomination papers. Congress leaders
here said the party’s local unit
has made elaborate plans to pull
in the crowds for Priyanka
Gandhi’s roadshow. The roadshow will begin from Madan
Mohan Malviya’s statue at
Banaras Hindu University gates,
the spot from where Modi’s
well-attended event began on
April 25 and like Modi’s event,
end at the Dashashwa-medh
ghat. She will then offer prayers
first at the Kashi Vishwanath
temple and then at the Kaal
Bhairav temple in Kotwali area,
Congress DCC shief said.

the name of Lohia who was
against nepotism,” he charged.
He said BJP’s priority was
to make India safe and strong
with inclusive growth and
women empowerment and
take the country ahead at the
global level.
“The party will also put in
efforts within the constitutional framework to build a Ram
temple in Ayodhya,” Yogi said
in Kushinagar district.
“Our government during
the past five years fulfilled the
basic requirements of people
and now we have to fulfil their
aspirations. BJP will work for
women as nothing is possible
without them,” the Uttar
Pradesh chief minister said.
Yogi appealed to the people to vote for the BJP, saying
their votes would strengthen
Modi at the Centre.
Polling in this region will
be held in the last phase on
May 19.

Nishad-Yadav-Dalit-Muslim,
combine is in play and politically very potent.”
College teacher and SP
supporter Vijay Mishra commented: “The BJP brass made
things easier for the alliance.
Bypoll runner-up Upendra
Shukla or sitting MP Praveen
Nishad, who joined BJP recently, would have been better bets
and offered a fight. Ravi Kishan
is a non-starter and his
approach is cosmetic. He starts
the day around 10 am, goes
back for lunch and a nap and
then meets people between 5
and 7 pm. I think he already
knows that he has lost the poll.”
Public welfare schemes
started by the Narendra Modi
and Yogi Adityanath governments, too, seemed to have left
little impact on rural voters.
Ramrati of Bhiti Rawat vil-

lage of Sahjanwa segment felt
that giving cooking gas and
power connections and affordable houses to the poor is the
government’s duty and since it
was done from public money,
the regimes did not do any
favour.
Apprehensions of Dalits
and Yadavs not voting for SP
and BSP candidates respectively, an assumption that the BJP
has fervently pinned its hopes
on, seem to have been taken
care of by the SP-BSP brass.
Yadav-Dalit animosity and
conflicts are common place in
east UP, but BSP supporter
Ram Bodh of Jurian Khas village of Sahjanwa stressed that
he would vote for the SP candidate as his victory would
ensure that Behenji (Mayawati)
becomes the next prime minister of India.

BJP running a disinformation Dalit: Rajbhar
campaign, says Akhilesha
U

PNS n LUCKNOW

PNS n LUCKNOW

itting out at Prime
Minister Narendra Modi
H
on Tuesday, Bahujan Samaj
Party chief Mayawati termed
his government a ‘sinking ship’
and claimed that the Bharatiya
Janata Party’s ideological mentor Rashtriya Swayamsevak
Sangh was also deserting it.
“Modi’s government is a
sinking ship. The proof of this
is that even the RSS has abandoned it. Owing to public
anger over non-fulfilment of
poll promises, the RSS workers
are not seen campaigning for
the BJP anywhere. Because of
this, Prime Minister Modi is
nervous,” the former chief minister of UP tweeted in Hindi.
“I cannot spot them anywhere in the election doing
hard work with their ‘jholaas’
(bags), thanks to the non-fulfilment of promises and the
intense resentment by the people,” Mayawati said.
The BSP supremo said the
country will not be “fooled” by
“dual personalities” any more.
“The country has already
seen a number of leaders in the
form of sevak (ser vant),
mukhya sevak (chief servant),
chaiwala (tea vendor) and
chowkidar (watchman), who
indulge in misleading the people,” she said, referring to labels
attached to Modi.
“But the country now
needs a real prime minister
who can run it in accordance
with the spirit of welfare in the
Constitution,” she said.
The BSP chief ’s sharp
words came a day after her vitriolic attack on Modi for enacting drama with his love for

ence became limited and he
became less accessible to locals.
Yogi also distanced himself from
die-hard disciples. His disciple
for 20 years and Hindu Yuva
Vahini leader Sunil Singh was
framed in several cases and tortured at Rajghat police station of
Gorakhpur last year for dissenting with him. This did not go
down well with the locals as
Singh has 13,000 dedicated volunteers who will naturally damage BJP’s chances. Yogi’s popularity is hence on the wane.”
Hotelier Anuj Kumar felt
that fielding Ravi Kishan was
BJP’s recipe to disaster. “The
film star is viewed as a nonserious guy with scarce political experience. In his speeches, he comes up with an oftrepeated Bhojpuri dialogue to
enthuse the crowd but that will
hardly translate into votes. The

PNS n LUCKNOW

its outfits were running a disinformation campaign against
his party’s alliance with the
Bahujan Samaj Party and
Rashtriya Lok Dal.
The SP president said that
canards were being spread that
BSP chief Mayawati would join
the
BJP-led
National
Democratic Alliance after
elections.
“The SP-BSP-RLD alliance
is a long-term political formation and none of its constituent will go anywhere and
will stay together. None of us
will go with the Bjaratiya
Janata Party... the nation is
waiting for a new prime minister which will be decided
after Lok Sabha poll results are
announced on May 23,”
Akhilesh Yadav said in
Lucknow on Tuesday.
Asked about his party’s
support to Mayawati for the
office of prime minister, the SP

chief said, “I will be happy to
see a new prime minister from
Uttar Pradesh and whom I will
support is well known, but
this issue will be decided after
May 23.”
The Samajwadi Party
chief lashed out at the
Congress saying, “They have
admitted that they fielded
weak candidates in UP.
Congress is more interested in
resurrecting the organisation
in the UP rather than fighting
the BJP. Our alliance with
BSP and RLD is to stop the
BJP from coming to power at
the Centre,” he said.
On Tuesday, Akhilesh
addressed a joint rally with the
BSP chief at Ballia.
The SP chief along with
Mayawati and RLD president
Ajit Singh would address a joint
rally at Mau and Deoria on
Wednesday.
The SP-BSP-RLD alliance
on predicted “bad days” for the
Bharatiya Janata Party after
the Lok Sabha election results
on May 23, claiming that even
the foundation of the saffron

events to be included in candidates’ poll expenditure.
On Sunday, a war of words
broke out between Mayawati
and Modi over the gangrape of
a Dalit girl in Rajasthan’s Alwar
district. The Prime Minister
accused the BSP chief of shedding crocodile tears and dared
her to withdraw support to the
Congress government in

Rajasthan.
In her repartee, Mayawati
termed the Prime Minister/s
statement as dirty politics and
asked him to resign.
Later on Tuesday,
Mayawati, in her address at a
rally in Ballia, sought to revive
her plank of inclusive politics
of `Sarvajan Hitay Sarvjan
Sukhay’.

Party chief
Stheamajwadi
Akhilesh Yadav said that
Bharatiya Janata Party and

Dalits and taunting him on his
wife. Her comments invited
strong reactions from the BJP,
which condemned the Dalit
leader. saying that she was
unfit for public life.
On Tuesday, the BSP chief
also took a jibe at temple visits by politicians, saying it had
become a ‘fashion’ for candidates contesting election to
offer prayers before campaigning or casting votes. She urged
the Election Commission to
stop the media from covering
these events.
On Monday, Congress’
Priyanka Gandhi Vadra and
Madhya Pradesh Chief
Minister Kamal Nath had
offered prays at Mahakaleshwar
temple in Ujjain.
Exuding confidence of
doing well in the ongoing elections, Mayawati said that people had experienced “enough
deceit due to the dual-character of some leaders”.
“But this time, it is not
going to happen,” she added.
Mayawati, who is not
known for staging roadshows,
also pressed for cost of such

ttar Pradesh Cabinet minister and dissident ally of
the Bharatiya Janata Party, Om
Prakash Rajbhar, predicted that
‘Dalit ki beti’ (an obvious reference to Mayawati) would be
the next prime minister of
India, dismissing the possibility of Narendra Modi being reelected as the prime minister.
Rajbhar’s
Suheldeo
Bhartiya Samaj Party is an ally
of the BJP with three MLAs in
UP assembly.
“The SP-BSP-RLD alliance
is posing stiff challenge to the
BJP in UP. Against 73 Lok
Sabha seats won by the BJP and
its ally Apna Dal (Sonelal) in
the 2014 general elections, the

BJP will not get more than 1520 seats this time while the
alliance might get 50 plus seats
and the Congress will also
improve its tally. So far I can
see, there will be a Dalit prime
minister, maybe BSP chief
Mayawati or someone else,”
Rajbhar said in Lucknow on
Tuesday.
Rajbhar also said that his
party was not in any kind of
alliance with the BJP and would
rather try to defeat it in the 14
constituencies in east UP that
are to go to polls on May 19.
“We are not rallying for the
BJP. We had asked for only one
seat, Ghosi, but they refused.
The BJP will lose in Gorakhpur,
Ballia and Ghazipur,” Rajbhar
said.

Samajwadi Party president Akhilesh
Yadav addressing an election meeting
PTI
in Ballia on Tuesday

party would not be visible
because of the “alliance storm”.
Akhilesh Yadav will also
address a poll meeting at
Maharajganj in support of his
party’s candidate Akhilesh
Singh.
Satnam
Pandey,
a
Brahmin, is Samajwadi Party
candidate from Ballia Lok
Sabha seat.
Asking the locals to ensure
that each vote went for the
alliance, Mayawati said that
development of eastern UP
would only take place after the
alliance came to power at the
Centre.

Cong candidate’s bid to rewrite history
Lucknow (PNS): A senior woman journalist’s resolve to protect her family legacy
prompted her to leave her cozy life and contest the Lok Sabha election from
Maharajganj constituency in Uttar Pradesh.
She is pitted against two-time BJP MP and
a strong coalition candidate. Editor of an
English business channel, Supriya Srinetra,
is contesting the election on Congress ticket to emulate her late father Harshvardhan
Singh, a two-time MP from the same constituency. Senior Singh won the election on
Janata Dal ticket in 1989 and then on
Congress ticket in 2009.
“I am here to protect my family pride and
the farmers of this region, who are deprived
of good remunerative prices of their produce,”
Supriya said and added, “My father had
worked for his constituency and I am looking forward to carrying forward his legacy.”

Announcement of Supriya’s candidature
was no less dramatic. Earlier, Congress had
announced jailed politician Amarmani
Tripathi’s daughter Tanushree Tripathi as its
candidate from Maharajganj. Prior to that,
Shivpal Singh Yadav’s Pragatisheel
Samajwadi Party (Lohia) had announced
Tanushree as its candidate from
Maharajganj. When Congress learnt about
it, Tanushree was replaced with Supriya. She
is pitted against sitting BJP MP Pankaj
Chaudhary and SP-BSP alliance candidate
Akhilesh Singh. While Pankaj is a five-time
MP from the constituency, Akhilesh won the
seat once in 1999.
The campaigning in Maharajganj has
been hectic with senior Congress leaders
from across the country, including Ghulam
Nabi Azad, Raj Babbar and P Chidambaram
addressing meetings in support of Supriya.

BJP’s leader and the SP-BSP alliance partners
have also held several meetings in the constituency.
In 2014 Lok Sabha polls, Bharatiya Janata
Party’s Pankaj Chaudhary polled 4.17 lakh
to defeat Bahujan Samaj Party candidate
Kashinath Shukla by 2.31 lakh votes while
Akhilesh Singh came third. But this time, the
poll arithmetic favours the Samajwadi Party
candidate as addition of BSP votes is more
than BJP’s vote share in 2014. The constituency has around 19 lakh voters with 60 per cent
from backward community. Besides Nishad,
Brahmin and Marwari account for another
10 per cent of voters. Of the five Assembly
segments of the Maharajganj Lok Sabha seat,
four — Pharenda, Siswa, Maharajganj and
Paniyara — have BJP MLAs while Nautnawa
is represented by Independent Amanmani
Tripathi, son of Amarmani Tripathi.
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LMC kicks off clean-up drive 3 women among 9
L
held for flesh trade
PIONEER NEWS SERVICE n LUCKNOW

ucknow
Municipal
Corporation on Tuesday
kicked off a 72-hour drive for
cleaning the entire city. The
LMC authorities said that till 4
pm, 1,450 metric tonnes of
garbage and silt were removed
from all parts. However, heaps
of garbage could still be seen in
several areas of the state capital, exposing the tall claims.
Municipal Commissioner
Indramani Tripathi told The
Pioneer that it was the initiative
of LMC and the public could
also contact the workers for
collection of garbage from
their respective areas.
“A WhatsApp number and
a toll-free number have been
given for the same. The general public can even send us an
e-mail if they want the garbage
to be picked up from any area,”
he said.
Tripathi said that the workers also carried out sweeping
activities in areas where no
sweeping had been carried out.
However, he said that the basic
focus was on the picking up of
garbage. “It is lying on the
vacant plots and at several
other places and should be
removed to make the city
clean,” he said. He admitted

Pioneer

Garbage strewn on roadside in Lucknow

that it would be a continuous
process and the cleaning would
be carried out day and night.He
said that 421 vehicles had been
employed for the purpose and
9,000 employees of the Nagar
Nigam had been engaged in
this exercise.
Even though the extensive
exercise was taken up there

were places were garbage could
be seen in the city. A senior
LMC staffer while responding
to this said “The work has just
begun and we have a total of 72
hours for it.”
It may be pointed out here
that Lucknow has secured the
121st rank amongst 4,000 cities
with a score of 2747.06 in the

4,133 aspirants to appear
in CLAT on May 26
PIONEER NEWS SERVICE n LUCKNOW

s many as 4,133 candidates
A
from the city will be
appearing for the Common
Law Admission Test (CLAT)
which will be held on May 26
for entrance to the prestigious
law institutes of the country.
This year, the examination is
being conducted by the
National Law University,
Odisha. CLAT-2019 will be
held in offline mode on May 26
(Sunday) from 3 pm to 5 pm.
A senior official from Ram
Manohar Lohia National Law
University said that 492 applications had been received for
the post-graduate courses and
3,641 for the undergraduate
courses from Lucknow.
He said that in the entire
state 7,806 applications had
been received which included
805 for the post-graduate
courses and 7,001 for the
undergraduate law courses.
“As many as 129 applications for the post-graduate
courses and 1,179 for the
undergraduate courses have
been received from Allahabad
and 62 for the post-graduate
courses and 1,186 for the graduate courses have been received
from Kanpur. From Varanasi,
122 applications for the postgraduate courses and 995 for
the graduate courses in law
have been received,” he said.
There will be no upper age
limit for the UG programme in
CLAT-2019.

As regards the minimum
percentage of marks in the
qualifying examination the
candidates should have
secured at least 45 (45%) marks
or its equivalent grade.
It was said that the candidates who were appearing in
the qualifying examination in
March-April 2019 were also eligible to appear in the CLAT2019. “However, they would be
required to produce an evidence of their passing the qualifying examination at the time
of admission failing which they
would lose their right to be
considered for admission. The
result of the qualifying examination would be submitted by
the candidate at the time of
admission failing which he or
she would be ineligible for
admission in the course.”
Those conducting the
examination said that information once furnished by the
candidate with regard to the
category to which he or she
belonged, his or her preference
for the NLUs and the Centre of
the Entrance Test submitted by
the candidates through online
application mode would be
final and no change whatsoever, would be allowed thereafter
under any circumstances.
“The candidates are
required to furnish correct and
authentic information. In case
the information furnished at
any stage of the application,
examination and admission
process is found to be false or

incorrect or if there is any discrepancy or mismatch between
the one furnished by the candidate at the relevant section
and the certificates the documents produced at the time of
admission and the provisional
admission offered to him or her
should stand cancelled with
immediate effect without
assigning any further reason
and the candidate would stand
disqualified from being considered for further admission to
the NLUs by the CLAT
Consortium Office,” it was further said.
It was also stated that no
change would be allowed in
the preference of the 21
National Law Universities once
the form was submitted by the
candidate. The pattern of the
question paper for admission to
the post-graduate course for
CLAT-2019 will be as follows:The maximum marks for the
examination will be 150. The
duration of the CLAT-2019
will be two hours. There will be
100 multiple-choice questions
of one mark each.
The subjective questions
will include 50 marks ones on
the topics of law and contemporary issues. The syllabus will
include that of Constitutional
Law, other law subjects such as
Contract, Torts, Criminal Law,
International Law, IPR and
Jurisprudence. There will be
negative marking and 0.25
marks will be deducted for each
wrong answer.

Swachh Sarvekshan Survey2019 which was carried out by
the Ministr y of Urban
Development. Last year
Lucknow had secured the 115
rank amongst 400 cities. The
LMC authorities had admitted
that the result was a disappointment. Officials had said that the
competition was greater and

they had also worked very
hard for it but there must have
been something lacking on
their part. Though Lucknow’s
performance had not been
good, 14 cities from Uttar
Pradesh won the awards in the
Swachh Sarvekshan Survey2019. Mathura bagged the
award for the fastest mover city,
Jhansi for the best city in innovation and best practice, Orai
in Jalaun for the fastest mover
city, Mohammadi in Kheri for
North Zone’s cleanest city No
2, Nandgaon in Jalaun for
North Zone’s cleanest city No
3, Muradnagar in Ghaziabad
for North Zone’s cleanest city
No 1, Gulaothi in Bulandshahr
for North Zone’s best city in
innovation and best practice,
Shahbad in Hardoi for North
Zone’s fastest Mover City,
Dhanaura in Amroha for
North Zone’s best city in innovation and best practice, Palia
Kalan in Kheri for North Zone’s
Best City in ‘Solid Waste
Management,’ Gaura Bhartaj in
Deoria for North Zone’s fastest
mover city, Fatehpur Chaurasi
in Unnao as North Zone’s
cleanest city No 1, Jasrana in
Mainpuri as North Zone’s
fastest mover city and
Ghaziabad as a garbage-free
city.

DM inspects venue for
counting of votes

The accused held for being involved in a sex racket on the intervening night of Monday and Tuesday
PIONEER NEWS SERVICE n LUCKNOW

ith the arrest of nine
persons, including three
W
women, police claimed to have
busted a flesh trade racket. The
arrests were made following a
raid at a hotel in Udaiganj
under Hussainganj police station on the intervening night of
Monday and Tuesday. Those
arrested were identified as
Ashraf Ali alais Mithun, Rajat
Sharma, Sunil Kumar Gupta,
Mukul Lal Shukla, Lal Behari
Gupta and Vikki Kanaujia. The
names of the women were

withheld by the police.
The raid was carried out
following a complaint by Sunil
Kesarwani, a local resident
who alleged that Ashraf Ali was
running a sex racket at the
hotel. He said unscrupulous
activities were spoiling the
atmosphere of the locality and
adversely impacting local
youths. There were reports
that Ashraf used to get huge
sum as commission.
The four-paged complaint
was lodged with Senior
Superintendent of Police (SSP)
Kalanidhi Naithani last week.

Pioneer

Taking prompt action, the SSP
directed the Hussainganj
inspector to secretly conduct a
probe and then raid the hotel
to catch those involved in the
flesh trade in flagrante delicto.
Cops in civvies were
deployed at all the exit and
entrance points, leaving no
scope for the accused to escape.
The police said the women
arrested were in their 20’s.
Two of them work with reputed companies while one is a
housewife. The police said the
accused confessed to their
crime.

Embroidery artisan found
dead, bro alleges murder
PIONEER NEWS SERVICE n LUCKNOW

32-year-old embroidery
artisan, identified as Rubin,
was found died under mysterious circumstances on Tuesday.
His body was recovered from
near a nullah in Kakarabad area
under Kakori police station.
The body was wrapped with a
bedsheet and the arms and
legs were tied with a rope.
Alleging murder, deceased’s
elder brother Waseem Akram
said the conspiracy was hatched
by a woman and her husband,
who is a doctor and has his clinic in Kakori market. Akram said
the woman and his brother had
an affair five years ago.
“Rubin left for Dubai after
she got married and came back
for his marriage four years ago.
Thereafter, he left for Dubai
again with his wife Fauzia. The
couple also have a two-year old
daughter. He came back to
India along with his wife and
daughter six months ago and
was planning to leave India
shortly. Rubin went to a hospital for check-up for renewal of
his passport around 10:30 am
on Monday, but did not return
home,” Akram told the police.
His wife kept calling him
but he was not responding.
Akram went to Kakori police
station in the midnight and
lodged a complaint. Meanwhile,

A

PIONEER NEWS SERVICE n LUCKNOW

n view of the counting of votes
to take place on May 23,
IDistrict
Magistrate Kaushal Raj
Sharma inspected Ramabai
Sthal. He was accompanied by
senior officials from the district
administration and police.
The DM reviewed the
arrangements being made for
the counting of votes. The DM
said there would be separate
entries for Mohanlalganj and
Lucknow Lok Sabha constituencies. Two guards will be
deployed at the entry points
where the counting for these
constituencies will be carried
out and they will ensure no one
takes mobile phone, camera or
any other electronic gadgets
inside. The DM also inspected

the strong rooms where one platoon of CISF has been deployed.
The DM said that 15 tables
would be kept in each room for
counting through EVMs and
two for postal ballot. For maintaining law and order, all the
COs, eight additional SPs, 50
inspectors, 350 sub-inspectors,
350 head constables and 650
constables will be deployed.
The counting will begin at
8 am. The government staff
members will include a counting supervisor, an assistant
and a class IV employee. The
final results are expected to
come by the evening, but
trends will be clear much earlier. For Sidhauli, the counting
will take place in Sitapur and
figures for every round will be
e-mailed or faxed.

BSc student hangs self at
brother-in-law’s house
Lucknow (PNS): A BSc-II
student, identified as Aditi
Tewari (22), committed suicide
at her brother-in-law’s house in
Viram Khand (Gomti Nagar)
on Friday afternoon. She was
found hanging from the ceiling. No suicide note was recovered from the room.
A native of Gorakhpur
district, she was living with her
sister and brother in-law to
pursue graduation. As per
reports, her brother-in-law left
for his workplace and children
to their school while her sister
went to a nearby market

around 11.30 am to buy items
of daily use. When she
returned home, she kept
knocking the door but there
was no response from inside.
She called her husband who
informed police. A team of
police reached the place and
broke open the door. Aditi was
found hanging in a room. Her
sister was clueless as to why
Aditi took the extreme step.
The police said her parents had
been informed and investigations would be carried out if
they lodged a complaint alleging foul play.

gram pradhan Salig Ram spotted a body wrapped with a bedsheet around 5 am and he
informed the police. The police
called Akram who identified
the deceased as Rubin. A case
was registered in this connection.
He alleged that the
woman and her husband must
have hatched conspiracy to
eliminate Rubin.
Meanwhile, three unidentified miscreants snatched the
mobile phone of a man, identified as Abhimanyu Singh, a
resident of Sitapur Road, few
yards away from his house.

Police said Abhimanyu was
going to his workplace and
stopped to attend a call on his
mobile phone. In the meantime, three unidentified youths,
with their faces covered,
snatched his phone. He lodged
a complaint at Madiaon police
station.
Interestingly, the
police had launched an exercise
in the morning to nab chainsnatchers active in the area.
Later, two accused were picked
up for interrogation from
Madiaon market crossing and
recovered Abhimanyu’s mobile
phone.

1.7 crore per day in June. The
marriage season brings in a lot
of passengers who visit different parts of the state,” he pointed out. He said that for the services that they had been providing for ferrying of polling staff
and others, they would be paid
by the Election Commission
of India. “The buses engaged
for elections are currently in the
process of movement because
we are sending 200 buses on a
daily basis, which will rake in
Rs 21,000 per vehicle per day,

making it a revenue of Rs 42
lakh per day from the Election
Commission,” he said.
He said that in April, they
made a profit of Rs 7 crore in
which almost Rs 4 crore was
obtained from buses engaged
in elections. He said that by
June, they were expecting a
profit of Rs 9 crore. Till May 9,
the gross revenue was Rs 11.78
crore. “When combine marriages and election, the revenue
should be around Rs 90 crore,”
he added.

FSDA to check sale of Marriage season, LS polls
carbide-ripened mangoes to boost UPSRTC revenue
PIONEER NEWS SERVICE n LUCKNOW

he Food Safety and Drug
Administration (FSDA)
will be enforcing the rules
regarding the non-usage of
carbide-ripened mangoes from
May 25 in the fruit mandis of
the city. Designated officer of
FSDA TR Rawat said they were
currently carrying out an
awareness programme in the
mandis telling the fruit vendors
not to use the carbide-ripened
mangoes and later they would
check whether their directive
was being followed there in letter and spirit or not.
“We are telling the mango
sellers at the mandis that they
should not sell carbide-ripened
mangoes to the consumers
and should instead use ethylene gas for ripening them since
it was as good as natural gas
and did not cause any harm to
them,” he said. The official said
that ethylene gas cylinders
were available in the market in
small sizes and could be effectively used for ripening fruits.
The designated officer said
that carbide could be very
harmful for the consumers as
it was carcogenic and could
corrode the intestine and hence
its usage had to be stopped. On
being asked why the FSDA was
not laying stress on the ripening of the fruits on the trees
itself, he said that since different fruits took different periods

PIONEER NEWS SERVICE n LUCKNOW
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Girls keep their faces covered to protect themselves from heat in Lucknow on
Pioneer
Tuesday

Students of KVs on
visit to Pithoragarh
Lucknow (PNS): A group
of 50 students from Kendriya
Vidyalayas of Agra, Dehradun,
Jaipur, Lucknow and Delhi
regions are visiting Pithoragarh
and forward areas as part of a
seven-day visit to border areas
of Uttarakhand from May 13 to
19. The students will be familiarised with the challenging
service conditions in the forward areas with a view to
enhancing awareness amongst
them about Indian Army and
giving them a feel of the
harsh terrain and weather conditions along the sensitive
Indo-Nepal border.
During this tour, the students will be taken to Dharchula

at an altitude of 3500 feet along
Indo-Nepal border. In addition a weapon and equipment
display will also be organised for
the students. Commander of the
Panchshul Brigade, Brigadier
Ranjan Mallik will also interact
with the students. ‘Seema
Darshan’ is a unique initiative by
the Ministry of Human
Resource Development in
which schoolchildren visit the
border areas with an objective
to experience the security environment. The other objectives
are to foster patriotism and
nationalism among the students and to provide an opportunity for the children to experience the border environment.

he marriage season coinciding with the ongoing
T
Lok Sabha elections is expected to give a financial boost to
Uttar Pradesh State Road
Transport
Corporation
(UPSRTC). Regional manager
PK Bose said that the earnings
would be in the fast lane from
May 14 to June 15.
“The marriage season will
increase the revenue from Rs
1.3 crore per day in May to Rs
to ripen there was a need to
ripen them in lots ripening
agents such as ethylene could
be used. “Post May 25 we will
carry out drives in the markets
and if we find carbide-ripened
mangoes anywhere they will be
discarded,” he added. It may be
pointed out here that the farmers and fruit vendors had been
using carbide as a ripening
agent for mangoes and other
fruits since a long time.
He said that they would
also begin this enforcement on
juice sellers from May 25. “We
will begin the awareness programme for the juice sellers
from May 16 till May 25 and
after that drives would be carried out to see whether they
were following the rules or not
to ensure hygienic conditions
while serving the people,” he
said. Rawat said that the juice

sellers had been allowed to sell
juices of all kinds of fruits but
they should look into the aspect
of cleanliness while serving
them. “The glasses in which
they serve the juice are not
properly washed. Either they
should wash the glasses or
serve juices in disposable ones,”
he said. He said that they do
not also wash the machines
while making juices. “They
should see to it that the
machines are washed while
extracting fresh juices. It is also
necessary that they do not
retain the juices for more than
half an hour after which the
bacteria begins settling in it.
The juice should be served
within 10 minutes after it is
prepared for health purposes,”
he said. He said that such a rule
for the cut fruits would also be
enforced by May 25.
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Railway officer shot
dead in Fatehpur

Rae Bareli zila panchayat members attacked

PIONEER NEWS SERVICE n LUCKNOW

n a blatant show of strength,
Rae Bareli Zila Panchayat
Ichairman
and BJP candidate

sensational daylight mura senior railway officer
Iwasnder,asprayed
with bullets by
unknown assailants in Fatehpur
on Tuesday. The railway officer’s
driver was also injured in the
attack. After killing the officer,
the assailants sped off from the
scene on motorcycles. Senior
officers later rushed to the spot
and shifted the victims to hospital where the railway officer
was pronounced brought dead.
A dispute over a contract could
be the motive behind the murderous attack.
A case has been registered
and investigations are on. As
per reports, Ajay Kumar (40) of
Ramnagar area of Firozabad,
was a senior engineer in
Railways and was monitoring
the doubling of tracks on DelhiHowrah route in Fatehpur district. On Tuesday noon, Kumar
left with driver Mahendra Singh
to supervise the work. As he
reached Bilind Atraha Marg in
Thariyaon locality of Fatehpur,
two motorcycle riders intercepted his vehicle. Before the driver
or Kumar could sense foul
play, four other youths on
motorcycles approached the
car and opened indiscriminate
fire. Kumar was hit by several
bullets and died inside the car.
The driver was also injured in
the firing and was later shifted

THE OFFICER AND HIS
DRIVER WERE RUSHED
TO HOSPITAL WHERE
THE FORMER WAS
PRONOUNCED
BROUGHT DEAD. A
DISPUTE OVER A
CONTRACT COULD
BE THE MOTIVE
FOR MURDER
to hospital. Some local residents
and workers at the site of Etari
plant of railways rushed to
their rescue, after which the
assailants sped off from the
spot. Later, SP of Fatehpur,
Kailash Singh, and additional
forces rushed to the spot and
started probe. Singh said the
victims were rushed to district
hospital where doctors pronounced Kumar dead upon
arrival. The body was sent for
autopsy and efforts were being
made to nab the assailants.

Emphasis on need to
conserve manuscripts
PIONEER NEWS SERVICE n LUCKNOW

istrict Magistrate Kaushal
Raj Sharma said on
D
Tuesday that from the historical and culture perspective,
India has a rich ancient heritage
from which other civilizations
emerged. He said INTACH
was protecting and conserving
ancient manuscripts. The DM
was speaking at a programme
organised by the National
Mission of Manuscripts (New
Delhi) in association with
INTACH on Tuesday.
The programme was
organised as the conclusion of
a workshop on the conservation of manuscripts which was
organised for participants from
across the country from April
15 to May 14. The DM said
countries that learn from their
ancient civilizations move forward and progress such as
Germany, Japan and France.
He said that the Britishers
made changes in history and
highlighted the idea that whatever progress had taken place

in the country were because
of them. The DM said they
presented the idea that the
country was full of myths and
that India had no scientific
basis. “The manuscripts of
the country are our pride as
they contain large amounts of
knowledge, but the Britishers
took most of them and burnt
them as they depicted India
in true light,” he pointed out.
Later, Sharma gave away certificates to the participants of
various workshops.
Project coordinator,
National Mission for
Manuscripts, Kirti Srivastava
said 77 manuscript conservation centres under them had
conserved 8,70,05,805 pages
of over three lakh manuscripts.
She said that on the art of
conserving the manuscripts,
70 seminars, 253 conservation workshops and 98 workshops on script sciences were
organised across the country.
She added that with the help
of computers, over three lakh
manuscripts had been digitised and over 150 lectures
organised on the subject.
She said that even though
so much work had been done,
there were still a large number of manuscripts which
needed to be conserved.
INTACH director Mamta
Mishra said that technicalities
in terms of conservation were
taught to the participants
who had come from different
states such as Uttar Pradesh,
Jammu & Kashmir, Madhya
Pradesh, Gujarat, Assam,
Odisha, Bihar, Tamil Nadu
and Rajasthan.

PIONEER NEWS SERVICE n LUCKNOW

from Rae Bareli, Dinesh Pratap
Singh’s brother Awadesh
Pratap Singh and his aides on
Tuesday fired at dissenters,
assaulted them and tried to
abduct some panchayat members for daring to bring in a
no-confidence motion against
him.
The assailants also attacked
Congress MLA from Rae
Bareli, Aditi Singh’s motorcade while she was coming
with panchayat members to
take part in the zila panchayat proceedings. As the anxious

driver tried to speed off, the
SUV overturned near
Bachhrawan toll plaza in
Harchandpur. Aditi and several others were injured in the
incident and had to be hospitalised. Later, Singh along with
Congress MLC Deepak Singh
and Manoj Pandey, former
Samajwadi Party minister and
several leaders from Congress
and SP sat on dharna outside
Panchayat Bhawan, demanding stern action against
Awadesh Singh and his aides.
Awadesh Singh made similar
charges against Congress
claiming that half-a-dozen of
his supporters were abducted.
The role of Rae Bareli
administration in the incident

came in for sharp criticism.
The officials were accused of
working at the behest of BJP, as
cops remained spectators.
As per reports, Rae Bareli
MLA Aditi Singh, zila panchayat member Rakesh
Awasthi and two dozen members of zila panchayat left
Lucknow on separate SUVs to
participate in the no-confidence motion proceeding
against pachayat chairman,
Awadesh Pratap Singh on
Tuesday.
Earlier, 31 zila panchayat
members had signed a memorandum and submitted it to
the Rae Bareli DM to remove
Awadhesh Singh, but the DM
took no action. Later, the pan-

chayat members moved the
High Court which appointed
an ADJ and asked him to conduct voting on the no-confidence motion on Tuesday.
But as Aditi Singh’s SUV
reached the Bachhrawan toll
plaza on Lucknow-Rae Bareli
highway, it was attacked and
chased and in the process her
vehicle overturned near
Mahaveer
Engineering
College in Harchanpur. Eye
witnesses said that the vehicles
of the MLA and panchayat
members were fired upon and
later aides of Awadhesh Singh
damaged three vehicles with
lathis. The incident was also
recorded by the CCTV camera installed at the toll plaza.

Surprisingly, Principal
Secretary (Home) Arvind
Kumar and DGP OP Singh
shied away from giving any
official comment and did not
respond to query on officials’
WhatsApp group till late
Tuesday evening. Besides, no
officer from DGP office or
Home department briefed the
media about the incident at
Secretariat Annexe. Usually,
whenever briefing is cancelled, the media is informed
beforehand, but on Tuesday,
no information was passed on.
The matter was also
brought to the knowledge of
Lucknow bench of the
Allahabad High Court on
whose direction voting on

CITYBRIEFS

SCHOOLSCAN

SUGARCANE JUICE
BOTTLING TECH

Central Institute for
Subtropical Horticulture
(CISH) has developed sugarcane juice bottling technology. CISH director Shailendra
Rajan said people from processing industry were regularly demanding a technology
by which sugarcane juice could
be bottled and preserved for
commercial use. “The research
on the subject was conducted
by principal scientist Neelima
Garg and her team who came
out with an aonla-blended
sugarcane juice which can be
stored for over a year.
Consumer response for this
product was also gathered and
found encouraging. The product was in glass bottles and
now, many industries are interested to have this juice in plastic bottles. If it is packed in
plastic bottles, the transportation will be easier, cheaper
and many disadvantages associated with glass bottles will not
to faced by the marketing
chain,” said Rajan.

MEETING

Film producer Boney
Kapoor met Principal
Secretar y,
Information,
Awanish Awasthi at Lok
Bhawan on Tuesday. Also present on the occasion was
Information director Shishir.
Awasthi said there were

the no-confidence motion was
to be held at Rae Bareli zila
panchayat. The court will take
up the issue on Wednesday.
Deepak Singh accused the
district officials of harassing
zila panchayat members for
bringing in the no-confidence
motion. He said some were
even detained on fake cases.
“In BJP rule, democracy is
at stake in Rae Bareli and officials are openly supporting
Dinesh Pratap Singh and his
kin in their illegal acts,”
Deepak Singh said. Later, IG
of Lucknow R ange and
Lucknow
Divisional
Commissioner rushed to Rae
Bareli after learning about
the violence.

al and physical stress.

ROAD SAFETY CAMPAIGN

Boney Kapoor at Lok Bhawan on Tuesday

immense possibilities in Uttar
Pradesh and the state government had taken several steps to
encourage film shooting in
various districts. Kapoor said
he would soon begin the shooting of a film, which is a biopic
on football coach Abdul
Raheem. Ajay Devgn and Kirti
Suresh will be playing the main
roles. He said that after ‘Tevar’
and ‘Mom’, it would be his third
film to be shot in UP. Awasthi
said it was because of the
encouragement provided by
the state government that there
had been a spate of film shoots
in UP.

SESSION ON STRESS

Lucknow Metro Rail
Corporation organised a

health session for its employees at Transport Nagar Depot
on Tuesday. The session titled
‘Stress at workplace’ was conducted by Dr Umar Mushir, a
psychiatrist from a city hospital. Dr Mushir touched upon
various issues, including the
types of stress, need for
lifestyle changes and symptoms to know when is it the
time to consult a doctor to
seek help. The session also
stressed upon the right
amount of sleep and effective
ways to deal with deadlines
making it easier for a person
to cope with stress. The attendees were also explained the
importance of deep breathing
and meditation as an efficient
method to deal with emotion-

Indian Road Safety
Council and Shubham Soti
Foundation conducted a road
safety campaign to celebrate
5th United Nation Road Safety
Week. The campaign was held
at a trans-Gomti mall. The
campaign was named #speakup
and the people were asked to
speak about the changes
required to be safe on roads.
The campaign focused on three
points - road safety changes
required, views of public about
road safety and road safety
awareness for people. A
#wallofdemand was created
and the participants signed on
it.

ROADSHOW

Tamil Nadu Chamber
Foundation, in association with
Tamil Nadu Chamber of
Commerce and Industry, Tamil
Nadu Food Grains Marketing
Yard partnering with YES
(Young Entrepreneur School)
and EPC (Export Promotion
Centre) is organising Vibrant
Tamil Nadu International Food
Products and Agri Expo 2019
on August 12 to 15, 2019 at
Madurai, Tamil Nadu. In order
to promote Vibrant Tamil
Nadu Expo 2019, they are
organising roadshows at different states. A roadshow in this
regard will be held at Smriti
Bhawan in Lucknow on May 15
with the support of
ASSOCHAM-UP.

Meritorious students were felicitated during a programme at Wisdom Way
Progressive Inter College in Chinhat on Tuesday

SCHOLARSHIP

Kanad Pandey, a meritorious student of City Montessori
School, Gomti Nagar Campus
II, has been
selected for
K i s h o r e
Va i g y a n i k
Protsahan
Yojana (KVPY
Fellowship) of
the Central
government.
Kanad will be receiving a scholarship of Rs 5,000 per month
and Rs 20,000 as annual contingency grant during three
years of graduation. At MSc
level course, he will be getting
a monthly stipend of Rs 7,000
per month and annual contingency grant of Rs 28,000. Thus,
he will be getting a scholarship
of Rs 4,92,000 during five years
of higher education. The fellowship scheme is an enterprising project of the government
to encourage the undergraduate students to move ahead for
a research career and it is
coordinated by Indian Science
Centre, Bengaluru. Students
who obtain high percentage of
marks in Board exams undergo an aptitude test and interview to get the scholarship. The
students chosen under this fellowship can avail the facility of
famous national laboratory,
university and library in any
part of India for free by showing their ID cards.

JeM terrorist carrying bounty of `2L arrested
STAFF REPORTER n NEW DELHI

he Delhi Police has arrested
an alleged terrorist of JaishT
e-Mohammad from Srinagar

who was carrying a reward of `2
lakh. Identified as Abdul Majeed
Baba, he was acting on the
instructions of his handlers,
sitting across the borders.
It has been revealed that
the accused along with associates Fayyaz and Bashir came to
Delhi in 2007 to deliver a consignment of arms, ammunition
and explosives to Pakistani
terrorist Shahid Gafoor but all
were arrested after shootout
with team of Delhi Police
Special Cell.
Abdul Majeed Baba is a
resident of Magrepora district
of Sopore in Jammu &
Kashmir. The arrest was made
on Saturday evening from
Soura in downtown Srinagar.
Baba will be produced before
the Chief Judicial Magistrate of
Srinagar and brought to Delhi
on transit remand.
According to Sanjeev
Kumar Yadav, the Deputy
Commissioner of Police (DCP),
Special Cell, on February 4,

2007, on specific inputs the
sleuths of Special Cell of Delhi
Police apprehended four terrorists of JeM identified as Shahid
Gafoor a resident of Siyalkot in
Pakistan, Bashir Ahmed Ponnu
a resident of Baramullah in
Jammu and Kashmir (J&K),
Fayaz Ahmed Lone a resident
of Kupwara (J&K) and Abdul
Majid Baba after a brief
encounter at Deen Dayal
Upadhayay Marg, Delhi.
“Police has also recovered
three kilogram (kg) of highly
explosive material, four detonators, one timer, six hand
grenades, one pistol of .30
bore, one magazine with two
live cartridges, Indian currency Rs 50 thousand and fake US
currency $-10 thousand from
their possession. Subsequently
a case under section
121/121A/122/123/186/353/30
7/489 B/489 C/120 B of Indian
Penal Code (IPC), 4/5
Explosive Substances Act,
25/27 Arms Act, 14 Foreigners
Act and 17/18/20/21/23
U n l a w f u l
Activities(Prevention) Act was
registered at special cell police
station,” said the DCP.

“On August 7, 2013, ASJ
Court convicted accused
Shahid Gafoor and acquitted
Bashir, Fayyaz and Abdul
Majid Baba. On appeal against
their acquittal the High Court
of Delhi convicted all the three
terrorists. After being convicted, accused Bashir, Fayaz and
Baba did not surrender before
the High Court of Delhi and
deliberately avoided their
arrest. Thereafter, High Court
issued Non-Bailable Warrants
against them several times
since 2014 but none turned up,”
said the DCP.
“A reward of Rs. 2 Lakh
was declared by Delhi Police
upon the arrest of each of the
absconding three accused person. On March 25, 2019, one of
the three accused Fayaz was
arrested by police team of
Special Cell in Srinagar. After
the arrest of accused Fayyaz,
efforts were continued to arrest
the remaining other two terrorists,” said the DCP.
“With the arrest of Fayyaz,
accused Baba had got extra
conscious and started continuously changing his hideouts to
dodge the police net. For the

Jaish operative Abdul Majeed Baba in police custody

last two months, Special Cell
team had conducted several
raids on accused’s traced hideouts with the help of local
police and army, but each time
he managed to escape the
police dragnet. It was learnt

that he was planning to escape
to Pak-occupied-Kashmir
(PoK) when on May 11, specific input was received that
accused Baba will visit Sheree-Kashmir Institute Medical
Sciences Hospital in Shoura

Aiyar stirs row by defending...
From Page 1
“Mani Shankar Aiyar’s
remarks are his own as stated by
him in his article. The Congress
is neither on the back foot nor
ashamed of his remarks. It’s the
PM who should be ashamed of
lowering the dignity of the office
he occupies by making disparaging remarks against former Prime
Minister Rajiv Gandhi and former
Congress president Sonia Gandhi.
The PM should apologise to the
country for the abusive language
that he has used,” Shergill said,
referring to Modi recently saying
Rajiv Gandhi’s life ended as
‘Bhrashtachari No 1’.
Home Minister Rajnath Singh
seized on Aiyar’s justification and
asked the Congress to respond on
its leader’s comments. BJP’s IT
Cell head Amit Malviya also
referred to Congress leader Sam
Pitroda, in the spotlight for his
“hua to hua” remark on the 1984
anti-Sikh riots.
BJP spokesperson GVL
Narasimha Rao put out a tweet
saying “Abuser-in-chief Aiyar”

had returned to justify his 2017
‘Neech’ jibe. “... Aiyar then apologised & hid behind poor Hindi
excuse. Now he says he was
prophetic. Congress revoked his
suspension last year for filthy
outburst. Double speak & arrogance of @INCIndia on display
again!” he said.
“Pak-crony Aiyar has the
audacity to call PM ‘anti-national’. Nation knows that @narendramodi ji is the epitome of
‘Rashtra Bhakti’. Aiyar is known
for ‘Parivar Bhakti’ as a (political)
slave of the dynasty. It isn’t surprising at all that all abusers are close
Gandhi confidants.” Congress
president Rahul Gandhi said the
fight on issues can be brutal but
hatred and violence should not be
used against each other.
Aiyar said in his article, “Modi
will, in any case, be ousted by the
people of India on May 23. That
would be a fitting end to the most
foul-mouthed Prime Minister this
country has seen or is likely to see.
Remember how I described him
on 7 December 2017? Was I not

prophetic?” Congress had suspended Aiyar after his personal
attack on Modi, he noted, but the
Opposition party revoked his suspension later.
Later, in Shimla, when
reporters questioned him on the
controversy, Aiyar said it was just
one line in his article and he will
not get involved in media’s
“games”. “I am a fool, but not such
a big fool,” he said. He also hit out
at Modi for promoting leaders
who abused Opposition leaders
even describing them as ‘Genghis
Khan ki aulad’.
“The truth is that Prime
Minister Narendra Modi will go
down in history as the only PM
who decimated, denigrated and
annihilated the prestige of the
office of the Prime Minister he
holds, who violated every article
of restraint and mutual respect
written in the civilisation of the
country, who chooses verbal abuse
as a weapon to silence his critics
when he has no answer on jobs on
agrarian distress and on a failed
economy,” he said.

Ranjan Dimri | Pioneer

In the article, Aiyar said he
has found out why Modi “loathes”
Jawaharlal Nehru so much -because Nehru had a degree in
Natural Sciences from the
University of Cambridge, and
was convinced that to pull Indians
out of superstition, modern India
must cultivate a “scientific temper”.
This, Aiyar said, drives
Hindutva supporters “nuts
because they like to believe the
‘udan khatolas’ of mythology were
the earliest F-16s to be invented by
Hindus, and that Hindu plastic
surgery, not a transplant operation, is what led to an elephant’s
head surmounting Lord Ganesh.”
“Both these stunningly illiterate claims come from the mouth
of none less than the Prime
Minister of our country, whose
acquaintance with higher education has gone no further than
lying about degrees from Delhi
and Gujarat universities that he
never got and who can obviously
not tell a scientific proposition
from a ‘dhokla’,” Aiyar wrote.

area in Srinagar,” said the DCP.
“Acting on the tip-off a trap
was laid and accused was
arrested. He has been brought
to Delhi on transit remand for
further legal proceedings,” said
the DCP.

No helmet, no petrol
in Noida, Greater
Noida from June 1
STAFF REPORTER n NOIDA

its bid to instill discipline among two wheeler ridthe Guatam Budh Nagar district administration
Ihasners,decided
not to sell petrol to such riders from June
1 next if they are not wearing helmets. This rule will
apply on all the filling stations in Noida and Greater
Noida. An announcement was made by the district
administration on Tuesday.
All filling stations in
Gautam Buddh Nagar have been instructed to carry
out massive publicity on their premises about the
upcoming regulation and consequences of rule violation. “It is, therefore, instructed that all petrol pumps
in Noida and Greater Noida will publicise this order
on their premises during the next five days that fuel
will not be given to vehicles whose rider and pillion
are found without helmets,” it said. District Magistrate
(DM) Brajesh Narain Singh held a meeting with the
petrol pump owners association and said that the order
must be implemented in the two cities and later it
would also be rolled out in rural areas of Gautam
Buddh Nagar. “Those who reach your fuel stations
without helmet should be told that they will only get
fuel if they wear a helmet. This practice will be implemented from June 1 in Noida and Greater Noida cities
initially,” he told them at the collectorate in Surajpur.
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Rajnath dares Opp to Mamata meme: BJP
youth
wing
to
declare PM candidate challenge SC ruling
PNS n NEW DELHI

ot ruling out a two-thirds
majority for the National
N
Democratic Alliance (NDA) in
the Lok Sabha polls, senior BJP
leader and Union Home
Minister Rajnath Singh on
Tuesday asserted
that
Narendra Modi had no competitor for the top post and
dared the opposition parties to
name their leader without
keeping voters in the dark .
Just five days to go before
the last phase of polling on
Sunday, the senior most cabinet minister in Modi regime
asked who is the opposition's
leader vis-à-vis Modi ? Rajnath
said opposition's leader is
"unknown" even as it claims to
be winning the Lok Sabha poll.
"2014 was about Modi versus Manmohan Singh and
Sonia Gandhi. In 2019, it is
Modi versus who? That is
unknown."
"If they are claiming, they
should say who will lead them.
People should not be kept in
dark in a healthy democracy.
The opposition should not
play hide and seek," the BJP
leader said at a press conference here at BJP headquarters.
The last seventh phase will
have 59 Lok Sabha constituencies spread across eight
states of Bihar (8 parliamen-

INSHORT
NAVY INTRODUCES
COMPUTER-BASED TEST

New Delhi: The Indian Navy is
introducing computer-based
examination for the selection of
Direct Entry Officers after
graduation. The first Indian Navy
Entrance Test(INET)Officers is
scheduled in September 2019 in
various centers across the
country. INET (Officers) will be
used for screening for Permanent
Commission and Short Service
Commission Officer candidates
for all graduate entries other than
those that are screened by UPSC
or University Entry Scheme.

EC ANNOUNCES RS
POLL NOTIFICATION

New Delhi: The Election
Commission (EC) on Tuesday
announced elections to two Rajya
Sabha seats in Assam including
one occupied by former Prime
Minister Dr Manmohan Singh
and Santiuse Kujur. The poll for
two seats will be held on June 7.
The notification for polls will be
issued on May 21.

BOOK ‘SO WAS I?’
LAUNCHED

New Delhi: Blue Rose Publisher
launched a book ‘So Who Was
I?' written by Shriya Nanda at
Lutyens Resort. During the
launch, author Shriya Nanda
presented her book to the
viewers. Speaking on the
occasion, Syed Arshad of Blue
Rose Publisher said that book
lover will like this book.

tary constituencies), Jharkhand
(3), Madhya Pradesh (8),
Punjab (13), West Bengal (9),
Chandigarh (1), Uttar Pradesh
(13) and Himachal Pradesh (4).
The BJP's re-assertion on
`Modi versus none` in the
final round is clearly aimed to
squeeze out the best results
before the high-pitch campaigning concludes on May 19.
UP, where SP-BSP-RLD
alliance is giving a major challenge to the NDA for total 80
seats, would vote for 13 seats
on Sunday.
Rajnath's statement marks
the BJP's renewed bit to attract
the apparent face-sitters in 59
Lok Sabha seats in eight states.
Asked about the likely
meeting of opposition leaders,
he took a swipe at them, saying they are unable to elect a
leader as they know that they
will not get a majority.
Rajnath asked the opposition to not play "hide and
seek" with people by not
announcing who is its leader.
He said voters should not be
kept in the dark in a healthy
democracy.
BJP leader claimed that a
two-thirds majority for the
ruling NDA cannot be ruled
out as the hope and expectation
from Modi during the 2014
polls had turned into confidence and belief this time.

The BJP in 2014 had won
its maiden majority by winning
282 of 543 Lok Sabha seats.
Questioned about the SPBSP alliance, he said his party
earlier believed that it will be an
"effective" combine but it has
fizzled out and that the BJP has
set a target of winning 74 of the
state's 80 seats. Rajnath said
people are keen to give Modi
another term as they have a
sense of satisfaction with his
tenure.
The three hallmarks of the
Modi government's success
were in 'antyodaya' (uplift of
the last person in queue), and
ensuring the country's development and security, he said.
Accusing the Congress of
"weakening" India's battle
against terrorism, he slammed
the party for coining terms like
"Hindu terror and saffron terror" and said all parties should
stand together on such an
issue.
The BJP leader counted it
as one of the big successes of
the government that price rise
was not an issue for the opposition, saying it showed how the
government had tamed inflation.
He said in a lighter vein
that inflation rate was over 12
per cent in Pakistan, and India
did not allow it to cross the
Wagah border.

SC TO HEAR SP-BSP
NETA’S PLEA FOR
PROTECTION FROM
ARREST IN RAPE
CASE ON MAY 17

Karti Chidambaram moves
SC seeking return of `10 cr
deposited in court registry

PTI n NEW DELHI

he Supreme Court on
arti Chidambaram, facing
Tuesday agreed to hear on Kcriminal cases being probed
T
May 17 a plea by a candidate of by the CBI and ED, Tuesday
the SP-BSP alliance from Ghosi
LS constituency in Uttar Pradesh
seeking protection from arrest in
a rape case lodged against him.
The matter was mentioned
before a vacation bench of justices Indira Banerjee and Sanjiv
Khanna by the counsel appearing for petitioner Atul Rai,
who is accused of raping a college student from Varanasi.
Rai's counsel told the apex
court that Rai was contesting the
Lok Sabha elections from Ghosi
constituency, where polling is
scheduled to take place on May
19 in the last phase, and he
should be granted protection
from arrest till May 23 when the
results of the general elections
will be announced.
"Registration of an FIR
does not bar you for contesting
the elections," the bench told
Rai's counsel.
To this, the lawyer said
there was no provision of anticipatory bail in Uttar Pradesh and
since the high court had on May
8 dismissed Rai's petition seeking protection, he may be arrested in the case.

Will inspect religious places
where faith healers are
treating people: UP tells SC
PTI n NEW DELHI

he
Uttar
Pradesh
Government has told the
T
Supreme Court that it has directed chief medical officers to
inspect all such religious places
where "faith healers" are engaged
in treatment of people to ensure
that they do not indulge in any
kind of human rights violation.
The State Government said
this in its affidavit filed in the apex
court which is hearing a petition
that has raised the issue of 17
mentally ill people being chained
in a faith-based mental asylum in
Budaun district of Uttar Pradesh.
The State Government told
the court that these 17 persons
were chained in the 'dargah' on
the pretext of treatment but
released after a committee,
constituted by the state, visited the place and directed their
immediate release.
The affidavit also gave
details of the steps taken by the
State to ensure that such violation of human rights on the
pretext of religion and exorcism
may not be repeated in future.
It said all chief medical
officers have been instructed by
the state mental health authority to "inspect all such religious
places where treatment is done
by faith healers in coordination
and help of district administration in order to ensure that faith
healers may not indulge in

PTI n NEW DELHI

The affidavit also gave
details of the steps
that such violation of
human rights on the
pretext of religion and
exorcism may not be
repeated in future
practices which may amount to
gross violation of human rights".
The affidavit further said
all the chief medical officers in
the state have been directed to
identify all such religious places
of their district and to recognise
mental health camps running
there.
It said that state government has directed all the chief
medical officers and chief medical superintendents of Uttar
Pradesh to implement the provisions of the Mental Health
Care Act 2017.
Regarding the 'dargah' at
Budaun, the affidavit said that
after the issue came to light following the filing of the plea in
the apex court, the state constituted a committee to look
into it and the members of the
panel visited there.
It said that "over a period
of time, 'dargah' earned a reputation that whoever would
visit this holy place, he or she
would got exorcised of the evil
spirits possessing him".

moved the Supreme Court seeking return of Rs 10 crore which
he had earlier deposited in the
apex court registry for travelling
abroad, saying he had taken the
money on loan and was paying
interest on it.
The matter was mentioned
before a vacation bench comprising Justices Indira Banerjee
and Sanjiv Khanna which
asked Karti's counsel to mention the matter before the regular bench headed by Chief
Justice Ranjan Gogoi later.
Karti's counsel told the
bench that he had earlier
deposited `10 crore in the
court registry for travelling
abroad and since he has
returned to India, the money
should be returned by the registry.
"I (Karti) had taken a loan
of Rs 10 crore. I am paying
interest on it. I had returned to
India," the counsel said, adding,
"I (Karti) was allowed to travel abroad after depositing Rs 10
crore. I have returned back. The
registry is saying that you give
us a formal order of the court

CPWD directs
to make short
videos of
completed
projects
PNS n NEW DELHI

PNS n NEW DELHI

he BJP's youth wing will
challenge the Supreme
Court order asking its activist
Priyanka Sharma to apologise
for posting a meme of West
Bengal CM Mamata Banerjee
on social media. The party's
youth wing chief Poonam
Mahajan on Tuesday asserted
that the verdict has sent out a
"wrong message".
The court earlier Tuesday
granted bail to Sharma, against
whom a complaint was filed in
Bengal for sharing a photo in
which Banerjee's face was photoshopped onto actor Priyanka
Chopra's picture from a MET
Gala event in New York.
The apex court also asked
Sharma to apologise in writing
on her release from jail. It
observed freedom of speech
ends when it infringes upon the
rights of others.
Mahajan said she was
"delighted" with the SC order
and "grateful" to the court for
releasing Sharma on bail. "But
the direction of apology sends
out a wrong message on the
question of free speech," she said.
"In July, when the writ
petition is coming up, we are
going to contest it because this
is a bigger issue," said Mahajan.

T

Karti had earlier
deposited `10
crore in the court
registry for
travelling abroad
then only we will return the
money".
After hearing the brief submissions of Karti's counsel,
the bench said, "You mention
it before the regular bench".
On May 7, a bench headed by the CJI had allowed
Karti, son of former Union
minister and senior Congress
leader P Chidambaram, to
travel to the United Kingdom,
US, France, Germany and
Spain in May and June this
year.
"The applicant (Karti) shall
make a deposit of Rs 10 crore
only before the Secretary
General of this Court, which
will be returned to him after he
comes back to the country," the
bench had said in its May 7
order.
The apex court had in
January also granted Karti
permission to travel abroad
after depositing Rs 10 crore
with the secretary general of
the Supreme Court.

West Bengal police arrested Sharma on May 10 under
section 500 (defamation) of the
IPC and under other provisions
of the Information Technology
Act on the complaint of local
Trinamool Congress leader
Vibhas Hazra. BJP leaders and
social media users have protested Sharma's arrest.
"We have been battling the
TMC in Bengal for two years
and many of our activists have
been arrested, beaten up and
even killed by their goons.
This has exposed how anarchy
has spread in Bengal and how
in Mamata didi's rule, freedom
of expression has been strangled to death," Mahajan alleged.

PIONEER NEWS SERVICE n
NEW DELHI

Liberation Tigers of Tamil
Eelam (LTTE), the terror group
that was behind the assassination of former Prime Minister
Rajiv Gandhi.
The ban has been extended under the Unlawful
Activities (Prevention) Act,
1967, a notification issued by
the Union Home ministry stated. India had banned the
LTTE after the assassination of
Gandhi in 1991. The ban on
the group was last extended for
five years in 2014.
The LTTE, a terror outfit
based in Sri Lanka but having
its supporters, sympathisers
and agents in India, came up in
1976. Its objective for a separate
homeland (Tamil Eelam) for all
Tamils threatens the sovereignty and territorial integrity
of India, and amounts to cession and secession of a part of
the territory of India from the
Union and thus falls within the
ambit of unlawful activities, the
notification said.
The LTTE's continued violent and disruptive activities are
prejudicial to the integrity and
sovereignty of India, it said.

PTI n NEW DELHI

he Supreme Court on
Tuesday directed immediT
ate release of BJP's youth wing
leader Priyanka Sharma on
bail, days after she was arrested by the West Bengal police
for allegedly posting a morphed
image of Chief Minister
Mamata Banerjee on social
media.
The top court directed
Sharma to tender a "written
apology" at the time of her
release from jail for sharing the
meme on Banerjee saying that
freedom of speech of an individual ends when it infringes
upon others' rights.
Sharma was arrested on
May 10 by the police under section 500 (defamation) of the
IPC and under other provisions
of the Information Technology
Act on a complaint of a local
Trinamool Congress leader
Vibhas Hazra.
She was sent to 14-day
judicial custody by a trial court
there.
A vacation bench, comprising justices Indira Banerjee
and Sanjiv Khanna, which initially said that Sharma's apology will be a bail condition,
later clarified that it will not be
a condition for bail but she
should apologise for sharing
the post at the time of her
release.
"The detenue, Priyanka

Sharma, is directed to be
immediately released on bail.
The detenue shall, however, at
the time of release, tender an
apology in writing for putting
up/sharing the pictures complained of on her Facebook
account. It is made clear that
this order is being made in the
special facts and circumstances
of this case and shall not operate as a precedent," the bench
said.
The court also sought
response from West Bengal
government on whether a person can be arrested for sharing
a post or meme on social
media and posted the matter
for further hearing after the
summer vacation.
At the outset, senior advocate Neeraj Kishan Kaul,
appearing for Priyanka's brother Rajib Sharma who has filed
the plea in the apex court, said
she was arrested and sent to 14-

day judicial custody just for
sharing the post which was
already widely viral.
"She is not the creator of
the meme but only shared it on
social media which was already
shared by thousands of people,"
Kaul said.
To this, the bench said,
"There cannot be any equality
to the wrong. Your freedom of
speech and expression is nonnegotiable but your freedom
ends when it infringes upon the
rights of other."
The top court said it could
direct her forthwith release
but she has to tender an apology for sharing the post.
"We have seen the picture
which has been shared. If
someone is hurt then you can
apologise for it," the bench said.
Kaul contended that apology will have a chilling effect on
the fundamental right of freedom of speech and expression.
"We do not see that there
should be any difficulty for you
in apologising for your post on
social media. We are not asking you to apologise for others.
"Let her tender an apology
we will forthwith grant bail.
You take instruction. Since
you are member of BJP the
insinuation is different. The
other side may have taken it
differently. Had you been a
common person, then may be
it could have been no problem,"
the bench said.

IRANIAN FOREIGN MINISTER’S VISIT AHEAD OF US SANCTIONS

Sushma holds talks with Zarif
DURING THE
VISIT, INDIA AND
IRAN SIGNED
NEARLY A DOZEN
AGREEMENTS
PTI n NEW DELHI

xternal Affairs Minister
Sushma Swaraj on Tuesday
E
held "constructive" discussions
with her Iranian counterpart
Javad Zarif on all bilateral
issues of mutual interests.
The talks by the two foreign ministers came 12 days
after the US ended six-monthlong exemptions from sanctions to India and seven other
countries to buy oil from Iran.
It is learnt that the issue figured in the talks.
"EAM @SushmaSwaraj
and Iranian Foreign Minister
@JZarif held constructive discussions on all bilateral issues
of mutual interest. Good
exchange of views on the evolving regional situation, including Afghanistan," External
Affairs Ministry Spokesperson
Raveesh Kumar tweeted.
After the exemptions
expired on May 2, India said it
will deal with the issue based

Govt extends
ban on LTTE for
five more years

he Central Public Works
he Central Government on
Department (CPWD) has TTuesday extended for five
T
directed its officials to make more years the ban on
short videos of some of the
infrastructure projects it has
completed, with a voice-over
explaining the significance of
the "iconic buildings".
The agency has written to
senior officials, asking them to
provide videos of such projects
across the country by May 25.
According to a CPWD official,
the department has listed some
of the projects it completed in
the recent past - such as Sadaiv
Atal Samadhi in New Delhi;
National Salt Satyagarha
Memorial in Dandi; and Dr B
R Memorial in Delhi.
Sadaiv Atal Samadhi, a
memorial of former prime
minister Atal Bihari Vajpayee,
was inaugurated on his 94th
birth anniversary on December
25 last year.
CPWD also stated that the
videos of these completed iconic projects should be of 3-5
minutes with voice-over providing information them.
CPWD, which comes
under the Union Housing and
Urban Affairs Ministry, is the
largest construction agency of
the central government.

The court earlier
Tuesday granted bail
to Sharma, against
whom a complaint
was filed in Bengal
for sharing a photo in
which Banerjee's
face was
photoshopped onto
actor Priyanka
Chopra's picture
from a MET Gala
event in New York

Mamata's morphed picture: SC grants bail
to BJP activist, asks her to apologise

The ban has been
extended under the
Unlawful Activities
(Prevention) Act, 1967,
a notification issued by
the Union Home
ministry stated. India
had banned the LTTE
after the assassination
of Gandhi in 1991. The
ban on the group was
last extended for five
years in 2014
"The group continues to adopt
a strong anti-India posture
and also continues to pose a
grave threat to the security of
Indian nationals," the notification said.
Even after its military
defeat in May, 2009 in Sri
Lanka, LTTE has not abandoned the concept of 'Eelam'
and has been clandestinely
working towards this cause by
undertaking fund raising and
propaganda
activities, and the remnant
LTTE leaders or cadres have
also initiated efforts to regroup
the scattered activists and resurrect the outfit locally and
internationally, the Home
Ministry said.

Union External Affairs Minister Sushma Swaraj greets Iranian Foreign Minister
Mohammad Javad Zarif as he arrives for a meeting in New Delhi on Tuesday PTI

Iran after withdrawing from
the Iran nuclear deal which was
struck in 2015.
The US had told India and
other countries to cut oil
imports from the Gulf nation
to "zero" by November 4 or face
sanctions.
However,
Washington had granted a sixmonth waiver from sanctions
to eight countries, including
India.
India, the world's third
biggest oil consumer, meets
more than 80 per cent of its oil
needs through imports. Iran is
its third largest supplier after
Iraq and Saudi Arabia and
meets about 10 per cent of its
total needs.
Indo-Iran ties have been on
a upswing in the last few years.
Prime Minister Narendra Modi
visited Tehran in May 2016
with an aim to craft a strategic
relationship with Iran and
expand India's ties with West
Asia.
During the visit, India and
Iran signed nearly a dozen
agreements, centrepiece of
which was a deal on development of Chabahar port.
Later, India, Iran and
Afghanistan signed a trilateral
agreement providing for transport of goods among the three
countries through the port.

on three factors -- the country's
energy security, commercial
consideration and economic

interests.
In May last year, the US
had brought back sanctions on

ICICI’s Chanda
Kochhar,
husband appear
before ED again

ED attaches KSL &
Industries assets for
money laundering

New Delhi: Former ICICI
Bank CEO Chanda Kochhar
and her husband Deepak
Kochhar Tuesday again
appeared
before
the
Enforcement Directorate here
in connection with an alleged
bank loan fraud and money
laundering case registered
against them.
They were questioned by
the agency on Monday for
over eight hours. This was the
first time they were grilled in
Delhi.
They have been questioned
by the agency in Mumbai in
March. The couple arrived at
the Enforcement Directorate's
headquarters in Khan Market
here around their scheduled
appearance time of 11:30 am,
official sources said.
While it was not immediately known as to what was the
ED's line of questioning on
Monday, sources said the two
were questioned about their
personal and official dealings
with the Videocon group.
Their statement was
recorded under the Prevention
of Money Laundering Act
(PMLA) by the investigating
officer of the case, they said.
The Kochhars were supposed to depose before the
agency early this month but
they had then sought an extension of time and were allowed,
they said.
PTI

PNS n NEW DELHI

he
Enforcement
Directorate (ED) on
T
Tuesday attached immovable
properties consisting of land
admeasuring 2,70,374 square
feet along with a shopping
mall in Nagpur worth Rs 483
crore of KSL & Industries Ltd,
Mumbai, under Prevention of
Money Laundering Act in bank
fraud case. KSL & Industries
Ltd., Mumbai is one of the
group companies of Tayal
group of Companies.
ED initiated investigation
under PMLA on the basis of
three FIRs of CBI against three
different companies of Tayal
group of Companies like Actiff
Corporation Ltd, Jaybharat
Textiles & Real Estate Ltd,
KKTL and Eskay Knit (India)
Ltd for cheating and fraudulently availing loans to the
tune of Rs 524 crore from
Bank of India and Andhra
Bank during the year 2008.
Investigation under PMLA
revealed that during the year
2008, these Mumbai-based
companies diverted the loan
amount through a maze of
shell companies, the ED said.
It was also revealed that for
the purpose of money laundering, they had created a

Investigation
under PMLA
revealed that
during the year
2008, these
Mumbai-based
companies
diverted the loan
amount through a
maze of shell
companies
maze of shell companies which
were used for routing of the
diverted funds. Funds were
routed through these shell
companies to the companies of
the said Tayal group and used
up for creation of assets in the
name of M/s KSL & Industries
Ltd. These immovable properties in the form of a Mall situated at Nagpur worth Rs 483
crore has been provisionally
attached as "proceeds of crime"
and for involvement in money
laundering. Earlier in another
similar case, involving UCO
Bank properties worth Rs 234
crore of Tayal group was also
attached. Total attachment
against the group is worth Rs
717 crore.
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No reprisal if we come to power: Amit Shah
SAUGAR SENGUPTA n KOLKATA

of! Not again! This is the
third edition of ‘foreign
O
invasion’ of Bengal! After
Bakhtiyar Khalji and Robert
Clive here comes the Sakas
from the West,” mumbled an
old book-seller at the historical College Street insisting,
“Bengal had never seen this
bizarre trend. Not even during
naxal period which was a war
of ideology. This is dirty dogfight between goons for control
of power.”
A bearded professor, a regular at Indian Coffee House
concedes and added, “Mamata
Banerjee is responsible for this
all. She only through her semicommunal politics invited
these scalawags.” Now Bengal
would suffer for eternity and

“all our revolutionary history
will be torn into pieces,” he rues
wondering “what will our
future generation imbibe.” He
trails off reminding “politics is
the last resort of scoundrels.”
As the professor scurries
inside the historical Albert
Hall a free-for-all ensues with
hundreds of saffron workers
trying to force their way into
the Calcutta University pelting
bottles and stones at a band of
Trinamool Congress Chhatra
Parishad workers raising “Amit
Shah Go Back” slogan.
Half a dozen TMCP workers, including girls were injured
in the skirmish.
More than 15,000 kg of
flower worth Rs 2 lakh, hundreds of vividly dressed artistes
from outside Bengal and thousands of ‘visiting’ saffron cadres

from neighbouring districts
and states joined the North
Kolkata locals shouting, “Up!
Up! Modi, Down! Down!
Didi!” and “Jai Shri Ram!”
This even as BJP president
Amit Shah on Tuesday took the
electoral battle against TMC to
the Bengal Chief Minister’s
own backyard riding a sea of
humanity joining his mega
six-km roadshow — from
Esplanade
to
Swami
Vivekananda’s ancestral house
at Simla Street. The final phase
of elections to nine constituencies of Kolkata and
neighbouring districts will take
place on May 17.
Even as artistes — clad as
Ram, Hanuman and other
Hindu icons — and dancers
possibly from Rajasthan and
Gujarat hit the streets per-

forming eye-catching northIndian ballet loads of flowers
were showered from neighbouring houses down the
boulevard.
“Look at the flowers falling
from above. Do you think they
are BJP workers? They are all
common people fed up of
Mamata Banerjee’s violent raj.
This rally heralds the beginning
of TMC’s end in Bengal.”
On whether the BJP too
will do the same once it comes
to power he said, “They have
killed our 60 supporters in the
past several months. Will they
kill me also? Let them do that.
But we will not do t he same.
We will restore democracy in
Bengal and bring it back to its
former glory.”
BJP would win in upwards
of 23 seats, he said.

Kolkata saffronised!
Innumerable saffron balloons were released and the
streets were bedecked with flower petals, which
included 10,000 kg of marigold bought from Bagnan

BJP banners removed ahead Bar Didi from campaigning: BJP to EC
of Shah’s Kolkata roadshow
PTI n NEW DELHI

Kolkata: A controversy erupted hours before BJP President
Amit Shah’s rally here on
Tuesday after banners and flexes of the saffron party leaders
including that of Prime
Minister Narendra Modi were
removed from the roadside.
Shah is scheduled to hold
a roadshow from central
Kolkata’s Shahid Minar to
Swami Vivekananda’s residence
in north Kolkata’s Maniktala on
Tuesday afternoon.
Just two hours before the
roadshow, a large number of
cut outs and flexes of Shah,
Modi and north Kolkata’s
Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP)
candidate Rahul Sinha, were

removed from a long stretch of
Lenin Sarani.
BJP leaders accused the
state administration of “resorting to hooliganism” to impede
Shah’s rally and alleged that the
state’s ruling Trinamool
Congress activists were deliberately damaging the posters and
cut outs while removing them.
“The Election Commission
has given us permission to
hold the roadshow. How is it
possible that party banners
and flags are not allowed on the
road? Bengal government’s
hooliganism is going on here.
We will talk to the EC about
this,” BJP General Secretary
Kailash Vijayvargiya said.

Police claimed the drive
was taken up under the direct
instruction of the Election
Commission, as the flexes were
put up on state government
properties without permission.
The BJP leaders and
activists on the spot, however,
claimed that Trinamool
Congress activists were removing flexes in presence of police.
“If EC has asked them to do
so, the personnel of the electoral
body should be present on the
spot. But these people are
Trinamool activists. They are
deliberately damaging the cut
outs and flexes and throwing
them on the roadside to damage
them,” a BJP leader alleged.

BJP activists try to reinstall the party hordings, poster and banners, which were vandalised, in Kolkata, on Tuesday

PTI

he BJP on Tuesday urged
T
the Election Commission to
bar West Bengal Chief Minister

Mamata Banerjee from campaigning in the State and
alleged that “constitutional
machinery” has collapsed there.
After violence and arson
marred BJP president Amit
Shah’s road show in Kolkata, a
party delegation, including
Union Ministers Nirmala
Sitharaman and Mukhtar
Abbas Naqvi, rushed to the EC,
seeking its immediate intervention to ensure free and fair
polls in the State.

Naqvi accused Banerjee of
“complicity” in violence
allegedly aimed at the BJP,
claiming that she has been
“provoking” her Trinamool
Congress workers to attack the
saffron party’s functionaries.
“She holds a constitutional post but has been using
unconstitutional comments,
asking her party workers to
take revenge and indulge in
violence. She is complicit. She
should be immediately barred
from campaigning,” he told
reporters after the BJP delegation met the EC.
The “goons” of the TMC
have hijacked the state admin-

istration and the violence in
Shah’s road show is an example
of this, he claimed.
The credibility of the commission is at stake, he said,
likening the situation in the
State to Bihar in 2005 when the
EC had sent a special representative to take control of the
administration there to ensure
free and fair polls.
The BJP also demanded
that “miscreants” and “historysheeters” present in the constituencies, which go to polls in
the last phase of the Lok Sabha
election on May 19, should be
arrested and removed from
these places.

Is Shah god that none can protest
against him, asks Mamata
Kolkata: West Bengal Chief Minister Mamata
Banerjee on Tuesday launched a scathing attack
on BJP president Amit Shah asking if he were
a god that no one can protest against him.
Banerjee said this after supporters of the BJP
and the TMC fought pitched battles on the
streets of Kolkata during a roadshow by Shah.
A college named after Iswarchandra Vidyasagar,
a key figure in the Bengal renaissance, was ransacked and a bust of the 19th century social
reformer shattered allegedly by BJP workers during the clashes. “What does Amit Shah think of
himself? Is he above everything? Is he God that
no one can protest against him?” Banerjee told
reporters after visiting the Vidyasagar College
in north Kolkata.
“They are so uncultured that they have bro-

ken the bust of Vidyasagar. They are all outsiders.
They BJP had brought them to be used on the
day of polls,” she said.
There was also a scuffle when a group of
people shouted slogans against Shah outside the
Calcutta University campus and showed him
black flags during the roadshow.
Banerjee also visited the university campus.
“Does he (Shah) know the heritage of the
Calcutta University? Is he aware of the famous
personalities who had studied here? He should
be ashamed of this attack,” she said adding that
there will be a protest rally on Wednesday.
The TMC leader also criticised the Election
Commission for allegedly not taking enough
action against the BJP for spending huge amount
of unaccounted money in the polls.
PTI

Artistes dressed as Lord Hanuman take part in Amit Shah’s election roadshow in
Kolkata, Tuesday
PTI
IANS n KOLKATA

he heart of Kolkata was
drowned in a deluge of safT
fron on Tuesday as thousands
of BJP workers — many of
them dancing, singing and
chanting “Modi, Modi” —
took part in party president
Amit Shah’s roadshow ahead
The colourful procession
wound its way from the Shahid
Minar in Central Kolkata to
the Dharamtala Crossing,
Lenin Sarani and Subodh
Mallick Square amid constant
shouts of “Jai Shree Ram”
Shah stood on a truck,
accompanied by Kolkata North
candidate Rahul Sinha, state
party chief Dilip Ghosh and
senior party leader Mukul Roy.
BJP Rajya Sabha member
Roopa Ganguly, once famous as
the ‘Draupadi’ of tele-serial
Mahabharat, egged on the
crowd as the sound boxes blared
“Modi sarkar, fir ek bar” slogan.
Innumerable saffron balloons were released and the
streets were bedecked with
flower petals, which included
10,000 kg of marigold bought
from Bagnan in the Howrah
district.
Amid showering of petals,
Shah’s roadshow continued to

grow in size with more and
more people joined in.
Thousands more watched the
spectacle from balconies, shops,
roadside buildings and pavements, embellished with huge
cut-outs of Shah and Prime
Minister Narendra Modi.
Half an hour into the programme, large stretches of the
city hub came to a standstill,
with a sea of humanity participating in the roadshow,
the likes of which the city has
rarely seen.
It was more than a mere
political programme. The cultural side was hard to miss.
Artists, brought from several
states and districts, performed
song and dance routines, to
present the culture of their various areas.
Punjab’s bhangra, tribal
dance of Chhattisgarh’s Bastar
region, Rajasthan folk, and
popular dance forms of eastern Indian States, like Odisha
and Bengal, caught the attention of bystanders.
Over 100 pick-up trucks
carried activists, and more
than 500 male and female
‘dhakis’ (drummers), as also
‘Bauls’ (roving minstrels of
Bengal) and classical dancers
lent colour to the roadshow.

IN VARANASI

ALL EYES ON PRIME MINISTER’S CONSTITUENCY
IANS n VARANASI

ith the Lok Sabha elections entering the last
W
phase, all eyes are now on
Varanasi, the constituency of
Prime Minister Narendra
Modi, who is seeking re-election from here.
BJP is set to use all its
resources to ensure Modi’s victory with a big margin in this
constituency which he won
last time by bagging 3.37 lakh
votes more than his nearest
rival, Aam Aadmi Party (AAP)
chief Arvind Kejriwal.
Ajay Rai of the Congress,
who forfeited his deposit in the
2014 elections, is the main
rival against the Prime Minister
this time.
Polling in this constituency will take place on May 19,
marking the seventh and last
phase of the mega electoral
exercise.
BJP president Amit Shah
has already reached Varanasi
and will be in the constituency for the next four days. He
will meet party workers and
give necessary instructions for
the polling day.
He will campaign in various constituencies during the
day and return to Varanasi in
the evening to take stock of the
progress of campaigning here.
Although there is no doubt
about the result of the Varanasi
Lok Sabha seat, the question is
mainly about the margin of victory for the Prime Minister.
“This time Prime Minister
Narendra Modi will double
his margin and we are all
working towards this. There
should be no complacency in
mobilising voters. He has
changed the face of Varanasi
and the development is there
for all to see,” said Vijay
Bahadur Pathak, BJP General
Secretary.
The BJP has started a
‘Knock the door’ campaign in
Varanasi to seek votes for the
Prime Minister. Over 10,000
BJP leaders and workers from

Gujarat, Madhya Pradesh and
Delhi have arrived in Varanasi
to help in the campaign.
The campaign has been
started at the behest of Shah
who will be monitoring its
progress every day till the campaign ends.
“Our workers will visit
every home in Varanasi with
voters’ slip and convince people to cast their votes. People
usually become complacent
when they know that their
candidate — Prime Minister
Narendra Modi in this case —
is winning but we are working
for a much bigger margin of
victory for the Prime Minister,”
said a local BJP leader.
According to sources,
every party worker has been
entrusted the responsibility of
visiting 10 homes. The workers will be required to furnish
details of the homes they visit.
On the other hand, the
Congress is also making a
determined bid to defeat Modi.
Congress leaders are making hectic preparations for the
road show of Congress General
Secretary Priyanka Gandhi
Vadra on Wednesday.
Rai is confident that
Priyanka’s road show will prove
to be a game changer for him.
“There is so much enthusiasm in the people for the
Congress. I can see that changing situation,” he told IANS
amidst campaigning.
Rai, who had polled
75,614 votes against 5,81,022
votes polled by Modi in the
2014 elections, claims that
he is better positioned this
time than he was last time.
“In 2014, there was a
Modi wave in the country
and no one spoke a word
against him. Now, in
Varanasi, people are disillusioned with his performance. There is unemployment, economy is in
tatters, temples have been
broken and the Ganga is as
dirty as ever,” the Congress
candidate said.

MODI’S EMOTIONAL
appeal to Kashi voters
PTI n LUCKNOW

an emotional chord
with voters of the temple
Stown,triking
Prime Minister Narendra
Modi om Tuesday described
himself as a ‘Kashi-vaasi’ and
sought their blessings to
pave the way for his election to Lok Sabha for a
second term from the seat.
Terming Kashi his guiding spirit, the prime minister
said his bond with the holy city
was very strong
as he had
come here
several times

in the past five years, and
added that it is believed that if
a person comes here even once,
he becomes an
inseparable part of
the city. The PM
had come here last
time on April 26 to
file his nomination
papers. Modi held
a massive roadshow
during
which he said
that he will
come to the
p e o p l e
again to
thank

them once the result of the elections was out, implying that he
might not come here to campaign.
In a video-recorded appeal,
Modi said that it was a matter
of great satisfaction for him that
he was in service of the city,
whose presiding deity is Lord
Vishwanath.
In his appeal the prime
minister mentioned the developments that have transformed
Varanasi and its neighbourhood, and cited the construction of highway, railway station
and multi-modal terminal on
river Ganga.
Modi, however, said that a
lot still needs to be done, a task
which, he said, he will complete
together with the people so that
the speed of development does
not stop.
“I know that every resident
of Kashi is fighting elections for
and as Narenda Modi,” he said
ending his appeal by asking the
voters to participate in the
biggest celebration of democracy in a grand manner and
create a record.

BJP launches ‘knock
the door’ campaign
IANS n VARANASI

nock the door’ is the BJP
campaign in Varanasi in
K
Uttar Pradesh. The Bharatiya
Janata Party (BJP) workers
have been directed to knock on
every door and seek votes for
Prime Minister Narendra Modi
and urge people to cast their
votes on the polling day.
This campaign has been
initiated to ensure a high percentage of polling in the
Prime Minister’s constituency
on May 19.
Over 10,000 BJP leaders
and workers from Gujarat,
Madhya Pradesh and Delhi
have arrived in Varanasi to help

in the campaign.
“Our workers will visit
every home in Varanasi with
voters’ slip and convince people to cast their votes. People
usually become complacent
when they know that their
candidate — Prime Minister
Narendra Modi in this case - is
winning but we are working for
a much bigger margin of victory for the Prime Minister,”
said a local BJP leader.
The campaign has been
started at the behest of BJP
President Amit Shah who will
be monitoring its progress every
day till the campaign ends.
According to sources,
every party worker has been

entrusted the responsibility of
visiting ten homes. The workers will be required to furnish
details of the homes they visit
at the party office.
The campaign has been
launched even as Congress
leaders are making hectic
preparations for the scheduled
roadshow of Congress General
Secretary Priyanka Gandhi on
May 15. The BJP workers will
follow a similar campaign in
the neighbouring Chandauli
constituency where state BJP
President Mahendra Nath
Pandey is contesting. He is facing a tough challenge from the
SP-BSP alliance candidate
Sanjay Chauhan.

PRIYANKA’S ROADSHOW TODAY

Varanasi: Congress general secretary Priyanka Gandhi Vadra
will hold a roadshow on
Wednesday in the constituency
represented by Prime Minister
Narendra Modi, her party said.
The Congress show of
strength in the temple town
comes nearly three weeks after
Modi held his own roadshow
here, a day before filing his
nomination papers. Congress
leaders here said the party’s local
unit has made elaborate plans to

pull in the crowds for Priyanka
Gandhi’s roadshow.
The roadshow will begin from
Madan Mohan Malviya’s statue at
Banaras Hindu University gates,
the spot from where Modi’s wellattended event began on April 25.
Like Modi’s roadshow, it will end
at the Dashashwamedh ghat. She
will then offer prayers first at the
Kashi Vishwanath temple and
then at the Kaal Bhairav temple in
Kotwali area, Congress district unit
president Prajanath Sharma said.

The Congress has fielded
Ajay Rai against Modi, after
much speculation that Priyanka
Gandhi, who is in charge of eastern Uttar Pradesh for the party,
may herself take on Modi.
The Samajwadi Party has
nominated Shalini Yadav, as the
Opposition alliance candidate.
Ajay Rai and party
spokesperson Pankhuri Pathak
Tuesday released the party’s
manifesto for the Varanasi Lok
Sabha constituency.

The manifesto, “Vachanpatra”,
promises that the party will work
towards reinstating the temples
which were “demolished” to build
the Kashi Vishwanath corridor. It
also lists creation of jobs,
boosting farmers’ income and
women’s empowerment among
various issues.
Meanwhile, ‘sadhus’ associated with the Vrindavan-based
Ram Sena, headed by Vishnu
Vinodam, is holding a yagna here
for the Congress nominee. PTI
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Nation telling Cong ab bahut hua: PM
PTI n SASARAM/BUXAR

ambasting the Congress
over Sam Pitrodas hua to
L
hua remark on the 1984 antiSikh riots, Prime Minister
Narendra Modi on Tuesday
said the nation is fed up and is
saying “ab bahut hua” (enough
is enough). Modi charged that
Pitroda’s comment was a reflection of the partys arrogance
with which it has been shrugging off its misdeeds committed when it was in power.
The three words hua to hua
(whatever happened, happened)
uttered by the guru (Pitroda) of
the Naamdaar (Rahul Gandhi)
in front of TV cameras sum up
their (Cong) attitude. This is the
way they have brazened it out
whenever their regimes have
been discredited by corruption
scandals, Modi told an election

rally in Sasaram. The nation is
fed up and crying out ab bahut
hua (now, enough is enough),”
he said.
The people are fed up with
their dynasty politics, their
corruption and arrogance.
“The message on May 23 when
counting of votes is scheduled, will be loud and clear,
Modi said evoking chants of
phir ek baar Modi sarkaar
from the crowds.
The arrogance of the
Congress was on display when it
had imposed Emergency, humiliated socialist leader Jayaprakash
Narayan and in the way it sought
to erase the contributions of
Ambedkar from history. “But
those swearing by the legacy of
JP and Ambedkar are carrying
the flags of the Congress in Bihar,
he said in an obvious dig at Lalu
Prasad’s RJD.

Without naming former
Lok Sabha Speaker Meira
Kumar, who is the Congress
candidate from Sasaram, the
prime minister also spoke of
the unbearable insults” that
were allegedly “heaped” on
Babu Jagjivan Ram which had
forced him to quit the party.
Kumar is the daughter of
the late deputy PM who parted ways with Indira Gandhi in
the 1970s. She is a two-term
MP from the Lok Sabha seat,
which she lost to BJPs Chhedi
Paswan five years ago and
which was represented by her
father several times during his
long political career.
Modi also accused the
Congress of genuflecting before
Pakistan-based terror during
the years it ruled the country,
seeking the bodies of terrorists
after surgical strikes and air

Pune doc gets 3-yr RI for illegal sex tests
TN RAGHUNATHA n MUMBAI

a major success for ongocampaign against prenaItalninggender
determination tests
in Maharashtra, a Pune court
on Tuesday sentenced a leading doctor to three years’ rigorous imprisonment and
imposed a fine of Rs 10,000 for
carrying out illegal fetal sex
determination tests.
Pune’s First Class Judicial
Magistrate (Mrs). Vishakha B.
Patil found the accused (Dr.)
Neena Anil Mathrani guilty
under various sections of the
Pre-Conception and Pre-Natal
Diagnostic
Techniques
(Prohibition of Sex Selection)
Act, 1994, and its subsequent
amendments.
“The accused shall undergo rigorous imprisonment for
three years each for the offences
punishable under section 23 of
PCPNDT Act for the breach of
all the relevant sections and
rules,” the Judge ruled.
The Judge also said that the
convicted doctor would undergo simple imprisonment for
three months in the event of

her failure to pay the fine of Rs
10,000 imposed on her.
The Prosecution’s case was
the convicted doctor’s crime
came to light after a few NFOs,
including Janwadi Mahila
Sangathan, took up the issue
with the Pune Municipal
Corporation way back in 2011.
Giving the details of the
case, (Dr) Vaishali Jadhav,
PMC’s Assistant Medical Officer
of Health said: “Following the
2011 Census when a significant
drop in the sex ratio was
noticed, the Maharashtra
Government decided to deal
with the issue on a top priority.
Our PMC and state government
health officials, along with some
NGOs, carried out a successful
sting operation on two prominent doctors — gynaecologist
(Dr.) Makarand Ranade of
Sadashiv Peth, and radiologistcum-sonologist (Dr.) Neena A.
Mathrani of the Laxmi Road in
Pune.” Dr Neena Mathrani and
Dr Ranade were arrested after
they were caught red-handed
while carrying out the gender
determination tests banned
under the stringent PCPNDT

Act and were arrested. Their
clinics and a sonography
machine allegedly used in
Mathrani’s clinics, were sealed
by the police.
Subsequently, two separate cases were filed against the
two doctors and they were
booked under several sections
of the PCPNDT Act.
During the trial that followed, one of the two accused
Dr. Ranade died and his name
was dropped from the case.
Welcoming the judgement,
They were trapped red-handed carrying out the tests
banned under the stringent
PCPNDT laws and were arrested. Their clinics and a sonography machine allegedly used
in Mathrani’s clinics, were
sealed by police.
Welcoming the judgement,
Dr. Ganesh Rakh – who had
launched Save the Girl Child’
campaign in January 2012 –
said that the verdict would
prove to be a major deterrent”
to doctors and gynaecologists
indulging in illegal sex determination tests across the country.

strikes by our jawans and
standing with the tukde-tukde
gang and claimed these are
other reasons why the nation is
saying ab bahut hua.
When you go out to vote on
May 19, just recall the huge
wealth they (Congress) have
amassed through their stints in
power. On the other hand, this
chowkidar of yours has been the
pradhan sevak (chief servant)
for the past five years,” he said.
Modi said though he had
been the Gujarat CM for a long
time yet his possessions are like
an “open book. Please draw this
comparison on the voting day.
Take into account what the
Mahamilavatis (opposition)
did for themselves, how much
ill-gotten wealth they amassed
and compare that with what
they did for the poor, he said.
Earlier, addressing a rally at

BSY rubbishes
Cong claims about
switching over
of BJP MLAs
PTI n BENGALURU

uling out any possibility of
BJP MLA’s switching over
R
to Congress after the May 23
Lok Sabha poll results, as
claimed by AICC General
Secretary KC Venugopal, the
saffron party’s state chief B S
Yeddyurappa on Tuesday dared
him to spell out the number of
seats the Congress party would
win in Karnataka.
The former CM also stated
that the rift between the ruling
coalition partners in Karnataka
would intensify after the Lok
Sabha poll results are declared.
“What does Venugopal
know about Karnataka? Which
corner of Karnataka has he visited? I want to ask Venugopal
how many seats you will
win..Tell me if you have the
guts. Your’s is a coalition
Government... Tell us- you will
win these many number of
seats,” Yeddyurappa said.

Rafale papers leak: MoD orders
internal probe, reveals RTI
TN RAGHUNATHA n MUMBAI

he Ministry of Defence
(MoD) has ordered an
T
internal enquiry into the leak of
“classified official information”
relating to the Rafale scam and
“violation of security instructions”, according an RTI reply.
Responding to a query
posed by Mumbai-based activist
Anil Galgali under the Right to
Information Act (RTI), Sushil
Kumar, the deputy secretary
(Air Acquisition) and CPIO
Air Acquisition (Capital) Wing,
stated that Ministry of Defense
(Security Office) had ordered an
internal inquiry on disclosure of
classified official information
into public domain.
“Ministr y of Defense
(Security Office) has ordered
an internal inquiry on disclosure of classified official information into public domain
and violation of manual of
security instructions,” Kumar
stated in his reply dated May 7.
Anil Galgali had filed an
online RTI query with the
Defense ministry seeking information about the “stolen”
Rafales files and action taken by
the ministry in this regard.
Galgali had also sought to know
whether PMO and defense minister were aware about the stolen
files and if yes, then whether a

police complaint was filed or not
Alluding to inadequate
reply provided by MoD on the
queries posed by him under RTI
Act, Galgali said: “It possible
that matter is sub-judice and
therefore government may not
have provided full information.
But, it is high time that government must come forward to
clean the air to rest assure the
citizens of the country about the
deal, otherwise people will read
so much between the lines”
The MoD’s clarification
comes amid the Supreme
Court reserving its verdict on
petitions challenging its
December 14 judgment against
a probe into the controversial
fighter jet deal.
In first week of March this
year, Attorney General KK
Venugopal had — during the
hearing on a review petition in
Rafale aircraft purchase case —
told the SC about the theft of
classified documents relating to
Rafale aircraft purchase. Three
days after making submission
before the Supreme Court about
theft of Rafale papers, Venugopal
had reneged on his earlier claim
and said that the petitioners
had used “photocopies of the
original” papers, deemed secret
by the Government.
The MoD ordered an
internal enquiry into the

alleged leak of classified documents relating to the media,
following investigative reports
on Rafale scam published by
The Hindu newspaper, based
on the documents accessed
from the defence ministry files.
During the course of hearing on petitions challenging the
apex court’s December 14 judgment against a probe into the
controversial fighter jet deal,
Attorney General KK Venugopal
had claimed privilege over documents pertaining to the Rafale
fighter jet deal.
Referring to Section 123 of
the Evidence Act and provisions of RTI Act, he had argued
that no one can produce these
documents in the court without obtaining prior permission
from the concerned department.
The Supreme Court bench
asked the Attorney General
that the RTI Act overrides the
Offical Secrets Act as its Section
22 and Section 24 states that
even intelligence and security
establishments are bound to
provide information about corruption and human rights violation. To this, Venugopal
replied that no one can publish
documents which relate to
national security as the security of the State superseded
everything. Venugopal had

claimed that the documents
based on which reports published by The Hindu were
stolen from the defence ministry and that the Centre was
contemplating a probe under
the Official Secrets Act.
Challenging the Centre’s
objections, Advocate Prashant
Bhushan had argued that the
Rafale deal documents, which
AG said were privileged, have
been published and are already
in public domain. A report in
The Hindu by senior journalist N Ram had referred to the
documents in question. The
report said that the cost of
Rafale deal went up because the
French supplier did not agree
to provide bank guarantees.
Bhushan had further
argued that provisions of RTI
Act say public interest outweighed other things and no
privilege can be claimed except
for documents which pertain to
intelligence agencies.
Bhushan said that there
was no government-to-government contract in purchasing Rafale jets as there was no
sovereign guarantee extended
to India by France in the Rs
58,000 crore deal. He had also
said the Press Council of India
Act provides provisions for
protecting sources of journalists.

Protests continue in Kashmir over child’s rape
PTI n SRINAGAR

rotests continued in
Kashmir valley on Tuesday
P
over the alleged rape of a threeyear-old girl in Bandipora district of the state, officials said.
The state police has constituted a special investigation team
(SIT) to probe the rape case and
one person has been arrested.
Even as authorities closed
several educational institutions
in the valley, students took out
protest rallies against the
alleged rape of the minor girl
in Sumbal area of north
Kashmir’s Bandipora district
last week, the officials said.
They said protests erupted
at Women’s College Maulana
Azad Road here as the students
came out of their classes and
assembled in the campus. The

College students pelt stones at police during a protest against the alleged rape of a
three-year-old girl by a local in Bandipora district of Jammu and Kashmir, in
PTI
Srinagar on Tuesday

protesting students demanded
stern action against the
accused, the officials said,
adding later, the protestors
marched towards the Press

Enclave here.
Protests rocked Kashmir
University in Hazratbal area of
the city where hundreds of students of different departments

under the banner of Kashmir
University Students Union
(KUSU) assembled inside the
campus to register their protest,
the officials said.
They said the students
chanted slogans against the
accused and demanded capital
punishment for him.
Students of Degree College
Kangan in central Kashmir’s
Ganderbal district also staged a
protest demonstration demanding justice to the victim.
Scores of the students
marched from the college campus to the main market at
Kangan and staged a sit-in to
express solidarity with the victim.
Students took out protest
marches at Degree College at
Bemina and Amar Singh
College in Gogji Bagh areas of
the city as well, the officials said.

Buxar from where Union
Minister Ashwini Kumar
Choubey is seeking to retain his
seat, Modi came down heavily
on the ‘Mahagathbandhan’
(Grand Alliance), which comprises the RJD, Congress and
several smaller outfits like the
RLSP, VIP and HAM.
Without naming any party
or leader, he said, these parties
think that there are certain castes
which will always remain
beholden to them and with their
support they (the parties) will be
able to enjoy power forever.

RJD trying to foment social strife by
alleging Lalu has been framed: Nitish
PTI n SASARAM

ihar Chief Minister Nitish
Kumar alleged on Tuesday
B
that opposition RJD was trying
to foment social strife in the
state with the claim that its
jailed president Lalu Prasad has
been “framed”, though he was
serving sentences in fodder
scam cases as per court orders.
Addressing a rally here in
presence of Prime Minister
Narendra Modi, Kumar took
potshots at his arch rival for
having written an “open letter”

addressed to him the previous
day and warned the people of
the State, referring to the opposition party’s poll symbol, “If by
any chance they get success in
elections, Bihar will be back to
the lantern age.”
“On the one hand is our
development plank, our commitment to serving the people.
On the other hand are those
who are after power for the sake
of pelf. They speak of the
Constitution and the perceived
threats to it. The Constitution
provides that a person is held

guilty for a charge by the court
and awarded punishment,”
Kumar, who heads the JD(U),
an NDA ally in Bihar, said without mentioning the opposition
party or its leader by name.
“But they have been alleging ‘phansaya gaya hai’ (he has
been framed). We cannot say
anybody has been framed
when he is convicted by a
court of law. But they keep levelling the same allegation to
foment social strife hoping
that it would bring them electoral gains,” the CM said.
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Modi, Patnaik warm up

The Odisha CM is keeping the door ajar for a post-poll pact
by negotiating a Central largesse for the cyclone-hit State
f he wins another term in the Assembly, Biju
Janata Dal (BJD) chief Naveen Patnaik would
enter the club of the longest serving Chief
Ministers of the country by dint of sheer pragmatism, resilience, realism and most importantly the cynicism of others. For somebody
who was thought to be an entitled and anglicised legacy holder of the great Biju Patnaik
and written off for his elitism, he has taken 20
years to prove that he could be no less a son
of the soil with an embedded understanding
of the kind that matters in politics. Projecting
himself as a simple, single man, who had no diversionary liabilities and had made
his people an extended family, he permeated the impervious layer of Odisha’s
largely rural and backward population. He had understood long enough that by
being a rooted politician and staying true to his origins, he could develop a vision
that would hold him in good stead than just being an insignificant local representative or ally of national parties. Hence he restricted himself to the State, though
BJD has one of the better representations among regional parties in the Lok Sabha.
In the process, he could keep a clean image, pursue progressive policies that
industrialised the State and lifted it from its lower development indices, reset welfarism templates and prioritise women as a productive workforce. Overall, he
developed brand Odisha that even beat the historically adequate Bengal on growth
patterns. It is this individualist approach that has helped him keep equidistance
from both national parties and other federal peers. And has everybody keeping
him in good humour. Which is why Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s post-Fani
diplomacy and his confabulations with Patnaik have set off speculation about a
post-poll understanding although the BJP has posited itself as the main Opposition
party and is looking to harvest some Lok Sabha seats to offset its expected losses in the Hindi heartland. Modi complimented Patnaik for his smart evacuation
strategies during the cyclone and the latter returned the favour, thanking the Centre
for the support in funds disbursal. In the absence of this grace and cooperative
co-existence in federal polity, particularly with regard to Bengal which was Fanihit too, pundits have naturally begun reading between the lines. Particularly when
the niceties come at a time of scathing mutual attacks by both parties.
But anybody who has been following Patnaik would know that his open-door
policy to a hostile party at the Centre is not new. This even when the BJD walked
out of the NDA after the communal riots at Kandhamal. Or recently, when BJP
poached BJD’s national faces like Balabhadra Majhi and Baijayant Panda. The
Chief Minister is astute enough to understand the value of Central grants and
use them for his State-level goals rather than appear competitive about national ambitions. It is for the same reason that the BJD has consciously stayed away
from lending support to the mahagathbandhan except for expressing ideological solidarity. So Patnaik supported Bengal counterpart Mamata Banerjee’s right
to defend herself against the bias of Central probe agencies as an assault on the
federal structure but refused commitment to an anti-BJP front. This has suited
the BJP well and Patnaik knows that it has never been hungrier for Lok Sabha
seats. The BJP, though trying desperately to increase its tally, is well aware that
as chief ministerial candidate, Patnaik is no pushover, having beaten anti-incumbency time and again. So a quid pro quo is implied. Perhaps, that’s the reason
why Patnaik, who is looking at thousands and thousands of crores of damage
after Fani, has laid down the terms of endearment — he has asked the Centre
to sanction five lakh Pradhan Mantri Awas Yojana (PMAY) (Grameen) special
houses for those affected in the cyclone-hit districts. Besides, the BJP knows
that from just one Lok Sabha seat five years ago, any number is good. True the
BJP has made inroads with Petroleum Minister Dharmendra Pradhan and Tribal
Affairs Minister Jual Oram working the coastal and tribal belts. But they don’t
have a grassroots base strong enough to effect a tidal change. The BJP may
have engineered defections among BJD leaders but most are rebels whom Patnaik
has junked to boost his own image of zero-tolerance to corruption and malpractices. Still, his solo run is being threatened by some challengers for the first time
and smart deal-making might give him what he wants, a legacy on his terms.
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Whatsapp cracked

We need disruptive action
Current trends are such that they threaten the very survival of this planet. All political
parties, not just in India but across the globe, must come together to reverse this situation

RK PACHAURI
everal developments in various parts
of the world today merit action which
deviates from prevailing trends.
Often, these are the result of some crisis — anticipated or sudden — and
require substantial correction of trends,
which may lead to unfavourable or disastrous
results. A good example of this is the substantial shift in policies and institutions that were
implemented in 1991 when PV Narasimha
Rao was the Prime Minister and gave
Manmohan Singh a free hand and brought
him in as the Finance Minister to bring about
major changes, just as India’s economy was
heading towards a catastrophe. That the
unprecedented reform undertaken saved the
situation and moved India to a growth path,
which was healthy and robust, is now a matter of record. Fortunately, despite a few voices in the wilderness criticising these reforms,
there was, in general, support from most
political parties in the country.
Traditionally, when it comes to external
relations, including global agreements, external trade relations and political relations
between nations, the continuation of established policies generally gets bipartisan support. If we look back at the Marshall Plan
implemented by the US, which provided $12
billion in 1948 (which was the equivalent of
$100 billion in 2018), this measure was put
in place by the then President Harry Truman,
a Democrat, but with support from a
Republican-controlled Congress. During
the Cuban crisis at the peak of the Cold War,
President John F Kennedy received unanimous support from the Republicans.
Similarly, when President Ronald Reagan was
in office, his “Star Wars” programme perhaps
received greater questioning from within the
administration than from Democrats in
Congress.
In India, during the Bangladesh war,
Indira Gandhi as the Prime Minister received
a huge measure of support from almost every
party. Atal Bihari Vajpayee, a statesman, the
parallel of whom we have not seen in this
country, as president of the Jana Sangh, magnanimously stated: “The Prime Minister must
now lead the country to total victory over the
enemy. If the Government wanted to secure
any more powers to handle the situation, this
party would not hesitate to accord its fullest
cooperation.”
A country like India and several others
across the globe must now also consider and
mobilise support across all political parties
for unprecedented steps that are required to
deal with trends, which threaten the very survival of this planet, the welfare of the least
privileged and the destabilising disparities
between a few rich people and a large ocean
of impoverished masses. Clearly, the trends
we see imperil our future and would, perhaps,
need major shocks and disruptive actions
because inherent in them is a future that goes
against the stability of human society and the
welfare of billions. Business as usual will,
therefore, not work because the processes we

S

see around us are rapidly moving us towards disaster. Some
disruptive actions should, therefore, involve major shifts in
policies and, perhaps, radical
restructuring and reform of
institutions.
Mahatma Gandhi was
always critical of retaining the
structure of the Indian Civil
Service, which after independence, transformed into the
Indian Administrative Services.
Perhaps at that stage of India’s
independence, there were few
choices but to retain institutional arrangements that would
ensure a certain amount of continuity and the maintenance of
law and order. But the imperatives of balanced and rapid
development require a major
change in the structure, which
has remained largely frozen
since 1947. There are extremely bright and accomplished civil
servants today, who are performing outstanding service for the
country while dealing effectively with the baffling complexities
facing Indian society. However,
there is now a dire need for a system based on merit and some
degree of specialisation with the
induction of expertise that is in
tune with the explosion of
knowledge and technological
choices evolving today. To this
extent, the recent induction of
nine people from outside the system as Joint Secretaries in the
Government of India is a welcome development and if
expanded appropriately, could

A fear of surveillance made users switch to this platform but
now it has admitted it has been compromised. What next?
ecurity and the knowledge that communications are direct and private are
the underpinnings of any major communications service. So the knowledge that
Whatsapp, the world’s most widely-used
communication service with an estimated
1.5 billion users across the planet, was targetted by a private intelligence firm, wherein spyware could be installed on a target’s
phone, is deeply unsettling. It is unclear how
much access the spyware gave governments. The Israeli firm behind it claimed it
only sold to governments it had ‘vetted’ but it is clear that the spyware defeated the purpose of the social platform encrypting its messages from end-toend. It is also unclear how many people were impacted by the breach, how
long it was active and who used the breach, which some suspect was the
Saudi Arabian government. But it is clear that governments and intelligence
agencies across the world are constantly searching for ‘backdoor’ entries to
software systems, targetting everybody from political opponents and human
rights activists to journalists or even spouses. In fact, in many countries, including Western democracies that take human rights seriously, laws allow spy
and police agencies a huge amount of leeway to legally intercept calls and
install spying software on devices.
Will this scare users away from WhatsApp onto other platforms that claim
that they are even more secure? Unlikely as WhatsApp has a huge user base
though smaller groups of users could use services such as Telegram to communicate, as several terrorist cells already do. Not that they are perfect. In
fact, they are more than likely to have vulnerabilities that have been exposed
by intelligence agencies and private firms and are being used by governments
as we speak. In fact, larger services like WhatsApp can ironically be more
secure because their large software development teams can patch up security holes quickly if they want to. And for most regular users of such applications and of software in general, there is usually nothing to fear, but when
dictatorial governments use such intercepts without any judicial oversight,
there is a problem. One thing is clear though. In the cat and mouse game of
spying and information arbitrage, things are unlikely to change anytime soon.
Software will always have holes that will be exploited. We can only hope that
those doing the exploiting are not making fools of us all.
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result in transforming the current system into a dynamic meritocracy. With a continuation of
the existing system that favours
seniority over performance,
India would miss the bus in
every aspect of development.
Our institutions and structures were far superior to those
of China 70 years ago but if we
look at the global standing of
universities and research organisations as well as the widespread
capacity for innovation, China
has outstripped us significantly.
This is certainly not the result of
a unitary centralised system,
but the application of specialised
expertise in development decision-making at every level,
whose relevance cannot be questioned. If we do not ensure a disruptive shift at the senior-most
levels of Government service,
individuals are likely to focus on
seniority-based promotions,
scarcely seizing exciting challenges, and performance will
remain mediocre.
Today, civil service personnel have moved into major regulatory bodies, unaware of
domain knowledge and are at the
top in public sector units, universities, tourism departments and
Ministries, which require an
increasing level of specialised
expertise. Some even chair religious bodies, unheard of anywhere else.
In this column earlier, reference was made to the hubris,
which often overtakes people in
positions of power. Some also

THE BUSINESS AS
USUAL APPROACH
WILL NOT WORK
BECAUSE THE
PROCESSES WE SEE
AROUND US ARE
RAPIDLY MOVING
US TOWARDS
DISASTER. SOME
DISRUPTIVE
ACTIONS SHOULD,
THEREFORE,
INVOLVE MAJOR
SHIFTS IN POLICIES
AND, PERHAPS,
RADICAL
RESTRUCTURING
AND REFORM OF
INSTITUTIONS

develop extreme avarice in a system where the loaves of office
can be grabbed in any position
occupied by those without a genuine stake in success.
Whether it is restructuring
of Government service to suit the
challenges of the future, the formulation of policies that require
a radical shift or totally different
priorities for resource allocation,
which deviate substantially from
past trends and practice, we
require all political parties to
come together and move forward boldly with disruptive
actions, where justified.
The choice otherwise may
be to continue with trends of
the past and only compound
the rot that we see around us.
If we want a secure future for
human society and all species
on this planet and if we do not
wish to see a continuation of the
trends which are creating disparities between the rich and
poor, then sharp changes in
direction are now overdue.
India cannot tolerate the continuation of poverty and deprivation, which differs little from
conditions, perhaps, in the 19th
century under colonial rule.
Our colonisers were banished
over seven decades ago but the
structures and systems, which
characterised colonial rule, find
reflection even today in our
institutions and some who are
responsible for running them.
(The writer is former chairman, Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change, 2002-15)

SOUNDBITE
The Modi Government’s
boat is sinking. Everyone
knows this. The biggest
example is that the RSS
is also deserting it.

I think I have reached that
position as an actor in my
career where I don't need to
do things or sign films just
because I have to fill up time.

There has never been anybody that's been so tough
on Russia but at the same
time, we're going to end up
getting along with Russia.

During his five-year tenure
Modi has only given jumlas
to the people. He believed
he won’t come on people’s
radar due to the cloudy weather.

BSP chief
—Mayawati

Actor
—Anushka Sharma

US President
—Donald Trump

Congress leader
—Priyanka Gandhi

LETTERS
Worthy winners
Sir — This refers to the report,
“Mumbai pulls IPL off in
cliffhanger” (May 13). Mumbai
Indians became the most successful franchise in the history of the
Indian Premier League (IPL)
after their bowlers snatched a
thrilling one-run victory over
three-time champions Chennai
Super Kings (CSK) in an edge-ofthe-seat final. This was the fourth
time that the Super Kings and MI
clashed in an IPL final. The
Mahendra Singh Dhoni-led side
prevailed in the first instance in
2010. But in 2013 and 2015 at
Eden Gardens, Rohit Sharma’s
MI lorded over the Super Kings.
With both sides winning
the title thrice each and doing
the right things at the right time,
Sunday’s decider did appear to
be having all ingredients of an
intriguing final. MI have comparatively been a complete side,
not relying on just one aspect of
the game. In most of the victories they have registered so far,
its batsmen and bowlers have
performed in unison as they
haven’t really been over-reliant
on any particular player. Besides,
their performance against the
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Killer road accidents need to be curbed
espite the Government taking several measures to
heighten safety, the number of road traffic deaths
continues to rise alarmingly. Reasons for this are
not hard to guess: Over speeding, indiscipline, unawareness, intoxication and lack of bypasses. Danger always
lurks around while overtaking a vehicle from the left. In
such cases, everything depends on the driver of the vehicle ahead. Whether he/she has sensed the incoming vehicle or not will determine the safety of both. However,
these are mostly unwritten rules; the reverse occurs on
many occasions.
Swerving without anticipation and alacrity can result
in the speeding vehicle ramming the stationary one.
Further, service roads have become problematic in many
ways. Usually, vehicles, people and cattle from villages
and towns move to the highway without enough care
and control, much to the detriment of travellers. This is
what happened in the Kurnool incident where a multiutility vehicle rammed a private bus, killing 15 people.

D

Super Kings in this edition has
been fantastic to say the least.
Rohit and his men had
defeated the Super Kings in all
three meetings this year. Thirtyseven runs, 46 runs and six wickets — these have been their margin of victory against Dhoni and
Co in 2019, which only reflects
the one-sidedness of these matches. Yes, the Super Kings have certainly had their moments in the

The speeding van driver, in an attempt to avoid an unexpected intruder on a two-wheeler, changed lane, moved
the other way and hit a Volvo bus coming from the opposite direction. Many such incidents can be cited but suffice to say that when a sober and cautious driver is at
the wheels, gory tragedies can be averted.
Ganapathi Bhat
Akola

previous three meetings, but the
results do underline that MI
could read their rivals’ game well
enough and know the script
required to beat them. Needless
to say, MI have by far been the
Super Kings’ toughest opponents,
holding an upper hand on most
occasions whenever the two sides
went into a contest.
JS Acharya
Hyderabad

Remove caste barriers
Sir — In India, casteism is so
intrinsically blended with politics that for the past several
decades, policies have been
framed around caste-related
issues. Poverty is a phenomenon
that has taken a toll on every
nation and on every human
being, irrespective of caste,

creed, religion. Therefore, the
allocation of the nation’s
resources, including facilities
like job opportunities and
admission to premier education
institutions, that uniquely consider caste of the aspirants while
neglecting their educational
qualifications and genuine merits, is unequivocally against
democratic ethics.
The ruling Government is
fully aware of this blatant incompatibility and yet feigns ignorance over such critical issues for
reasons best known to it. Our
political highbrows and technocrats are well enlightened
that India is bound to strive hard
against global behemoths in
every sector, particularly in science and technolog y, and
mediocre professionals would be
thrown out at the preliminary
stage itself. If the Modi
Government is indeed with the
poor, the benefits to citizens for
caste-related reasons must be
altered to suit poor people and
implemented without any caste
discrimination.
TKM Kumbalamchuvattil
Muvattupuzha
Send your feedback to:
letterstopioneer@gmail.com
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The politics of
digital branding
The internet has become a new avenue for
campaigning by political parties but they must
counter false narratives

KEWAL KAPOOR
urfing a news website to read about the latest developments
on the Indian election, a digital advertisement smoothly glided over the screen and displayed a beaming picture of Prime
Minister Narendra Modi with a caption: “Making India a Global
Super Power in Space: Modi Once More.” The advertisement
exhorted the readers to vote for the incumbent. Ten years back,
for political parties, this virtual ad space was hardly an avenue
to tap. However, ads have today become a small yet noticeable
part of most parties’ campaign expense. Google’s report, aiming transparency in political advertising during general elections,
released last month figured that Chandrababu Naidu’s Telugu
Desam Party and its affiliates spent a combined `1.49 crore across
89 Google ads between February and March 2019 while the BJP
spent around `1.2 crore and the Congress `54,100.
It is a fact that the internet user base in India has been growing at an impressive rate and is expected to reach 627 million by
2019, according to estimates by market research agency, Kantar
IMRB. In fact, internet usage had already exceeded half a billion
people in 2018, with the latest surge driven by increasing rural
internet usage. More and more people than ever before are reading news, shopping and playing games online. With a significant
portion of an individual’s waking time spent browsing, the online
space has become a hotbed for political warfare.
Shaping opinions, the digital way: Twenty years ago, what
was the main mode through which citizens could engage in active
political debate and discussion? Village chaupals, community gatherings and drawing rooms, where people assembled to meet, acted
as impromptu platforms for political debate. Today, a major chunk
of this discussion has shifted to the virtual space with people engaging in heated political debates even with strangers. With a smartphone in everybody’s hand, most people are gauging the nation’s
mood through opinions being pedalled on social media.
Digital media is also the space where most new content is
being created. Political parties today are actively using platforms
like YouTube, Facebook, WhatsApp and Twitter to launch their campaign videos. An entire breed of youtubers and stand-up comedians are voicing their opinions and indulging in political sarcasm
entirely through the digital medium. This trend has brought about
a visible shift in the idea of political brands. It has forced political parties to change their traditional communication tactics and
adopt an active digital presence as well. While the BJP has been
initiating video, print and digital ads mainly themed around its campaign of ‘Main Bhi Chowkidar’, the Congress is using the medium to highlight the missed promises of 2014 and projecting Rahul
Gandhi as a credible alternative.
As many as 8.4 crore first-time voters are expected to have
cast their votes in this election, with 1.5 crore of them in the age
group of 18 to 19 years. The possibility is that a majority of these
social media-savvy voters would have come across all political
pitch points — be it from parties or supporters — on digital media
rather than on TV or any other medium.
Counter fake news conundrum: Nobel laureate Amartya Sen,
a vocal critic of the current regime, recently found himself at the
receiving end of serious allegations of financial misconduct pertaining to his tenure as Chancellor of the Nalanda University. The
allegations being vociferously circulated on social media turned
out to be untrue when fact checks were conducted.
The emergence of ‘digital’ has added a new dimension to the
way political campaigns are conducted. It has also created a dangerous trend — of fake news and forwards being circulated to
gullible consumers. The creation of dedicated IT cells by political parties has been the driver of this trend. Most parties today
have an active force of social media workers, who work morning until night to lend credence to the narrative being pushed by
the concerned party. It all began with the BJP’s dedicated IT cell,
whose dedicated army has actively worked to sway public opinion since 2014. Most other parties have caught up today; they
have social media workers of their own to shape and counter the
narrative online. Hence, pedalling of fake news and false narratives has become a major problem in this phenomenon of ‘manufacturing consent.’ While using the digital medium to connect
to young citizens, political parties today also have to be extremely alert to counter false information.
As internet literacy grows and more people hop on to the digital bandwagon, its importance as a mode of mass communication is only expected to increase. Parties do not just need internet warriors but also coherent strategies to use this medium effectively to propagate their viewpoint while countering false narratives against them.
(The writer is director and creative strategist of an advertising and consulting agency)
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POINTCOUNTERPOINT
THE THEN CHIEF MINISTER VILASRAO DESHMUKH
WAS BUSY GETTING A FILM ROLE FOR HIS SON
DURING THE 26/11 ATTACK.
—UNION MINISTER

YOU (GOYAL) HAVE EVERY RIGHT TO QUESTION A
CM BUT IT IS WRONG TO ACCUSE SOMEONE WHO IS
NOT HERE TO DEFEND HIMSELF.
—ACTOR

PIYUSH GOYAL

RITEISH DESHMUKH

Forget noise, focus on basics
To understand the election effect on the stock market, the bottomline is that irrespective of
which Government comes to power, it settles soon with the stability of the new regime

HIMA KOTA
enerally, the stock market is considered a
leading indicator of future developments
in the economy. Common understanding
suggests that a rising stock market, more often than
not, signals an expectation of an improved economy while a declining market hints at a weak economy. Over the years, many researchers, economists, academicians and investors have tried to
predict the pattern of stock market movements
to find anomalies in the returns that deviate from
their fundamentals and provide arbitrage opportunities. In particular, the concept of ‘election effect’
is interesting as it examines stock returns around
election date. Whether or not the effect is founded in rational or irrational choices made by market participants is still hotly contested but general consensus remains that the effect is very real;
although it may differ between economies.
Volatility in stock market returns in the runup to an election is warranted on at least three
grounds. First, uncertainty about the electoral outcome has important implications for risk-averse
investors. Since they hold predominantly domestic assets, country-specific political risk will not diffuse in their portfolios. Consequently, the sole event
of elections in home country can have serious implications for the risk level of portfolios. Second, any
market-wide fluctuation in response to election
shocks will augment systematic volatility of all stocks
listed. It is, therefore, conceivable that option prices
can increase around the time when voters cast their
ballots. Finally, the results reported can be of interest to pollsters as they provide indirect evidence on
whether the accuracy of pre-election forecasts suffices for practical applications.
Developments in the political scene affect the
financial markets on two counts. First, political parties in power can enact economic policies either by
facilitating their re-election or by maximising the
welfare of their own constituencies. One can take
the example of the United States, where it has been
documented that both large-cap and small-cap stock
returns exhibit a presidential cycle pattern, ie, returns
are significantly higher in the last two years than
in the first two years of the presidential term, also
known as the ‘second-half effect’. Governments either
increase or restrict monetary and fiscal policy in
order to bolster prosperity and, thus, their re-election chances.
Second, electoral uncertainty increases in the
pre-electoral period due to investors’ anticipation
of policy changes. In addition, during the pre-election period, the Government usually engages in an
aggregate consumption increase, raising transfers,
for instance, cutting various taxes and increasing
Government spending in public projects with high
immediate visibility. This action results not only in
an inflation increase and/or a rise in employment
level but also raises uncertainty in the stock market, which consequently changes investors’ sentiment
during the pre-election period.
So, it is an established fact that stock markets
are volatile during elections. But what factors contribute to their volatility? Four of the variables prove
to influence the magnitude of election surprise in
a significant way. Stock markets tend to react in a
more volatile manner during closely contested races,
when the outcome of the election brings about a
change in the political orientation of the
Government and when Governments do not
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RETAIL
INVESTORS WITH
A LONG TERM
INVESTMENT
HORIZON SHOULD
NOT WORRY
ABOUT THE
IMPACT OF
ELECTION
RESULTS ON THE
STOCK MARKET.
EVEN IF THERE IS
A FRACTURED
MANDATE,
MARKETS WILL
BE ABLE TO
ABSORB THE
LOSSES AND BE
ON A GROWTH
TRACK AGAIN. A
PRUDENT
INVESTOR
SHOULD BELIEVE
IN THE INDIAN
GROWTH STORY

secure parliamentary majorities. In all of
these cases, investors perceive increased
uncertainty.
Historically, it has been seen that the
election effect on the stock market has
been strong but short term and can be
broadly divided into two different phases.
The run-up to the elections: The
stock market works on concrete news or
information. But till there is such news or
information, stock markets will work on
assumptions and speculations. If the
general perception is good, the markets
are positive and vice versa. As noted earlier, there is a general consensus among
the financial community that
Governments have the ability to affect
stock returns through the use of both
monetary and fiscal policy. However, any
attempt on behalf of a Government to
influence an economy through monetary
or fiscal policy will be anticipated by companies and investors and their effects will,
therefore, be negated. Debate still continues as to whether such moves produce
more predictable markets or whether they
lead to inefficiencies within the market.
When election results are out:
Several studies indicate that despite many
efforts to accurately predict election outcomes, investors are still surprised by the
ultimate distribution of votes. This happens even when they were almost certain
they knew who the winner would be.
Stock prices react strongly in response to
this surprise and temporarily elevated levels of volatility are observed thus, presenting some opportunities for arbitrage
around election effects.
World over, there is a general consensus that an observable pattern exists
throughout a number of economies
around the world. It is common belief that
markets should perform better under a

right-of-centre Government as they are
more likely to legislate in favour of business and are less concerned with welfare
issues with a preference towards a free
market. Left-of-centre political parties
tend to increase the level of inflation within economies through increased employment and this leads to a decrease in stock
returns.
Over the last six months, it can be
seen that there has been a steady increase
in the BSE Sensex. From the levels of
around 35,000 points in November last
year, it has grown to a robust 39,275 in
April this year. Considering an aberration
last week, which showed a sharp decline,
the direction has mostly been upwards.
The current BJP Government is with
right-of-centre ideology and if it is re-elected with a clear majority like in 2014, markets will definitely show a strong shortterm uptick due to positive sentiments.
If the BJP falls short of a majority but
still manages to stitch up alliances and
form a Government, markets will be
volatile for a while but will recover and
stabilise once a stable Government is
formed at the Centre. If there is no clear
winner and there is clearly a fractured
mandate, markets are likely to crash and
may not recover until a stable Government
is formed. In a scenario where the
Congress gets a clear majority, the market may show some initial signs of being
negative but once the Government is
formed, it will bounce back.
In order to understand the election
effect on the stock market, the bottom line
is that irrespective of which Government
comes to power, the stock markets like stability. When there is uncertainty, markets
react in an adverse manner. Right now, a
lot of investors are buying stocks with the
hope that when a stable Government is
formed at the Centre, the value of their

stocks will go up. If that is not the case,
then the markets will see some correction.
Stock market movements cannot be
predicted most of the times. There have
been situations when election results were
as per the market sentiments and Sensex
rallied for some time to give you a promising return, but then by the next elections,
the compound returns were disappointing. The absolute returns on Sensex during the 1999-2004 period were near 14 per
cent. The compound returns in the same
period were just three per cent. Though
the elections affected markets and mutual funds, the impact was short-term and
impactful. During the 2004-2009 period,
the absolute returns on Sensex were near
150 per cent, despite the fact that this duration witnessed the worst global recession.
Also, the compound returns were
over 20 per cent. These figures can
attract an investor and will astound
them, keeping in mind that this happened
during a recession period and when the
election result made the market crash
drastically. Similar trends were noticed
during the 2009 Lok Sabha elections when
the results were as per the market sentiments and the Sensex crossed the 20,000
mark. The absolute returns observed during the term of the Government from
2009-2014 were around 67 per cent, but
annualised returns were near 8.7 per cent.
However, retail investors with a long
term investment horizon should not
worry about the impact of election results
on the stock market and try to time the
markets. Even if there is a fractured mandate, markets will be able to absorb the
losses and be on a growth track again. A
prudent investor should believe in the
India growth story and rely on the fundamental principles of investing.
(The writer is Assistant Professor,
Amity University)

An election that lacked colour
The 2019 Lok Sabha polls were unusual as political parties and their leaders stooped to the lowest level with
their below-the-belt remarks. The voter was lukewarm, the context was polarised and money power was in full play

KALYANI SHANKAR
he 2019 elections are coming to
a close. On May 23, it will be
known which party will form
the Government at the Centre. The
satta bazaar worth `1,000 crore is predicting that the BJP will emerge as the
single largest party; that the Congress
will improve its tally; and regional parties will continue to be powerful. In
2014, there was a call to “vote out the
corrupt
Manmohan
Singh
Government.” In 2019, Prime Minister
Modi is at his best in defending his
throne. There was a ‘Modi wave’
back in 2014, which is absent today.
But Modi has subsumed the party,
which is asking for votes in his name.
Modi was untested then and sold
a ‘big dream’ to the people, promising
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achche din. This time around, it is not
a cake-walk for him as the voters are
disenchanted. The outcome of the
2019 election will depend on three
things — the BJP’s performance in the
Hindi heartland, where it lost badly in
Rajasthan, Madhya Pradesh and
Chhattisgarh; effectiveness of the
regional satraps to hold their fiefdoms;
and the BJP’s ability to make up the
deficit in eastern parts of India.
Looking back, what will one
remember about the 2019 poll? This
is a lacklustre election and the poll
atmosphere in many States has been
lukewarm. Second, little voter enthusiasm has been seen. In 2014, there was
a good voter turnout as two in every
three Indians voted with gender gap
almost negligible. The common man
is indifferent to the current polls and
NOTA (None Of The Above) option
has gained popularity. Conscious voters, who do not want any candidate in
the list but want to prevent bogus voting, have been using this option judiciously. “Koi bhe aane do, humein kya
farak padha hai,” is what most poor
people say, who are wooed by political parties. Even the 8.4 crore new vot-

ers, who cast their vote for the first
time, did not show much enthusiasm.
Third, 2019 saw the poll campaigns stoop to a new low with all sides
using below-the-belt remarks. This
was true of BJP leaders — even the
Prime Minister and party chief Amit
Shah — all of whom lowered the bar
to attack their opponents. Modi
referred to former Prime Minister
Rajiv Gandhi as “accused number one”
in the Bofors scam and even said that
he and his family had used the Indian
Navy’s aircraft carrier INS Viraat to go
for a vacation. Further, Modi fought
the elections by invoking “nationalism”

and attacking the Gandhi family for
their omissions and commissions
over the past decades.
The Congress, too, did not lag
behind and used the ‘chowkidar chor
hai’ slogan extensively. Congress chief
Rahul Gandhi stuck to his pet issue of
the Rafale deal. The verbal battle
between West Bengal Chief Minister
Mamata Banerjee and Modi was at its
lowest. Meanwhile, the Opposition has
been unable to stick to the poll narrative by raising bread and butter issues
like jobs, farm crisis and rise in oil
prices. However, at the State level,
where the regional satraps rule, elec-

tions were fought on local issues. Modi
had a tough time fighting these
satraps at multiple levels.
Fourth, the money power was
even more effective this election season than in 2014. Corporates were
encouraged to buy anonymous elections bonds, which could be donated
to political parties. According to official data, in 2018, election bonds worth
10.6 billion rupees were purchased.
Election spending in 2019 may be at
around $7 to $8 billion, up from an
estimated $5 billion in 2014 as per an
estimate. The final price tag for the
2016 US election was $6.5 billion for
the presidential and congressional
elections combined, according to
campaign finance watchdog
OpenSecrets.org. Allegations of bribing voters with cash and luxury
goods, too, were doing the rounds. The
Election Commission (EC) had seized
over `3,999 crore, including cash,
drugs, liquor and gold.
Fifth, the EC failed to play its role
as a referee. Opposition parties have
alleged that it has been partial to the
ruling party. Despite the polarising
speeches, the commission allowed

Prime Minister Modi and Shah to violate the Model Code of Conduct and
rejected all complaints. The
Opposition, led by the Congress,
even went to the Supreme Court seeking justice. Added to all of this were
glitches in EVMs about which many
Opposition parties complained.
Sixth, this was one of the most
polarising polls in recent times. People
either loved Modi or hated him and
the polls revolved around him. The
BJP used the religion and Hindutva
card to the hilt while the Congress
played its soft Hindutva card. Caste
also played a crucial role. Poll violence
marred elections in some States like
West Bengal.
Seventh, social media, too, played
its role in facilitating the spread of fake
news. However, with all its ups and
downs, it is a wonder how democracy in India has been thriving and
power has changed hands 16 times so
far peacefully. With all the complaints, the EC must be complimented for conducting the polls by and
large peacefully.
(The writer is a senior political commentator and syndicated columnist)

FOREIGN EYE

A MESSY
COMPROMISE
YouTube’s governance
and algorithms are well
designed to deal with
online spats. But they
were not built to regulate
political speech and
hacking them to do so
will be a messy and
imperfect process. The
pressures that
democratic societies
exert can also be used by
tyrannies. But the
alternatives look worse.
(The Guardian editorial)
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QUOTE OF THE DAY

Class XII Board
results are out,
leaving some
students
confused about
what to pursue.
PRATEEK
BHARGAVA
shares tips to
help out

They cannot stop me. I will get
my education, if it is in the
home, school, or anyplace
— Malala Yousafzai

Windows

2019
AISECT Joint Entrance
Examination
he AISECT Group of

TUniversities has announced

MAKE A WISE DECISION

he decision about what to do after
Class XII is a critical one. With
a plethora of courses, entrance
exams and career paths to choose from,
it is natural for students to get confused
about what lies ahead. While there is
no denying that the decision to choose
a career path after Class XII is a monumental one, it need not be as intimidating as it seems to most students.
Here a few tips for students that
could uncomplicate their decision
making:
If you opted for the PCB stream
because you liked studying biology, but
medical and NEET are not something
you want to go forward with, then there
are multiple promising options for you!
Here are a few career options for PCB
students after Class XII (beyond medical):
n Genetics: Jobs related to genetics include becoming a geneticist,
immunologist, cytogeneticist, forensic
DNA analyst, medical technologist,
geneticist, pharmacologist, clinical
research associate, research scientist and
others.
n Bioinformatics: You can work as
a bioinformatics analyst or a developer with pharmaceutical and biotechnology companies, healthcare organisations, pharmaceuticals and with
research agencies after graduating from
this field. You can also work as a clinical research associate, bio analyst, or
as a medical coder.
nMarine biology, microbiology,
biotechnology, biochemistry, bio-
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physics, physiology, botany, zoology and
biomedical science also have various
career opportunities like wildlife rehabilitator, wildlife biologist, nuclear
medical biophysicist, with the option to
work in pharmaceuticals, healthcare,
genetics, clinical research and others.
While the long-standing norms for
selecting streams in our country have
dictated that toppers and academically-gifted students naturally drift towards
science, it is a practice that is fast being
overturned. Students, today, are proactively opting for the commerce stream,
regardless of their academic standing.
Listed below are the promising
career options for commerce students:
n Actuarial Science: Actuaries
work in life insurance, general insurance, health insurance, pension funds,
enterprise risk, actuary consulting
firms, investment, pension and retirement, risk management.
n Management: Management
being a highly versatile degree, you can
find various national and global opportunities in domains such as consulting,
general management, human resources,
marketing, sales, strategy, operations
management, supply chain management, finance and others in various
industries and sectors, such as FMCG,
retail, education, telecom.
n Finance, Bank PO, cost and
management accounting, stockbroking,
entrepreneurship, chartered accountancy (CA), company secretary (CS)
and statistics also have various career
opportunities open for passionate com-

THE LONG-STANDING
NORMS FOR
SELECTING STREAMS
HAVE DICTATED THAT
TOPPERS DRIFT
TOWARDS SCIENCE, IT
IS A PRACTICE THAT IS
CHANGING.
STUDENTS, TODAY,
ARE PROACTIVELY
OPTING FOR OTHER
COURSES
REGARDLESS OF
THEIR ACADEMIC
STANDING

The entrepreneur route
gies, coming together to create a
change. Gone are the days when welldefined career would be ideal among
the young. The hunger to create a positive disruption, plus the onus to work
on their own accord has lead to new rise
of smart entrepreneurs, breaking older
rules, to inject fresh blood into the
stream.
The fact the youths have the zeal
to learn, create newer things and grit
to bounce back, makes them perfect
entities to follow the entrepreneurial
drive, especially for a nation like India,
which is booming in youth population.
Reports say more than 19,000 startups
are currently operating in India, with
cities like Bangalore, Delhi, Kolkata and
Mumbai contributing greatly to this.
Yet, the entrepreneurial dream is not
simply restricted to the bigger cities, as
contribution from the rural and semiurban regions are significantly changing the way the business winds blow.
The main factor to this can be the
lack of positions available for these
youth — urging them to depend upon
their own faculties and start something
unique. Also, the success story of
homegrown bigwigs like Flipkart,
Paytm, Ola have lured the youth into

dreaming big for their own. Exposure
towards digitisation and an increased
mobile penetration have brought clarity into fuddled young minds. Finally,
what can be said as a celebration
towards this positive growth- the onset
of angel investors and fund mediums
have provided a much impetus for
youths to leave their desk jobs and
embark on their entrepreneurial journey. With the number of accelerators
and incubators increasing by 40 per cent
every year, startups are staring at a
bright future.
All these positives will, no doubt,
urge you to actualise your journey at the
soonest. However, before jumping into
the vast world of entrepreneurship,
always remember to
nSimplify your concept. It is the
simple things that keeps you in relevance.
nFind out a growing problem and
provide a unique solution to it. This will

celebrated in style. Punjabi singer and
actor Harrdy Sandhu performed in
the star night as a part of the event.
He enthralled the audience with his
famous foot tapping numbers like Na
Goriye, Horn Blow, Kya Baat Hai,
Yaar Ni Milya, Kudi Tu Pataka,
Munda Sohna, and Joker.
The excitement was writ large on
the faces of thousands of PDM
University students who danced on
his songs and tunes till late evening.
Harrdy also interacted with the students, sharing with them his expe-

riences of life.
The university had made appropriate arrangements including adequate security for the event. The
singer, who is playing the role of
cricketer, Madan Lal in the movie 83,
based on India’s world cup win in
1983, praised the PDM students, cultural committee and the university
management for state of the art
arrangements, discipline and hospitality for the event.
The CEO of PDM University,
Chitresh Lather, said that the university has a tradition of calling top
bollywood and punjabi singers to its
annual function, Paradigm, for pro-

help gain traction while creating value.
nKeep on perfecting your ideas.
This is especially important when you
go forth and pitch to an angel investoryour idea should be convincing enough
to win their patronage.
nAlways overestimate your costs —
not on an exaggerated level, but significant enough to cover up for extra
addition/changes you might want to
make.
nBe prepared for stiff competition
and acknowledge their strengths.
nBuild a great team and instill the
zeal to grow, in them. Success is a collective effort that comes through team
effort towards a common goal.
nPrime yourself for failure and
learn from it. Work upon your mistakes
and rectify them to come back with a
better plan.
It is a universal fact that an organisation/ venture cannot witness success,
without emboldening the following
foundational departments — accounting, IT and sales & marketing. Given
the ubiquity of these functions, young
entrepreneurs can directly garner
expertise in these fields via specific certifications that cover essential skill sets
required for working knowledge and
fulfill the role requirements of full-fledging companies.
The writer is Founder, Chairman, ICA Edu Skills

Harrdy Sandhu performing at PDM
University, Bahadurgarh

viding a fun-filled evening to thousands of students, who celebrate it
with enthusiasm.
Prior to the star night and live
concert of Harrdy Sandhu, Paradigm
2019 started with a bang witnessing

The writer is Founder & CEO, Mindler

DIPLOMA IN PHOTOGRAPHY

Thadomal Shahani Centre
for Media and Communication
Invites Applications For Their
Professional Diploma In
Photography.
This programme teaches
the widest range of photographic situations and technologies compared to similar
courses in the city. Aspiring photographers definitely need to
acquire and hone these skills and
techniques that will help bring
the images they capture to life.
Duration: Six months
How to apply: Log on to
https://ask.careers/courses/professional-diploma-in-photography/.
Last date to apply: June 15,
2019.

PG PROGRAMME

The Vedica Scholars
Programme For Women, New
Delhi invites application for
Post-Graduate Programme in
Management for 2019 session
commencing in August.
The post-graduate programme in management practice and leadership is designed
to prepare young women for the
modern workplace.
Duration: Eighteen months
How to apply: Log on to

https://vedicascholars.com/register.

BANKING & FINANACE

TKWs Institute of Banking
& Finance, New Delhi invites
applications for its Advanced
diploma in Banking & Finance
programme.
This programme aims at
providing students, a strong
academic foundation in
accounting together with
advanced qualifications and
industry relevant skills.
Duration: Three years
Eligibility: Minimum qualification for securing admission
Class XII in commerce stream
with minimum 55 per cent
marks from a recognised board.
How to Apply: Log on to
www.tkwsibf.edu.in.
Last date to apply: June 29,
2019.

Honours for India

isplaying exceptional creative maturity and imagindia was designated as
nation power, approximately 850 graduating students Ithe Guest of Honour at
D
of Pearl Academy’s Delhi campus showcased their out- the 29th edition of Abu
standing work during Portfolio 2019. The two-day event
witnessed a diverse range of innovative projects being displayed before the industry guests, media personnel, design
intenders and parents.
This was in continuation to the spectacular showcase
by fashion design students at India’s most coveted platform India Fashion Week earlier this year in March.
Personalities like Ashwini Deshpande, Co-founder,
Director, Elephant Strategy & Design; Madhav Raman,
Architect and Urbanist; Niladri Mukherjee, Co-founder,
Glue Design and Heena Handa, Founding Partner &
Creative Head, EDC Space and Design board and many
others present on the occasion appreciated the students’
work.
Driven by the passion to create an impact on the society, students of Pearl Academy developed creative solutions to challenging problems to present their work using
different modes of communication like animations, films,
podcasts, Instagram, AR, VR, and Artificial Intelligence.
With the aim to remove the stigma attached to
Leprosy, communication design student Alisha
Prabhakar’s project Lepremation is a campaign to
change the mindset of people that still linger around the
stigma of leprosy. Another Communication Design student Vedika Khemka developed a podcast on parent-child
communication.
Commenting on the occasion, Professor Nandita
Abraham, President, Pearl Academy said: “For the last
26 years we have provided our students with a culture of
innovation, design and creative thinking along with the
right mentors to make them successful in their chosen
fields. I am amazed to see the creative potential of our
students in finding solutions to real-world problems. I
wish them the very best for their future endeavours. I
would also like to congratulate the campus director, Alok
Baraya, Deans of schools of Design, Fashion and Media
and all the faculty members of Pearl Academy Delhi for
bringing out the best in students.”

Annual festival at PDM University
he two day Techno Cultural,
Annual Fest of PDM University,
T
Bahadurgarh, Paradigm 2019 was

tude and flair for science.
There is indeed a world beyond
civil services, law, and research after
opting for humanities. More and
more newage career options are
blooming in this field every year, each
one as exciting as the other.
Here are career options for
Humanities students:
n Archaeology: After a degree in
Archaeology you can work as a
Numismatist (studying old currency),
Epigraphist (studying inscriptions or
manuscripts), Archivist (preserving
information through proper documentation of evidence), Museologist
(studying museums) or contribute to
the preservation of heritage sites and
monuments. You can also work
towards Art Conservation and
Restoration, which involves preserving hundreds of years old artwork,
sculptures and manuscripts.
n Political
Science
&
International Relations: You can
choose from various options like
becoming a Lobbyist, Research
Assistant, Political Analyst, or even
pursuing a degree in law after your
graduation to become a lawyer. A
degree in International Relations can
open up the opportunity to represent
your country as a Diplomat,
Intelligence Specialist, or work with
different world organisations like the
World Bank, United Nations, World
Health Organisation (WHO) and others.

Creativity on display

Youth have the zeal to learn and create things. This makes them perfect
entities to follow the entrepreneurial drive. DR NARENDRA SHYAMSUKHA
shares tips that will help them in the long run
f late, we have been seen the rise
in businesses being launched from
O
the blood, sweat and toil of young ener-

merce students.
Majority of students with a PCM
combination in Class XII aspire to pursue engineering, and often struggle with
the thought, “If not engineering, then
what?” Here are somepromising career
options for PCM students after Class
XII other than engineering:
n Aviation: As a commercial pilot,
you can work with major international or regional airlines, fly cargo planes
to transport goods/cargo, work as a corporate pilot to fly corporate jets, and
also operate medical or air emergency
planes.
n Ethical Hacking: As organisations are becoming increasingly concerned about their network security,
they are hiring ethical hackers to protect themselves from cyber attacks. As
an ethical hacker, you can work in various roles, such as network security
engineer, network security administrator, penetration tester, security consultant and others.
n Merchant Navy: You can work
across the various departments of a
merchant ship, including the engine
department, deck department, architecture department, and catering
department. The job specifications and
educational requirements for each
department are different.
n Computer applications & IT,
fashion technology, forensic science,
defense, industrial design, animation
& graphics, architecture and the pure
sciences also have various career
opportunities if you have the right apti-

the date for the AISECT Joint
Entrance Examination (AJEE)
2019 for admissions into the
group's five universities located
in Madhya Pradesh, Chhattisgarh,
Jharkhand and Bihar. The allIndia exam will be held on May
26, 2019 for programmes under
the Faculties of Engineering,
Education, Law, Management,
Agriculture, Nursing and
Paramedical across all the
universities of the Group.

AJEE 2019 will be conducted
for securing a place out of
approximately 7,000 seats that
are available in these courses
across the five universities.
Online registrations for both
the online and offline exams will
start from April 25, 2019. Online
exam will be conducted from
May 26 to June 26 and the offline
exam will be conducted on 26th
May. The results will be declared
on June 30, while the counseling
sessions and final admissions
will take place on July 5, 2019.

a series of world class dances, dramatics, fashion fiesta and band performances. Amidst the pomp and
show of western and Bollywood
numbers, the Ganesh and Saraswati
Vandana, lightening of lamp and folk
dances added the cherry on the cake.
All the programmes had a professional touch, enlivening the proceedings and taking the event to
dizzy heights, comparable with any
international show. The VC of the
University, Professor AK Bakhshi,
Pro Vice Chancellor, Professor RC
Bhattacharjee and Director, Dr
Rajesh Sood were present on the
occasion.

Dhabi International Book
Fair 2019 (April 24-30).
The National Book Trust,
India (under the Ministry
of HRD) was the nodal
agency coordinating the
Guest
Countr y
Presentation at the Book
Fair. A strong delegation of
nearly 100 delegates comprising of authors, children
writers, science communicators, artists, CMDs,
Directors, senior publishing professionals of 21
publishing houses led by
Professor Govind Prasad
Sharma,Chairman,
National Book Trust, India
returned to India last week
after a very successful visit.
The nearly 1100 sq.
metres India Pavilion, got
designed by National Book
Trust, India through the
National Institute of
Design, Ahmedabad, its
design partner for the
Guest
of
Honour
Presentations, was visited
on the opening day by
HH Saif bin Zayed Al
Nhyan, Deputy Prime
Minister and Minister of
Interior, UAE; and later on
by HH Sheikh Nahyan bin
Mabarak Al Nahayan,
Minister for Tolerance.

Earlier on the opening
day, HE Saif Gobash,
Undersecretary, DCT Abu
Dhabi, along with
Ambassador Navdeep Suri,
and Chairman NBT,
Professor Govind Prasad
Sharma, and Dr Rita
Chowdhury, Director,
NBT, officially inaugurated the Indian with a lamplighting ceremony.
The ceremony was followed with the release of
ten children’s titles translated into Arabic and published by the National
Book Trust India. The titles
launched in Arabic translation included: Stories
from
Bapu’s
Life
(Anecdotes
about
Mahatma
Gandhi),

Rabindranath Tagore’s
Chhutti (Holidays have
come), Goa — A Story of
Wonderland, This is My
Story, The Rainbow, Name
That Animal, Sheela and
Leela, The Whole Wide
World, One Day.. and My
Umma’s Sari.
The guest country presentation had various literary events, children’s
activities and other programmes being held
throughout the duration of
the book fair. The book fair
saw huge sales of Indian
books, and many translation agreements and copyright exchanges taking
place between Indian publishers in the India Pavilion
and the Arab publishers.

Convocation ceremony at IILM
he IILM Institute for Higher
T
Education held it’s Annual
PGDM convocation 2019 on May 8,
2019. During the convocation ceremony the institute also felicitated
it’s alumnus Dipti Das for her success at the professional front. She was
felicitated by Malvika Rai,
Chairperson, IILM in august presence of the Chief Guest, Dr Dinesh
Singh, former VC of Delhi
University.
Dipti Das, who is an alumnus of
IILM Lodhi Road, 1999 batch of
PGDM, has worked at senior positions including Head of HR, South
Asia, Aramex International.

Alumnus Dipti Das felicitated by Malvika Rai,
Chairperson, IILM

Addressing the graduating students and Dipti said: “IILM gave us
a learning ground and freedom to
think. I would like to thank the
Institute for giving us direction in
our journey of life.”
The IILM annual convocation
was held for the batch of 2019 and
it was held at the Lodhi Road campus. The event saw the confluence
of students passing out of all the
three campuses of IILM – IILM
Institute for Higher Education,
Lodhi Road; IILM Institute for
Business and Management, Gurgaon
and IILM Graduate School of
Management, Greater Noida.
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Asian markets tumble after Wall St
battering as China retaliates
AFP n HONG KONG

sian markets extended a
global sell-off on
Tuesday following hefty
losses on Wall Street that came
in response to China’s hike in
tariffs on $60 billion of US
imports, ramping up tensions
in a trade war between the
global economic titans.
The move by Beijing was
followed by a warning of further action such as dumping
US Treasuries and came days
after Washington more than
doubled levies on USD 200 billion of Chinese goods and
Donald Trump said he was
looking at more than USD
300 billion more.
The stand-off has sent
shockwaves through trading
floors, where most dealers had
a little over a week ago been
confident the two sides were
close to a deal. World markets
have rallied for most of the year
on the back of optimism about
an agreement.
Hong Kong led losses as
the market reopened after a
long weekend. The Hang Seng
Index sank 1.5 percent while
Shanghai shed 0.7 percent and
Tokyo ended down 0.6 percent,
marking its seventh straight
loss. Sydney and Singapore each
dropped 0.9 percent, with
Manila and Jakarta both down
1.4 percent. There were also loss-

A

Sensex spurts 227 pts

Mumbai (PTI): Indian equities on Tuesday reversed their ninesession losing streak, with the BSE Sensex recovering over 227
points and the NSE Nifty regaining nearly 74 points, helped by
gains in pharma, banking and energy stocks. Sensex heavyweights
Reliance Industries, ITC and SBI were mainly responsible for the
recovery. In percentage terms, however, Sun Pharma topped the
chart with 5.87 per cent. Other major gainers include Bharti Airtel,
Vedanta, Indusind Bank, SBI and RIL — rising as much as 5.40
per cent. On the flip side, TCS, HCL Tech, Bjaja Finance, Bajaj
Auto and Infosys were among the top losers on the 30-share index.
The gauge started off the session on a slightly positive note
at 37,146.58 against the previous close of 37,090.82. Intra-day, the
index touched a high of 37,572.70 and a low of 36,956.10. It finally settled the day at 37,318.53, gaining 227.71 points or 0.61 per
cent. Similarly, the NSE gauge Nifty opened higher at 11,151.65
and touched a high of 11,294.75 and low of 11,108.30 during the
session. It finally ended at 11,222.05, 73.85 points or 0.66 per cent
higher.
es in Taipei and Wellington,
though Seoul edged up slightly.
In early trade London rose
0.5 percent, Paris added 0.8
percent and Frankfurt gained
0.4 percent.
“Uncertainty and shortterm sentiment impact is likely to stay,” Medha Samant,
director of investment at
Fidelity International, told
Bloomberg TV. “In the short
term, it looks like volatility is
here to stay and we could see
this risk-off, risk-on going on
for a long time.”
The retreat came after the
Nasdaq on Wall Street suffered
its worst day of 2019 and the
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Dow ended at its lowest point
in more than three months.
After announcing the higher tariffs, the editor of
Communist Party-owned
Chinese newspaper Global
Times warned Beijing could
also hit the US by offloading
Treasuries, ending US agricultural purchases and reducing
orders for Boeing airplanes.
OANDA senior market
analyst Jeffrey Halley warned
there could be worse to come.
“Given that equity markets
are so far behind the curve in
repricing the risk to the newworld reality, equities could be
in for an extended period of
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New Delhi (PTI): Telecom operator Bharti
Airtel has tweaked its post-paid plans, a move that
involves gradual phasing out of offerings that are
less than `499 and retaining limited number of plans
above it. The move is aimed at simplification of plans
and would also help the company chase better realisation from mobile subscribers, improving the
Average Revenue Per User (ARPU), according to a
source.
The source said the company was in the
process of phasing out post-paid plans of less than
`499, as other plans pack in more value and digital content for subscribers willing to shell out a tad
bit more.
Essentially, it has scrapped the `299 plan and
is in the process of gradually phasing out `349 and
`399 post-paid plans. Even the number of plans
above `499 will be reduced to just three — `749,
`999 and `1,599.
When contacted, a company spokesperson
declined to comment on the matter.
As of December 31, 2018, Airtel’s mobile services customer base in India was about 284 million.
The company, which is in the midst of raising
`25,000 crore through a rights issue — while
announcing its fourth quarter results recently
steered clear of the customary investor call and management commentary nor it provided ARPU — a
key metrics tracked by analysts.
A recent report by SBICap Securities, however, said Airtel had “done well” on ARPU as it seems
to have improved about 20 per cent sequentially,
while Jio’s ARPU declined about 3 per cent.
On Monday, rival Vodafone Idea reported that
its ARPU for the March quarter grew 16.3 per cent
to `104, from `89 in the October-December 2018
period.
“Subscriber traction is something that Bharti
needs to pick up, as ARPU gains incrementally may
be much lesser but may still continue, driven by
upselling for low-end subscribers and 2G-to-4G
upgrade,” SBICap Securities said in a the report.

WPI inflation dips to
3.07% in April; food
prices on the rise
PTI n NEW DELHI

holesale inflation eased to 3.07%
in April on cheaper fuel and
W
manufactured items, even as prices of
food articles remained high, official
data released on Tuesday showed. The
Wholesale Price Index-based inflation
was at 3.18% in March and 2.93% in
February. It was 3.62% in April 2018.
Inflation in the ‘food articles’ basket hardened to 7.37% during April
2019 as against 5.68% in March, as
prices of vegetables skyrocketed. Food
inflation has been on the rise for the last
five months since December 2018
when it was -0.42%.
Vegetables inflation too has seen a
steep rise since December 2018 when
it was -19.29 %. It stood at 40.65% in
April, up from 28.13% in the previous
month. Amongst food items, inflation
in potato cooled to -17.15%. In case of
onion and fruits, it stood at -3.43% and
-6.88%, respectively, in April.
However, inflation in the ‘fuel and
power’ category cooled to 3.84%, from
5.41% in March.
Inflation in diesel halved to 3.24%
during the month from 7.33% in
March. For petrol, inflation was 1.74%
in April, as against 1.78% in the previous month.
However, inflation in LPG spiked
to 11.48% in April, from 0.94% in the
month before. The price of non-subsidised cooking gas (LPG) was increased
by `5 per 14.2-kg cylinder to `706.50

on April 1. Non-subsidised LPG is the
gas that consumer buys after exhausting their quota of 12 cylinders of 14.2kg at sub-market or subsidised rates.
Price of subsidised LPG was almost
unchanged at `495.86 on April 1.
Manufactured items too saw easing of prices with inflation at 1.72% in
April, against 2.16% in the previous
month.
The Reserve Bank, which mainly
factors in retail inflation for its monetary policy, had last month cut interest
rate by 0.25 percentage points. The next
policy review in scheduled for June 6.
Assocham Deputy Secretary
General Saurabh Sanyal said, “Both
WPI and retail inflation remain benign,
well below the 4% target of the RBI,
making out a strong case for a rate
reduction by the central bank next
month”.
Assocham further said the overall
food inflation remains well within
control and there is an abundant supply of food items. “Lower cost of borrowing is one of the major factors for
reviving consumer interest.”
According to official data released
on Monday, retail inflation inched up
to a six-month high of 2.92% in April
due to a spike in food prices, including vegetables and protein rich items.
The RBI has projected retail inflation to remain at 2.9-3% during AprilSeptember, mainly due to lower food
and fuel prices as well as expectation
of a normal monsoon.
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pain,” he said in a note.
However, while there is a
lot of fear about an all-out trade
war, which could batter the
world economy, both said talks
will continue, though no date
has been set for the next round.
Also, Trump said he had a
feeling talks with China will be
“very successful” and that he
intended to meet his Chinese
counterpart Xi Jinping at next
month’s G20 summit.
“An eventual agreement
still seems the most likely outcome, although political miscalculation is a rising risk,” said
Paul Christopher, head of global market strategy at Wells
Fargo Investment Institute.
“However, differences on
key issues and in negotiating
styles may spark more market
volatility ahead.” On currency
markets the yuan — which has
fallen more than two percent
since Trump last week threatened to hike tariffs — edged up
slightly against the dollar, while
the greenback was also slightly lower against the pound
and euro.
And oil prices edged up
after Monday’s losses as concerns about the impact on
demand from the trade war offset geopolitical tensions in the
Middle East, the crisis in
Venezuela and “sabotage
attacks” on two Saudi Arabian
oil tankers.
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529.00
102.40
623.00
718.30
1428.55
107.00
142.90
2520.00
616.60
118.00
4092.10
854.15
281.05
1810.00
1220.15
2960.00
190.00
860.00
213.00
1749.85
504.00
200.00

467.75
2524.60
973.05
248.10
11.06
6950.00
1207.00
341.00
5432.95
19200.00
10620.00
593.35
443.00
239.00
180.65
604.45
346.50
1199.90
68.45
163.90
247.80
380.00
458.70
1150.80
133.05
318.20
237.15
166.30
155.00
854.60
3007.90
8440.00
2100.00
85.20
24.10
1309.25
3137.95
73.50
983.85
375.80
157.05
200.00
954.00
1263.10
7195.65
1081.55
370.00
3800.00
240.00
5445.00
1409.40
640.65
1630.00
207.55
463.00
2929.00
136.40
6210.00
30.00
387.45
182.85
26.10
212.45
109.30
7475.00
486.00
1731.40
269.00
242.40
110.55
533.10
819.95
898.75
371.40
166.05
23800.00
1007.20
1101.00
2070.75
854.00
1466.85
128.00
331.00
200.25
1280.00
369.50
23375.95
540.00
105.90
652.00
722.60
1428.55
107.90
145.25
2525.00
621.60
123.70
4100.00
880.95
289.60
1815.05
1239.70
2977.70
190.00
863.00
216.90
1749.85
510.00
202.00

455.00
2451.00
956.00
241.00
10.81
6850.30
1180.00
332.00
5361.00
18583.20
10455.50
573.00
422.45
235.00
175.35
564.30
338.50
1158.85
66.70
144.95
243.60
368.65
443.00
1127.85
131.95
305.00
228.25
164.40
149.40
826.00
2960.00
8120.00
1951.00
84.55
23.80
1294.00
3060.90
71.05
941.05
363.80
153.85
194.00
927.00
1218.00
7120.00
1041.00
361.95
3650.05
227.60
5364.05
1389.00
626.70
1602.25
200.00
448.00
2841.65
132.10
6141.10
28.00
365.00
179.05
25.25
206.25
104.00
7218.50
472.90
1707.85
253.30
236.20
107.50
522.05
805.00
863.45
360.50
164.20
23161.00
984.95
1090.20
2040.00
845.25
1444.95
126.50
321.60
191.60
1261.05
360.00
22579.65
528.95
100.50
621.00
692.00
1401.00
106.20
142.20
2400.00
615.00
118.00
4069.95
847.20
279.45
1803.05
1220.10
2951.50
185.00
850.05
210.00
1713.00
504.00
200.00

459.75
2486.60
959.55
246.80
10.90
6938.80
1189.25
339.50
5390.05
18986.20
10546.35
590.40
439.95
236.15
176.45
591.10
340.20
1160.15
68.00
146.35
245.60
378.15
443.85
1141.95
132.35
312.35
236.10
166.20
153.75
844.30
2978.35
8206.45
2073.80
85.05
23.90
1299.50
3105.95
72.85
948.65
371.00
156.25
199.65
929.85
1224.85
7164.70
1076.50
367.10
3790.85
236.25
5429.75
1395.95
635.75
1625.75
206.75
459.30
2897.75
133.15
6159.40
29.15
382.10
182.05
25.80
210.90
107.90
7261.10
483.35
1713.55
265.60
238.25
108.05
529.45
819.95
893.40
369.20
164.95
23570.60
1002.15
1098.55
2049.50
847.05
1459.10
127.10
324.95
195.90
1278.00
364.85
23225.05
536.65
103.75
633.35
699.95
1421.10
106.50
142.35
2437.80
617.80
123.00
4084.90
865.55
285.25
1813.05
1237.00
2957.90
188.00
857.05
215.05
1725.60
507.00
202.00
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Hackers exploited WhatsApp flaw to install spyware
AFP n SAN FRANCISCO

security flaw in WhatsApp,
one of the most popular
messaging apps in the world,
allowed sophisticated attackers
to install spyware on phones,
the company said Tuesday, in
the latest trouble for its parent
Facebook. The vulnerability
— first reported by the
Financial Times, and fixed in
the latest WhatsApp update —
allowed hackers to insert malicious software on phones by
calling the target using the
app, which is used by 1.5 billion
people around the world.
The FT cited a spyware

A

dealer as saying the tool was
developed by a shadowy Israelbased firm called the NSO
Group, which has been accused
of helping governments from
the Middle East to Mexico
snoop on activists and journalists. Security researchers
said the malicious code bore
similarities to other tech developed by the firm, according to
The New York Times.
The latest exploit — which
impacts Android devices and
Apple’s iPhones, among others
— was discovered earlier this
month and WhatsApp scrambled to fix it, rolling out an

update in less than 10 days.
“WhatsApp encourages
people to upgrade to the latest
version of our app, as well as
keep their mobile operating
system up to date, to protect
against potential targeted
exploits designed to compromise information stored on
mobile devices,” a spokesperson
said in a statement to AFP.
The firm did not comment
on the number of users affected or who targeted them, and
said it had reported the matter
to US authorities.
The breach is the latest in
a series of issues troubling

WhatsApp’s parent Facebook,
which has faced intense criticism for allowing its users’
data to be harvested by research
companies and over its slow
response to Russia using the
platform as a means to spread
disinformation during the 2016

US election campaign.
The WhatsApp spyware is
sophisticated and “would be
available to only advanced and
highly motivated actors”, the
company said, adding that a
“select number of users were
targeted”.
“This attack has all the
hallmarks of a private company that works with a number of
governments around the
world” according to initial
investigations, it added, but did
not name the firm.
WhatsApp has briefed
human rights organizations on
the matter, but did not identi-

fy them.
The Citizen Lab, a research
group at the University of
Toronto, said in a tweet it
believed an attacker tried to target a human rights lawyer as
recently as Sunday using this
flaw, but was blocked by
WhatsApp.
The NSO Group came to
prominence in 2016 when
researchers accused it of helping spy on an activist in the
United Arab Emirates. Its bestknown product is Pegasus, a
highly invasive tool that can
reportedly switch on a target’s
phone camera and micro-

phone, and access data on it.
The firm said Tuesday that
it only licenses its software to
governments for “fighting
crime and terror”.
The NSO Group “does not
operate the system, and after a
rigorous licensing and vetting
process, intelligence and law
enforcement determine how to
use the technology to support
their public safety missions”, it
said in a statement to AFP.
“We investigate any credible allegations of misuse and if
necessary, we take action,
including shutting down the
system.”

Trump to meet Xi, Putin in June Five shot dead as Sudan sees
PTI n WASHINGTON

S President Donald Trump
has said he expects to have
a “very fruitful” meeting with
his Chinese counterpart Xi
Jinping next month in Japan,
amid escalating trade conflict
between the world’s two largest
economies.
Speaking to reporters at the
White House on Monday,
Trump also said he expects to
meet his Russian counterpart
Vladimir Putin.
“We are going to be meeting, as you know, at the G20 in
Japan. And that will be, I think,
probably a very fruitful meeting,” Trump said on the possibility of his meeting with Xi.
The President’s remarks
came as trade war between the
US and China escalated after
Trump last Friday increased the
import duty on Chinese products worth USD 200 billion
from 10 per cent to 25 per cent.

U

He has also started the
process of a similar increase on
the remaining Chinese imports
of over USD 300 billion.
“We are taking in, right
now, hundreds of billions of
dollars. We are taking in billions of dollars of tariffs.... We
have never taken in 10 cents
until I got elected. Now we are
taking in billions and billions....
In addition to that we have
another USD 325 billion that
we can do, if we decided to do
it,” Trump said.
“So we are taking it in tens
of billions of dollars. We have
never done that before with
China. We have never done
that before with anybody,
frankly, because we have been
taken advantage of all of our
trade deals,” he said.
The G-20 Summit would
also be the first opportunity for
a meeting between the Indian
prime minister and Trump
after the election results are

declared in India on May 23.
However, Trump, during
his interaction with the media
at his Oval Office, made no
mention of any meeting other
than that with Xi and Putin on
the sidelines of the G-20
Summit.
Like the Trump-Xi summit
in Argentina last November, all
eyes will again be on the two
leaders in Japan because of the
ongoing trade tension.
Ahead of the meeting
between Secretary of State
Mike Pompeo and President
Putin on Tuesday, Trump said
on Monday that it made sense
for the US to get along with
Russia. “I’ll be meeting with
President Putin also. I think the
message is that there has never
been anybody that’s been so
tough on Russia but, at the
same time, we’re going to end
up getting along with Russia. It
makes sense to get along with
Russia,” he told reporters at his

Oval Office.
Trump asserted that none
of his predecessors had sanctioned Russia like he had.
“Nobody has talked about
the pipeline going to Germany
and various other places like I
have. I said it’s very unfair having to do with the United
States and NATO,” he said.
“There has been nobody
that’s ever done - and if you
really look at something big,
our energy business - we’re now
the biggest in the world.
“We’re bigger than Russia.
We’re bigger than Saudi Arabia.
We’re bigger than anybody.
That it all happened since I’ve
become president because I’ve
made it so that you can do that.
And we’re taking in a lot of
money,” he said. Trump said
America was doing really well.
“We’ve probably never
done this well before, and it’s
going to continue. We have
tremendous signs,” he said.

Ramzan is ‘very special’
US Prez condemns New Zealand, Sri Lanka terror attacks
PTI n WASHINGTON

amzan is a “very special”
R
month during which people seek tolerance and peace,
US President Donald Trump
has said as he hosted an iftaar
party at the White House and
expressed grief over the gruesome terrorist attacks in New
Zealand and Sri Lanka.
Ramzan is a holy month
for Muslims here in the US and
all across the world, Trump said
as he hosted his second Iftaar
as President for eminent
Muslim members from his
administration and top diplomats from various countries on
Monday night.
“Ramadan is a time of
charity, of giving, and service to
our fellow citizens. Ramadan is
a very special time. It’s a time
to draw closer as families,
neighbours and communities,”
Trump said.
“Ramadan is a time when
people join forces in pursuit of
hope, tolerance and peace. It is
in this spirit that we come
together tonight for Iftaar, the
traditional Ramadan meal that
breaks the daily fast,” he said in
his brief address in the State
Dinning Room of the White
House.
During Ramzan, Muslims
fast from sunrise to sundown
and focus on prayers and spiritual life.
“ This evening, our
thoughts are also with the
religious believers who have
endured many trials and
hardships in recent weeks. It’s
been a very rough period of
time. Our hearts are filled
with grief for the Muslims
who were killed in their
mosques in New Zealand, as

breakthrough in civil rule talks
AFP n KHARTOUM

our Sudanese protesters and
an army major were shot
F
dead on Monday in the capital,
hours after protest leaders and
the ruling generals reached a
breakthrough agreement on
transitional authorities to run
the country.
The latest developments
came as the prosecutor general’s office said ousted president
Omar al-Bashir had been
charged over the killings of protesters during anti-regime
demonstrations that led to the
end of his rule last month.
The major and a protester
were killed at a sit-in outside
the army headquarters in
Khartoum where thousands
of protesters remain camped
for weeks, demanding that the
army generals who took power
after ousting Bashir step down.
Three soldiers and several
protesters and civilians were
also wounded when “unidentified elements” fired shots at
the Khartoum sit-in, the ruling
military council said.
A doctors’ committee
linked to the protest movement
later said three more protesters
had been shot dead, but did not
specify if they were actually
killed at the sit-in.
The umbrella protest
movement, the Alliance for
Freedom and Change, said
Monday’s violence was to “disturb the breakthrough in the
negotiations” with army generals as it blamed the bloodshed on the former regime’s
militias.
Earlier on Monday, the
generals and the protest movement said a breakthrough had
been reached in their talks
over handing of power to a

Carter undergoes
surgery after fall

President Donald Trump speaks at an iftar dinner, which breaks a daylong fast, celebrating Islam's holy month of Ramadan, in
the State Dining Room of the White House in Washington on Monday AP

well as the Christians, Jews
and other children of god
who were slain in Sri Lanka,
California and Pittsburgh,”
Trump said.
Fifty people were killed
and several others injured
when a white supremacist
attacked two mosques in
Christchurch in New Zealand
on March 15.

In Sri Lanka’s worst terror
attack on Easter Sunday targeting churches and luxury
hotels, 258 people were killed
and over 500 others injured.
He resolved to defeat the
“evils of terrorism” and religious persecution so that all
people can worship without
fear, pray without danger and
live by the faith that flows from

their heart.
“We thank god that
America is a place founded on
the belief that citizens of all
faiths can live together in safety and live together in freedom,” he said.
Every year, the US president hosts an Iftaar party for
invited guests in the holy
month of Ramadan.

Washington (AFP): Former
US President Jimmy Carter
broke his hip in a fall on
Monday while leaving his
house to go turkey hunting, but
was recovering after surgery,
the Carter Center said.
“He is recovering comfortably from surgery to repair
a broken hip,” the organisation
said in a statement. “His surgeons stated that the surgery
was successful.” Carter, who
served from 1977 to 1981 as the
39th US president, has been in
remission from cancer since
undergoing surgery in 2015 to
remove a small mass on his
liver.
In 2017, the 94-year-old
former president was treated
for dehydration while building
houses in Winnipeg, Canada,
for Habitat for Humanity.
He has continued to build
houses with Habitat in years
since, but conceded that this
year’s hunting season was over
for him.

Sudanese protesters wave national flags at the sit-in outside the military
headquarters in Khartoum, Sudanas protesters to step up pressure on the military
to hand power to civilians following last month's overthrow of President Omar alBashir.
AP

civilian administration.
“At today’s meeting, we
agreed on the structure of the
authorities and their powers,”
Taha Osman, a spokesman for
the protest movement, told
AFP. “The authorities are as follows — the sovereign council,
the cabinet and the legislative
body,” he said.
Osman said another meeting would be held on Tuesday
“to discuss the period of transition and the composition of
the authorities”.
The military council confirmed that an accord had
been reached.
“We agreed on forming
the transitional authority on all
three levels — the sovereign,
the executive and the legislative,” council spokesman
Lieutenant
General
Shamseddine Kabbashi told

reporters.
“Tomorrow, we will continue to discuss the percentage
of participation...and the transitional period.”
The generals insist that
the transitional period should
be two years, while protesters
want it to be four years.
The crucial talks between
the two sides follow a deadlock
in negotiations.
The apparent breakthrough came as Sudan’s acting
prosecutor general Al-Waleed
Sayyed Ahmed said Bashir
“and others have been charged
for inciting and participating in
the killing of demonstrators”.
The charges form part of
an investigation into the death
of a medic killed during a
protest in the capital’s eastern
district of Burri, his office said
in a statement.

Voices critical of
CPEC suppressed
in Pak, US
lawmakers told
PTI n WASHINGTON

eople and the media in
Pakistan are “scared” of
P
speaking against the multi-billion-dollar China-Pakistan
Economic Corridor (CPEC)
as those critical of it are being
suppressed, treated as antinational or branded as terrorists, a former official in the
Obama administration has told
US lawmakers.
The USD 60 billion CPEC,
which connects Gwadar Port in
Pakistan’s Balochistan with
China’s Xinjiang province, is
the flagship project of the
multi-million dollar Border
and Road Initiative (BRI)
launched by Chinese President
Xi Jinping when he came to
power in 2013.
It aims to link Southeast
Asia, Central Asia, the Gulf
region, Africa and Europe with
a network of land and sea
routes.
Testifying before a
Congressional committee,
Shamila Chaudhary from the
Johns Hopkins University
School
for
Advanced
International Studies, told the
lawmakers last week that at the
very local level, people who
criticise the CPEC are often
labelled as terrorists.
“Rarely will you read an
article that’s critical about
CPEC in the Pakistani media.
Very rarely. There’s been a
media capture essentially and
there’s only the CPEC narrative
because people are scared or
they’ve been intimidated or
threatened not to do certain
pieces,” Chaudhary said.
“There are anti-terrorism
laws that can be used against
them. Worse things could possibly happen. So it’s a very real
threat,” she said.
“It has already done a lot of
damage to the civil society
and the democratic culture
that’s fairly vibrant, despite
their country’s history with
democracy,” she added.
Responding to questions
from the lawmakers about the
Chinese model of development, Chaudhary said unlike
America’s soft power, it does
not increase people-to-people
relationship.
“The Chinese don’t have
that and the Chinese nationals
that are going to, say, Pakistan,
for example, they’re not there
to become part of the culture
or learn about the communities
or have cross-cultural dialogue,” she said.
Chinese are in Pakistan to
make money, she alleged.

Felicity Huffman pleads guilty
in college admissions scandal
AFP n NEW YORK

merican actress Felicity
Huffman pleaded guilty
A
on Monday for paying bribes to
help her daughter gain admission to a prestigious university, avoiding what was sure to be
a well-publicised trial and
probably also dodging jail time.
The former “Desperate
Housewives” star was the latest
celebrity brought down by the
wide-ranging college bribery
scandal that’s snared a slew of
wealthy American parents.
In a tearful appearance
before federal judge Indira
Talwani in Boston, Huffman
pled guilty to paying $15,000 to
boost her daughter’s SAT college entrance exam score.
The crime is punishable by
up to 20 years in prison and a
fine of as much as $250,000, but
by admitting guilt Huffman

will likely avoid those penalties.
Federal prosecutors have
recommended a sentence of a
year’s probation and a $20,000
fine, though the judge can
modify the penalty if she pleases.
Huffman announced her
intention to plead guilty last
month, saying she was

“ashamed” of what she had
done. Sentencing is scheduled
for September 13, US attorney
for Massachusetts Andrew
Lelling said.
Among the 50 people
charged in the admissions
scandal — a group that
includes CEOs and partners at
major law firms — 10 have
already pled guilty, including
five parents.
Another 10 parents have
said they will also plead guilty
in the scandal that saw some of
the accused pay as much as
$400,000 to get their children
into their chosen college.
The ringleader behind the
scam, William “Rick” Singer,
who authorities say was paid
about $25 million dollars to
bribe coaches and university
administrators, has pleaded
guilty and is cooperating with
authorities.

Moon is shrinking: Study Coffee addicts really do wake up and smell the brew
AFP n WASHINGTON

he Moon is steadily
shrinking, causing wrinkling on its surface and
quakes, according to an analysis of imagery captured by
NASA’s Lunar Reconnaissance
Orbiter (LRO) published
Monday.
A survey of more than
12,000 images revealed that
lunar basin Mare Frigoris near
the Moon’s north pole — one
of the many vast basins long
assumed to be dead sites from
a geological point of view —
has been cracking and shifting.
Unlike our planet, the
Moon doesn’t have tectonic
plates. Instead, its tectonic

T

activity occurs as it slowly
loses heat from when it was
formed 4.5 billion years ago.
This in turn causes its surface to wrinkle, similar to a
grape that shrivels into a
raisin. Since the moon’s crust
is brittle, these forces cause its
surface to break as the interior shrinks, resulting in socalled thrust faults, where one
section of crust is pushed up
over an adjacent section.
As a result, the Moon has
become about 150 feet (50
metres) “skinnier” over the
past several hundred million
years.
The Apollo astronauts
first began measuring seismic
activity on the Moon in the
1960s and 1970s, finding the

vast majority were occurred
deep in the body’s interior
while a smaller number were
on its surface.
The analysis was published in Nature Geoscience
and examined the shallow
moonquakes recorded by the
Apollo missions, establishing
links between them and very
young surface features.
“It’s quite likely that the
faults are still active today,”
said Nicholas Schmerr, an
assistant professor of geology
at the University of Maryland
who co-authored the study.
“You don’t often get to see
active tectonics anywhere but
Earth, so it’s very exciting to
think these faults may still be
producing moonquakes.”

PTI n LONDON

egular coffee drinkers can
sniff out even tiny amounts
R
of coffee and are faster at
recognising its aroma, compared to non-drinkers, a study
has found.
Habitual coffee drinkers
are not just more sensitive to
the odour of coffee and faster
to identify it, but the more they
craved coffee, the better their
ability to smell it became.
It is the first time evidence
has been found to prove coffee
addicts are more sensitive to
the smell of coffee, said
researchers from the University
of Portsmouth in the UK.
The results, published in
the journal Experimental and
Clinical Psychopharmacology,

could open the door to potential new ways of using aversion
therapy to treat people addicted to substances with a distinct
smell, such as tobacco and
cannabis.
“We found the higher the
caffeine use, the quicker a person recognised the odour of
coffee,” said Lorenzo Stafford,
from the University of
Portsmouth.
“We also found that those
higher caffeine users were able
to detect the odour of a heavily diluted coffee chemical at
much lower concentrations,
and this ability increased with
their level of craving.
“So, the more they desired
caffeine, the better their sense
of smell for coffee,” Stafford
said.

Researchers said they have
known for sometime that drug
cues — for example, the smell

of alcohol — can trigger craving in users.
However, in the new study

they show with a mildly addictive drug, that craving might be
linked to an increased ability to
detect that substance.
“Caffeine is the most widely consumed psychoactive drug
and these findings suggest that
changes in the ability to detect
smells could be a useful index
of drug dependency,” Stafford
said. The team wanted to
examine if there were any differences in the ability of people to smell and respond to the
odour of coffee, depending on
whether or not they were big
coffee drinkers.
The results point firmly to
a link, with heavy coffee
drinkers being more sensitive
to the smell of coffee, and the
smell being linked to their
cravings.
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halts pumping
China vows to fight trade war till end Saudi
at main pipeline
PTI n BEIJING

s Donald Trump threatened to slap tariffs on
the remaining Chinese
imports unless Beijing agrees
for a trade deal, a livid China
on Tuesday warned the US
president not to “misjudge” its
determination to fight the trade
war till the end.
The trade war between the
world’s two largest economies
escalated on Monday with
China slapping tariffs on USD
60 billion worth of US imports
in a retaliation to Trump’s
move to raise tariffs on USD
200 billion worth of Chinese
goods.
Undaunted by the Chinese
retaliation, Trump has threatened to clamp tariffs on the
remaining Chinese imports
which last year amounted to
over USD 539 billion against
US exports of USD 120 billion
to China.
After the near collapse of
trade talks with China last
week, Trump on Friday
imposed punitive duties on
USD 200 billion worth of

A

Chinese imports, raising them
to 25 per cent from 10 per cent.
“It went up, as of Friday,
very substantially. It’s 25 per
cent on USD 200 billion. So
now, the total is 25 per cent on
USD 250 billion. In addition to
that, we have another USD 325
billion that we can do if we
decide to do it,” Trump said in
Washington on Tuesday.
Reacting to Trump’s
threats, Chinese Foreign
Ministry spokesman Geng
Shuang said, “China has repeatedly stated that raising tariffs
will not solve the problem and
starting trade war is detrimental to oneself and others”.
“China does not want or
wish for a trade war but by no
means it is afraid of one. If
someone brings war to us we
will fight it to the end. We will
never succumb to any external
pressure. We have the resolve
and capability to defend our
legitimate legal rights and interests,” Geng said in what is
regarded as the strongest comments by a Chinese official
since the trade war broke out
between China and US in April

Oranges from the United States are on sale at a supermarket in Beijing on Tuesday.
Sending Wall Street into a slide, China announced higher tariffs Monday on $60
billion worth of American goods in retaliation for President Donald Trump's latest
penalties on Chinese products.
AP

last year.
Geng also declined to be
specific about the next round of
trade talks between the two
countries. So far the US and
China have held 11 rounds of
talks.
Asked whether there is a
stalemate or deadlock in the
talks considering the strong
rhetoric from both sides, Geng

said, “after the 11th round of
talks, my understanding is that
the two countries have agreed to
continue consultations. As to
how to continue the consultations that will be determined by
agreements between the two
sides.” He declined to react to
Trump’s remark about his meeting with Chinese counterpart on
the sidelines of the next month’s

G20 summit in Japan.
“The two Presidents maintain contacts through various
means and on the meeting, I
have no information to offer at
the moment,” he said.
Geng also said Trump
should not be misjudging
China’s determination to fight
the trade war till the end.
On Trump’s threat to levy
tariffs on the remaining Chinese
imports, he said, “we hope US
will not misjudge the situation
and underestimate China’s
resolve to defend its rights and
interests. Past experience has
shown that China does not
wish or want trade war but by
no means afraid of a trade war.
If others bring the war to us we
will fight it to the end.”
He refuted Trump’s allegation that China is going back on
agreements reached in earlier
rounds of talks and accused the
US president of violating the
consensus reached between the
two sides.
“First, it is only natural to
have differences in negotiations which is a process of discussion by nature. That is why

we need to continue. When
consultation is still underway
and agreement has not been
reached how can one accuse the
other of breaking promises,” he
asked.
“Also, if we look back it is
clear who is being capricious
and breaking promises. You
can check past news it is more
than clear. In May last year, the
two sides reached consensus
and released a joint statement
but few days later US went back
on the consensus,” he said.
Also, last December the
two sides reached consensus on
trade procurement figures and
the US side later raised questions over it, he said.
“So, it is by no means China
which is backtracking and
breaking promises. To reach an
agreement it needs concerted
attempts by both sides. China
always honours its words and
has shown greatest goodwill and
faith in consultation. Hope US
will work with us and meet us
half way on the basis of mutual respect, equality and good
faith and strive for mutually
beneficial agreement,” he said.

after drone attack
AFP n RIYADH

OPEC kingpin Saudi Arabia said it had stopped pumping crude
oil along a major pipeline Tuesday following a drone attack,
hours after Yemen’s Huthi rebels said they had targeted vital
Saudi installations.
Energy Minister Khalid al-Falih said two pumping stations
on the pipeline from the oil-rich Eastern Province to the Red
Sea had been targeted early Tuesday.
The vital pipeline has a capacity of at least five million barrels per day. “Saudi Aramco took precautionary measures and
temporarily stopped operation of the pipeline, as it is evaluating the situation and working on restoring the operations of
the affected pump station and the pipeline,” Falih said in a statement cited by state news agency SPA.
The 1,200-kilometre pipeline carries crude from Saudi
Arabia’s main eastern oil fields to the Red Sea port city of Yanbu
in the west.
It was created several decades ago as an alternative for Saudi
crude exports if the strategically vital Strait of Hormuz at the
mouth of the Gulf were to be closed.
The pumping stations reportedly targeted lie west of the
capital Riyadh, at Dawadmi and Afeef.
Yemen’s Huthi rebels said Tuesday they had attacked several vital Saudi targets with drones.
The reported pipeline attacks came amid spiralling tensions
in the Gulf, following a series of mysterious attacks on ships
off the coast of the UAE and a major US military deployment
to the region.

SL’s northwestern province under UN voices alarm India draws world
focus on terrorism
curfew as one killed in riot
over violence
PTI n UNITED NATIONS

PTI n COLOMBO

Muslim man has been
killed in northwestern Sri
A
Lanka as majority Sinhalese
mobs set fire to shops and vehicles as communal violence
broke out in the aftermath of
the Easter Sunday attacks, a
Cabinet minister said Tuesday.
The government on
Tuesday relaxed nationwide
night curfew in all areas except
the northwestern province
where the Muslim man was
killed by a mob on Monday,
Rauff Hakeem, a Cabinet minister and leader of the Sri
Lanka Muslim Congress, said.
Sri Lanka Police imposed
the island wide curfew on
Monday as anti-Muslim violence broke out in the northwestern province spread to
other areas in the country as
well.
Majority Sinhalese mobs
set fire to Muslim-owned shops
and vehicles. Homes and
mosques were also vandalised
by large groups of people
armed with sticks and
weapons.
The Sri Lankan govern-

Lanka govt bans three
Islamist extremist groups
PTI n COLOMBO

ri Lankan government has banned three
Islamist extremist groups, including the
SNational
Thowheeth Jama’ath (NTJ) that carried out the country’s worth terror attack on
Easter Sunday in which over 250 people were
killed.
President Maithripala Sirisena issued an
extraordinary gazette banning a number of
extremist organisations on Monday. He also
prohibited the use of drones in the country till
further notice. According to the Gazette the
National Thowheed Jamaath (NTJ), the
Jamaathe Millaathe Ibrahim (JMI), and the
Willayath As Seylani (WAS) organisations
have been banned.
On April 21, nine suicide bombers, including a woman, carried out a series of devastating blasts that tore through three churches and
as many luxury hotels, killing 258 people,
ment also reimposed a ban on
social media following the violent clashes.
The recent violence is a

including 44 foreigners 10 of them Indians, and
injuring over 500 others. The Islamic State terror group claimed the attacks, but the government blamed local Islamist extremist group
National Thowheeth Jamaath (NTJ). Over
1,000 have been arrested since the attacks. Sri
Lanka’s police say they have either killed or
arrested all those responsible for the bombings.
Sri Lanka has a population of 21 million which
is a patchwork of ethnicities and religions, dominated by the Sinhalese Buddhist majority.
Muslims account for 10 per cent of the population and are the second-largest minority after
Hindus. Around seven per cent of Sri Lankans
are Christians.
On Monday, the Sri Lankan government
enforced a countrywide curfew and blocked
social media platforms to stop people inciting
violence as communal violence spread to new
areas in the island nation in the worst unrest
since Easter Sunday bombings.

fresh backlash from the Easter
attacks where nine suicide
bombers, including a woman,
carried out a series of devas-

tating blasts that tore through
three churches and three luxury hotels, killing 258 people
and injuring over 500 others.

PTI n UNITED NATIONS

he UN has voiced alarm
over the spate of communal
T
violence in Sri Lanka since the
Easter Sunday bombings and
urged the government and religious groups not to tolerate the
spread of prejudice and hate,
emphasising that “to be a Sri
Lankan” is to be a Buddhist,
Hindu, Muslim and Christian.
United Nations Special
Adviser on the Prevention of
Genocide Adama Dieng and
UN Special Adviser on the
Responsibility to Protect Karen
Smith, in a joint statement on
attacks against religious minorities in Sri Lanka, said they are
alarmed about the growing acts
of violence on the basis of religion, including attacks against
homes, places of worship and
businesses in the North Western
Province of Sri Lanka.
The Special Advisers noted
the recent spate of attacks against
Muslim and Christian communities in Sri Lanka following the
deadly terror attacks carried
out on Easter Sunday against
churches and hotels in various
parts of the country in which

Britain, NZ failing on children’s
rights: Global survey

Fan grounds
Merkel plane
in Dortmund

AFP n THE HAGUE

AP n BERLIN

ritain and New Zealand
are failing on children’s
B
rights, scoring lower than wartorn Syria and North Korea relative to their wealth in rankings
released Tuesday by a children’s
group.
“Appalling” discrimination
against migrant children and a
lack of legal protection for
poorer youths in New Zealand
and the UK put them near the
bottom of the annual survey by
Dutch NGO KidsRights.
“It’s a shame that countries
like the United Kingdom and
New Zealand are really at the
lowest ranks of this index,”
Marc Dulleart, founder and
chairman of KidsRights, told
AFP.
Britain ranked 170 and
New Zealand 169 in the survey
of 181 countries.
Iceland was top followed by
Portugal, Switzerland, Finland
and Germany. Afghanistan was

worst, followed by Sierra
Leone, Chad, Equatorial
Guinea and the Central African
Republic.
The annual KidsRights
rankings, compiled with the
Erasmus School of Economics
in Rotterdam, use UN data to
measure how countries measure up to the UN Convention
on the Rights of the Child.
Of course the situation in
the UK is far better than in
Afghanistan or Syria, but it’s
relative to their position,”
Dulleart said.
“The message is that, considering their economic status
and it is a democracy and it is
a country not in war, then it is
appalling in such a rich developed country that the score on
the basic principles of the
Convention on the Rights of
the Child is the lowest score.”
Booming economic growth
in countries such as China,
India and Myanmar is meanwhile failing to translate into

better rights for children, the
group said.
However Thailand and
Tunisia ranked surprisingly
highly, at 14th and 15th,
because with the “limited
resources they have, they put
everything into the next generation”, said Dullaert.
The group said giving children around the world a bigger say was crucial.
It cited the examples of
youth movements such as teen
climate activist Greta
Thunberg’s school marches
and US rallies for gun control
after school shootings.
“We are still underestimating the power of these
movements,” said Princess
Laurentien of the Netherlands,
who founded the Missing
Chapter Foundation to install
boards of children in companies, and has worked with
KidsRights.
“We need to get rid of this
old fashioned mindset that

we the adults have all the
answers,” added the princess,
who is the sister-in-law of
Dutch
King
WillemAlexander.
She also urged governments to invest in children
now to reap future benefits —
citing the example of Dutch
football team Ajax, whose
young team stunned Europe
by making the semi-finals of
the Champions League this
year.
“It’s a bit like ‘why is Ajax
playing so well’ - and we’re
incredibly proud of them by
the way - it’s because 10 years
ago they had the right strategy, investing in youth. Then it
shows up later that we have
stars.” KidsRights also presents an annual international
children’s peace prize whose
previous winners include
Pakistani Nobel laureate
Malala Yousafzai, who was
shot in the head by the Taliban
in 2012.

common additive used in
many food items such as
chewing gum and mayonnaise
may have a substantial and
harmful influence on human
gut health, a study has found.
Published in the journal
Frontiers in Nutrition, the
study investigated the health
impacts of food additive E171
(titanium dioxide nanoparticles) which is used in high
quantities in foods and some
medicines as a whitening agent.
Found in more than 900
food products such as chewing
gum and mayonnaise, E171 is
consumed in high proportion

A

everyday by the general population, said researchers from
the University of Sydney in
Australia.
The study in mice found
that consumption of food containing E171 has an impact on
the gut microbiota — the trillions of bacteria that inhabit the
gut — which could trigger diseases such as inflammatory
bowel diseases and colorectal
cancer.
“The aim of this research is
to stimulate discussions on
new standards and regulations
to ensure safe use of nanoparticles in Australia and globally,” said Associate Professor
Wojciech Chrzanowski, from

the University of Sydney.
While nanoparticles have
been commonly used in medicines, foods, clothing, and
other applications, the possible
impacts of nanoparticles, especially their long term effects, are
still poorly understood.
Titanium dioxide consumption has considerably
increased in the last decade and
has already been linked to several medical conditions, and
although it is approved in food,
there is insufficient evidence
about its safety.
Increasing rates of dementia, auto-immune diseases, cancer metastasis, eczema, asthma,
and autism are among a grow-

ing list of diseases that have
been linked to soaring exposure to nanoparticles.
“It is well established that
dietary composition has an
impact on physiology and
health, yet the role of food
additives is poorly understood,”
said Chrzanowski.
“There is increasing evidence that continuous exposure to nanoparticles has an
impact on gut microbiota
composition, and since gut
microbiota is a gate keeper of
our health, any changes to its
function have an influence on
overall health,” Chrzanowski
said.
“This study presents piv-

has expressed support to
Nigeria’s Ambassador to the
IUNndia
Tijjani Muhammad-Bande
as the next president of the
General Assembly and called
him to make the body more
“action-oriented” to deal with
the global scourge of terrorism.
The current President of the
General Assembly Maria
Fernanda Espinosa presided
Monday over an informal interactive
dialogue
with
Muhammad-Bande, nominated
by Nigeria, where Member
States got an opportunity to discuss his vision statement and
question him on his priorities
and plans if elected as President
of the 74th session of the 193member General Assembly.
The dialogue aims to contribute to the transparency and
inclusivity of the selection
process.
India expressed support for
the Nigerian Ambassador,
describing him a “great friend”
and a “well-known son of
Africa”, with Permanent
Representative to the UN
Ambassador Syed Akbaruddin
tweeting that India is looking
forward to Muhammad-Bande’s

N Korea demands return
of detained cargo ship

hancellor Angela Merkel’s
government plane has been
C
grounded by an excited fan
who jumped out of her van to
take a photo of it at Dortmund
airport but forgot to put the
parking brake on, and the
vehicle rolled slowly into the
nose of the jet.
Germany’s Spiegel Online
posted a picture Tuesday of the
low-speed collision with the
Global 5000 jet and reported
that the van driver was an
employee of the airport.
The German air force confirmed in a tweet that Merkel
returned to Berlin by helicopter Monday after her plane
was damaged by a vehicle, but
didn’t provide further details.
The accident is a headache
the air force doesn’t need, after
a string of highly publicized
breakdowns of the aging government fleet causing delays for
Merkel and others.

Common food additive may harm gut health: Study
PTI n MELBOURNE

nearly 260 people were killed
and hundreds injured.
The recent violence in Sri
Lanka has highlighted a growing influence of nationalist and
extremist views of identity in the
Asia region, putting religious
minorities at risk, they said.
“Sri Lanka has a pluralistic
society. To be a Sri Lankan is to
be a Buddhist, to be Hindu, to
be a Muslim, to be a Christian.
All these communities are entitled to their identity, to freely
exercise their religion and to live
in peace and security as recognised by the country’s
Constitution,” the Special
Advisers said, calling on all Sri
Lankans to respect one another. The Sri Lankan government
on Monday enforced a countrywide curfew and blocked
social media platforms to stop
people inciting violence as
communal violence spread in
the island nation in the worst
unrest since Easter Sunday
bombings. A Muslim man was
hacked to death on Monday
during the rioting between
minority Muslim and majority
Sinhalese communities in the
country.

election by acclamation on June
4. “India joins in support of this
effort,” he said. During the interactive dialogue, Akbaruddin
highlighted that in his vision
statement, Muhammad-Bande
spoke about the issue of terrorism.
Akbaruddin
drew
Muhammad-Bande’s attention
to the long-pending global convention on international terrorism and called for action in the
UN body to adopt it, emphasising that terrorism is “antithetical” to everything that the UN
stands for.
“Terrorism is antithetical to
everything that we here at the
UN stand for. It is antithetical
to peace and security, to development and to human rights.
Yet all of us seem contented
only to condemn terrorism
and not do anything more,”
Akbaruddin said, underlining
the need for the General
Assembly to be more “actionoriented rather than talk-oriented.”
The Indian Ambassador
asked his Nigerian counterpart
what plans he has to make the
General Assembly more “actionoriented” to deal with the global scourge of terrorism.

otal evidence that consumption
of food containing food additive E171 (titanium dioxide)
affects gut microbiota as well as
inflammation in the gut, which
could lead to diseases such as
inflammatory bowel diseases
and colorectal cancer,” he said.
“Our research showed that
titanium dioxide interacts with
bacteria in the gut and impairs
some of their functions which
may result in the development
of diseases,” said Associate
Professor Laurence Macia from
the University of Sydney.
“We are saying that its
consumption should be better
regulated by food authorities,”
Macia said.

The North Korean cargo ship, Wise Honest (middle) was towed into the Port of Pago Pago, American Samoa. The Wise Honest
ship was seized by the US because of suspicion it was used to violate international sanctions. It arrived Saturday at the capital
of this American territory.
AP
AFP n SEOUL

orth Korea on Tuesday
demanded the return of
N
a cargo ship s eized by
Washington last week for
violating international sanctions, calling it an “illegal act
of robbery”.
On Friday, the US Justice
Department said it had taken
possession of the North
Korea-registered bulk carrier
M/V Wise Honest, one year
after it was detained in
Indonesia, citing illicit sanctions-busting activities.
It was the first time a
North Korean cargo vessel
had been seized by the US for
sanctions violations, after
several years of high seas
cat-and-mouse games in
which Korean shippers dis-

guised vessels, used false flags
and turned off their tracking
transponders to avoid discovery.
A spokesman for the
North’s foreign ministr y
slamme d t he move on
Tuesday, saying it was an
outright violation of the spirit of a deal signed by leader
Kim Jong Un and US
President Donald Trump at
their landmark summit in
Singapore last June.
“The United States carried out an illegal act of robbery by seizing our cargo
ship citing UN Security
Council sanctions resolutions,” the spokesman said in
a statement carried by the
official Korean Central News
Agency (KCNA).
The move was an “exten-

sion of US calculation” to
bring Pyongyang to its knees
through maximum pressure,
he said. “The US must realise
the consequence of its gangster-like actions... and must
return our ship without
delay,” the statement added.
North Korea is sanctioned under multiple UN
Security Council resolutions
for its nuclear and missile
programmes and lifting of
some of the measures was a
key demand at a second
Trump-Kim summit in Hanoi
in February that ultimately
broke down without a deal.
The announcement of the
US seizure of the vessel came
as tensions ros e over
Pyongyang’s test launches of
short-range missiles last
week.
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Can’t compare Kohli's IPL captaincy
record with that of India: Ganguly
Sourav backs Virat’s leadership skills & insists presence of Dhoni & Rohit will help him during WC
PTI ■ NEW DELHI

ormer captain Sourav Ganguly
on Tuesday insisted that Virat
Kohli's IPL captaincy will not
have an impact in the World Cup as
he enjoys a good record as an ODI
skipper.
The biggest advantage for Kohli
will be the support of two very successful leaders — Mahendra Singh
Dhoni and Rohit Sharma — on
whom he can fall back on during
testing situations.
Royal Challengers Bangalore's
repeated failures in the Indian
Premier League have put the spotlight on Kohli's leadership skills but
Ganguly said Indian captaincy is a
different ball game.
"Don't compare Virat Kohli's
IPL captaincy record with that of
India. His captaincy records for
India is very good actually. He's got
him (Rohit) in his team as the vicecaptain. Dhoni is there. So he's well
supported," Ganguly said.
The 46-year-old felt Hardik
Pandya will play a key role in
India's campaign at the mega event,
starting May 30 in England.
"Hardik Pandya will play a key
role. He is in tremendous form. He
will be very, very important for
India's chances."
The former left-handed batsman picked Pakistan alongside
India, Australia and England as the
four semifinalists in the upcoming
World Cup, saying their records in
world tournaments in England is
remarkable.
England has been a 'lucky'
venue for the Pakistan, who had won
the 2017 Champions Trophy beating India and had also bagged their
maiden World Twenty20 title in
2009.
"Pakistan's record in world tournaments in England is remarkable.
They won the Champions Trophy

F

two years ago; they won the 2009
World T20 in England."
He also cited the recent example of Pakistan's second ODI against
England, in which they almost
chased down a mammoth 374

SINGLES

TIGERS DEFEAT KNIGHTS IN MUMBAI T20

Mumbai: Arjun Tendulkar put up a decent all round
show as Aakash Tigers Mumbai Western Suburb
defeated Triumph Knight Mumbai North East by five
wickets in the opening game of the T20 Mumbai
League on Tuesday. Arjun snapped up a wicket and
then chipped in with 23 runs for Aakash Tigers on his
T20 Mumbai League debut. After restricting the
Triumph Knights to 147 for 6, Aakash Tigers chased
the target with three balls to spare. Then left handed
Tendulkar (23 off 19 balls), who came one-down,
looked good before throwing his wicket away. Earlier,
Triumph Knight skipper Surya Kumar Yadav smashed
an unbeaten 90 off 56 balls to take the side to a
modest 147 for 6. He hit seven sixes and four
boundaries and was particularly harsh on Minad
Manjrekar (1-48), whom he hit for 28 runs in the last
over with the help of four sixes and a four.

before going down by only 12 runs.
"Pakistan always play well in
England. You see the last game in
England. England got 374 and
Pakistan just lost by 12 runs. They
also beat England in England in Test

matches there because of their
bowling lineup."
Ganguly, however, was quick to
add that Virat Kohli's men should
not be wary of Pakistan and they
would prove to be strong contenders.
"I don't believe in records. Both
of them will have to play well on that
particular day. India will be a very
good side. They will be very hard to
beat. Team which has the likes of
Kohli, Rohit, Shikhar Dhawan can't
be weak."
Asked to compare this team
with that of his team of 2003 that lost
to Australia in the final, Ganguly
said: "Both the teams are of different generations. We played the final
in 2003. I hope they play the final
and win it.
"Indian cricket is so strong. And
we have been strong for the last 2530 years. Every world competition
that we play, we will have a chance.
This team has as much chance as we
had in 2003."
Starting as one of the favourites,
India would be under tremendous
pressure but Ganguly felt it would
bring out the best from Kohli and
Co.
"So it's good that India is under
pressure, every other team in the
World Cup will be under pressure.
You don't want to turn up like a
Nepal or an Ireland where the
entire world thinks that you're not
going to win.
"You rather turn up like an India
or an Australia or an England
where everybody says this team is
going to win the World Cup. So
Virat, probably being the best player of the world at the moment, is as
much under pressure as anybody
else and that will be good for him
because he will turn up, work hard,
he will be pumped and get India
going."
Ganguly said it would be an

Saha gets India A call-up;
Pant in One day squad

interesting World Cup as all 10
teams will play each other before the
best four qualify for the knockouts.
"This team has as much as
opportunity. It's a great World Cup
because all 10 teams play against
each other and the best four quali-

India have enough ammunition
going into World Cup: Shastri
PTI ■ NEW DELHI

ndia are a flexible side with
enough ammunition in their
Iarsenal
going into the World Cup,
says head coach Ravi Shastri, making it clear that combinations
would depend on conditions.
When Vijay Shankar was
picked in the 15-man squad, it was
largely perceived that the Tamil
Nadu all-rounder could bat at
crucial number four position but
Shastri said there is not one player, who is certain to play in that
position.
"We are a flexible team. It's
horses for courses, we have got
enough ammunition. We have got
enough players who can bat at 4.
So, I am not really worried about
that," Shastri said.
"I think we have got all bases
covered. If there is a major injury
to a fast bowler, there will be a
replacement almost straight away,"
he said in an interview with
CricketNext.
All-rounder Kedar Jadhav suffered an injury during then IPL,
where key wrist spinner Kuldeep
Yadav's lack of form also came
under the scanner but Shastri said,
"it doesn't worry me at all."
"In-fact I am totally blanked
out from that. When the flight takes
off on the 22nd, (May) we will see

PAARTH CLUB ENTER FINAL

LUCkNOW: Paarth Cricket Club crushed KD Singh
‘Babu’ Sports Club by eight wickets to enter the final
of the 15th BBD ‘D’ Division Cricket League at RB
Tiwari Stadium on Tuesday.
BRIEF SCORES:
KDSBSC: 186 (Vikas Yadav 54, Prakhar 44, Tauseef
35; Manish 25/3, Asif 36/3)
PCC: 187 (Aditya 73, Komal 53; Prakhar 44/2)

SWIMMING POOL INAUGURATED

who are the 15 on that and just take
it from there. Luckily in Kedar's
case, there is no fracture so we will
wait and watch. There is still time
so it should be ok," he said.
The former captain handpicked West Indies and Australia
to watch out for in the showpiece
event.
"When they (West Indies) were
in India I said we might have beaten them but we had a tough series
and they played some excellent
cricket. And I said that at the given
time, there was no (Chris) Gayle,
there was no (Andre) Russell in
that side," Shastri said.
"I said watch out for this side,
they have serious talent and I was
very happy about that. The power
hitting there is something that no
team comes close. When it comes
to the sheer ability to hit sixes, they
are way up the ladder there."
Talking about defending
champions Australia he added:
"You would expect that from
Australia. They have won more
World Cups than any other team
in the last 25 years. There is never
an Australian team which is not
competitive.
"And now they have got all
their players back and they seem to
be in pretty good form but then
again in the World Cup it is that
given day," Shastri said.

AFP ■ MUNICH

eparting Dutch star Arjen
Robben has said that he is still
D
undecided about what to do when

PTI ■ NEW DELHI

i c k e t - k e e p e r
Wriddhiman Saha is
W
back in the scheme of things for
India in the longer format after
being named in the A squad for
the West Indies tour comprising five one-dayers and three
four-day games beginning July
11.
The 34-year-old was India's
number one Test wicket-keeper until a career-threatening
shoulder injury ruled him out
of action for almost one year.
With Rishabh Pant establishing himself in the Test team
in his absence, Saha will have
to prove himself to the selectors
again.
The four-day games against
West Indies A will be played
from July 24 and will be preceded by a five-match one-day
series from July 11. The tour
has been scheduled ahead of
the Test series against the West
Indies as part of the inaugural
ICC Test Championship which
begins right after the 50-over

World Cup.
The likes of Prithvi Shaw,
Mayank Agarwal and Hanuma
Vihari have been picked both
in the one-day and four-day
squad. Both the openers Shaw
and Agarwal are expected to be
picked in the Test squad for the
West Indies series.
Shreyas Iyer will captain
India A in the four-day games
and Manish Pandey in the
one-dayers.
Test regulars including R
Ashwin, Cheteswar Pujara,
Ajinkya Rahane and pacer
Umesh Yadav have not been
picked as they are likely to ply
their trade in county cricket.
The selectors also
announced the squads for the
home series against Sri Lanka
A beginning May 25.
Jharkhand wicketkeeper batsman Ishan Kishan will lead
India A in the two four-day
games in Belgaum and Hubli
while Gujarat's Priyank Panchal
will captain the side in five onedayers beginning June 6 in
Hubli.

Watson ‘gave
blood' for CSK
AFP ■ HYDERABAD

loodstains on the leg of Shane
Watson's trousers during the IPL
B
final as he scored a blistering 80 for
Chennai Super Kings were revealed on
Tuesday to be from a cut that needed six
stitches when he finished.
The 37-year-old Australian batsman
was on the losing side in the end, but
teammate Harbhajan Singh hailed
Watson's courage in continuing to play
despite suffering a gashed knee while diving for a catch.
"Respect brother what a LEGEND
@srwatson33 given sweat, blood and
everything for the team.. INSPIRING,"
Singh wrote on Instagram.
The Indian off-spinner posted a picture of Watson with blood-stained yellow
trousers while batting in the Twenty20
final against the Mumbai Indians, and said
the opener needed six stitches after the
valiant innings.
"Can you guys see the blood on his
knee.. He got 6 stitches after the game,"
Harbhajan wrote.
"Got injured while diving but continue to bat without telling anyone," the
bowler added.
Watson smashed 80 off 59 deliveries
only to see his team lose by one run.
Watson was run out going for an
unlikely second in the final over, and
Mumbai pacer Lasith Malinga denied
CSK the two runs needed off the last ball
to win the game and a record fourth title.
Watson's return to the IPL next season remains uncertain. He has already bid
farewell to Australia's Big Bash, and
Chennai captain MS Dhoni indicated he
would make changes to the batting lineup for next year.

‘Retirement is an option' for Robben
he leaves Bayern Munich, and
admitted that he may still retire
from football altogether.
The 35-year-old winger is set
to leave Munich after 10 years at
the end of the season, and has been
linked with clubs as diverse as Inter
Milan and his hometown club
Groningen.
At a press conference in
Munich on Tuesday, Robben said
that he still didn't know what life
after Bayern held for him.
"I am late making my decision
because of my injury. I wanted to
get back on the pitch first," said
Robben, who had been sidelined
since November before returning

SQUAD ANNOUNCED FOR U-21 TOURNEY

New Delhi: Hockey India on Tuesday named the 18member Indian junior men's team for the 8-Nation
Under-21 Tournament in Spain, commencing on June
10. The teams which will vie for top honours include the
Netherlands, Belgium, Great Britain, Austria, Australia,
New Zealand, hosts Spain and India. The Indian junior
men's team will be captained by Mandeep Mor, while
Suman Beck will be his deputy. The goalkeepers named
for this tournament are Prashant Kumar Chauhan and
Pawan. Defenders will be skipper Mor, Pratap Lakra,
Sanjay, Akashdeep Singh Junior, Beck and Parampreet
Singh. Midfielders include Yashdeep Siwach, Vishnu
Kant Singh, Rabichandra Singh Moirangthem,
Maninder Singh, Vishal Antil while the forwardline will
feature Amandeep Singh, Rahul Kumar Rajbhar,
Shivam Anand, Sudeep Chirmako.

fy. There are strong teams and you
realise England, Pakistan, West
Indies all can win.
"So it's good that India is under
pressure because it will help them
perform and it's going to be exciting 55 days of cricket," Ganguly said.

to action against Hanover two
weeks ago.
"It is not an easy decision to
make. If you decide that you are
going to keep playing, you have to
find a place where everything is
just right, not just in terms of football but also for my family."
Asked whether he might stop
playing altogether, Robben said it
was possible.
"It is an option, but I don't
know whether it will happen," he
said.
The Dutchman won the
Champions League with Bayern in
2013, and now hopes to win an
eighth Bundesliga title in his last
home game for Bayern this weekend.
Bayern can wrap up a seventh
successive league title if they beat
Eintracht Frankfurt on Saturday,

Roma pull plug on De Rossi
AFP ■ ROME

aptain Daniele De Rossi will
bring the curtain down on his
C
18-year career with Roma at the
end of the season after confirming on Tuesday that the Serie A
side had decided not to renew his
contract.
The 35-year-old former
World Cup winning midfielder
will play his final game at home
against Parma on May 26, but will
not be retiring from professional football.
"For 18 years, Daniele has
been the beating heart of AS
Roma's team," said club president
Jim Pallotta said.
"We will all shed tears when
he pulls on the Giallorossi shirt

for the last time against Parma but
we respect his desire to prolong

his playing career — even if, at
almost 36, it will be away from
Rome.
"On behalf of everyone at
Roma, I'd like to thank Daniele
for his incredible dedication to
this club and ensure him that our
doors will remain open for him to
return to the club in a new role
whenever he wants."
De Rossi told a press conference he only learned on Monday
his contract would not be
renewed.
"If I had been a manager I
would have renewed the contract
of player like me," he said.
De Rossi has spent his entire
senior career with his hometown
team coming through the club's
academy system.

and Robben said that he had
"goosebumps" thinking about the
game.
"To be crowned champions on
Saturday, after 10 years, in front of
70,000 fans at a full Allianz Arena.
There is nothing better."
"It will be a very special game,
I have played it out three times in
my head already.
"Maybe I can play for 90 minutes and score two goals," said the
Dutchman, whose Bundesliga tally
currently stands at 98.
Robben's Brazilian team-mate
Rafinha also gave his farewell
press conference on Tuesday, after
the club confirmed on Saturday
that he would leave after eight years
in Munich.
The 33-year-old full-back
broke down in tears as he said
goodbye.
He made 615 appearances
and scored 63 goals for Roma in
all competitions winning the
Coppa Italia in 2007 and 2008,
and the Supercoppa in 2007.
He took over the captain's
armband from club legend
Francesco Totti — the one player ahead of him for Roma appearances — in 2017.
De Rossi is also the fourthmost capped player for the Italian
national team with 117 appearances.
He retired after Italy failed to
qualify for last year's World Cup,
missing the tournament for the
first time in 60 years.
De Rossi, who has never lifted the Serie A title having finished runner-up eight times, said
his biggest regret was last season's
Champions League semi-final
defeat to Liverpool.

Federer packing in Rome practice ahead of French Open
AFP ■ ROME
LUCkNOW: Swimming Association of India joint
secretaryRavin Kapoor on Tuesday inaugurated the
swimming pool at Delhi Public School, Eldeco
branch. Others present were Northern railway sports
incharge Kirti Mishra and principal Deepti Dwivedi.

DPS BEAT THCA

LUCkNOW: Delhi Public SChool, Gomti Nagar
defeated Talent Hunt Cricket Academy by six wickets
in aleague match of Under-14 Cricket Series at
RDSO Stadium on Tuesday.
BRIEF SCORES:
THCA: 112 (Animesh Mishra 32, Ashutosh Singh
17, Anay Awasthi 14, Raj Singh 11; Kshitiz Singh
8/2, Shreyansh Singh 11/2)
DPS: 114 (Suyash Singh 44, Kshitiz Singh 18,
Ranjan Maurya 14; Tavish Ahmed 29/1).

oger Federer insisted on
Monday his focus at this week's
R
Italian Open was on getting more
match practice on clay ahead of the
French Open in two weeks time.
The 20-time Grand Slam winner has not played on the red clay
in the Foro Italico since 2015
when he finished runner-up for the
fourth time, losing to Novak
Djokovic in the final.
"Regardless of what happens
here, I just think it's good for me
to play matches at this stage," said
world number three Federer before
his first match on Wednesday.
He has a first-round bye as the

number three seed, and will begin
his tournament against either
American Frances Tiafoe or
Portugal's Joao Sousa.
The 37-year-old's performance
in the Madrid Open last week has
boosted his hopes of winning the
French Open, a decade after his
only title there.
He fell in the quarter-finals on
Friday to Dominic Thiem, but
twice held match point and for a
set and a half was dominant against
a player considered among the
favourites for Roland Garros after
Rafael Nadal and Novak Djokovic.
"I think I was playing well in
Madrid, so I just said, again, 'Let's
come to Rome, a city I like so much

as well'.
Federer is in the same half of
the draw as eight-time Rome winner Rafael Nadal, who is looking
for his first clay title this season
before his French Open title
defence.
"I have other problems first
getting there," said Federer, who
could meet the Spaniard in the
semi-final.
A potential quarter-final awaits
against either Stefanos Tsitsipas, the
eighth seed, who beat Nadal in the
Madrid semi-finals, or Italian 10th
seed Fabio Fognini, the Monte
Carlo winner.
"I thought Stefanos was very
impressive against him (Nadal) last

week," continued Federer.
"I think it's going to be a good
season. It's going to be interesting
to see who is going to make the
World Tour Finals, especially if so
many guys have won especially big
titles, like Fabio in Monaco.
"There is a bit of a new wave
coming through with the onehanded backhand that can counter
some of Rafa's spins and lefty play.
"But, again, this is maybe also
just a moment in time. We'll see
what happens for the rest of the
year.

SERENA WITHDRAWS

Serena Williams withdrew
from the Italian Open on Tuesday

with a recurring left knee injury
handing sister Venus a walkover
into the third round.
In Tuesday's statement the 23time Grand Slam winner insisted she would still be competing
in the French Open later this
month.
"I must withdraw from the
Italian Open due to pain in my
left knee," Serena said in a statement.
"I will miss the fans and
competition at one of my
favourite tournaments.
"I'll be concentrating on rehab
and look forward to seeing you all
at the French Open and next year
in Rome."
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OLE CAN RESTORE
UNITED'S LUSTRE

Departing midfielder Andres Herrera believes Solskjaer possess qualities to turn ManU into title contender

AFP n MANCHESTER

le Gunnar Solskjaer possesses the qualities necessary to
restore Manchester United as
a genuine title contender, according
to departing midfielder Anders
Herrera.
The 29-year-old Spanish international — who has been linked to a
move to French champions Paris Saint-Germain
— believes the common
decency of Solskjaer will
be rewarded with better
performances on the pitch.
Solskjaer's star faded
almost as soon as he was
given the job full-time after a terrific spell as caretaker manager following the sacking of Jose Mourinho in
December.
The former United striker guided them to 14 wins in 17 games but
the end of the season has been nothing short of a disaster as they lost

O

eight of their last 12 — ending up 32
points off city rivals and champions
Manchester City — and missed out
on Champions League football next
term.
"He is one of the best people I
have ever met in football," said
Herrera, quitting United after the club
declined to offer him a new contract
when he demanded increased wages
of £300,000 ($388,000) a
week.
"Everyone loves him in
the dressing room.
Everyone wants to fight for
him.
"When you have the
players behind you and
wanting to fight for you, part of the
job is done.
"I believe in karma and if you are
a good person, if you are honest and
sincere with the players and the
fans, sooner or later it will work.
"I think Ole is the right person
because he has qualities and knowl-

edge but also he is a great man and
a great person."
Herrera, who is likely to be followed out the door by a slew of players in the close season, added
Solskjaer and his coaching staff needed the fans to be patient as the turn
around will take time.
Solskjaer showed there was a
harder edge to him when he cancelled
an end-of-season review with the
players because he was so angry at the
limp display in the 2-0 home defeat
by relegated Cardiff in their final
match of the season.
"I really believe in Ole. I really
believe in Michael (Carrick), Kieran
(McKenna), Mick Phelan, in Demps
(Mark Dempsey), but I think there is
a tough job ahead," said Herrera.
"They (the coaches) need time
because this is not going to be from
the first day. The club will need time,
confidence and support.
"I am sure they will give it but the
only thing I ask for them is time
because this is not easy.
"(But) the right person is at the
wheel. He's the right person."
Aside from Herrera veteran
defender Antonio Valencia is also
leaving on a free transfer, whilst several others including Juan Mata,
inconsistent French World Cup winner Paul Pogba and even Belgian
striker Romelu Lukaku are thought
to be on the way out.
According to Tuesday's Daily
Mirror Solskjaer is keen to bring in
fresh blood in the shape of Senegalese
international central defender
Kalidou Koulibaly from Serie A side
Napoli and Ivory Coast striker
Nicolas Pepe from Ligue 1 outfit Lille.
Koulibaly, the Mirror claims,
would cost even more than the £75
million Liverpool paid Southampton
for Dutch central defender Virgil van
Dijk whilst Pepe would not be cheap
either, the paper citing a figure of £45
million.

Neuer in race to be
fit for title decider
‘India’s performance
can only go up’
PTI n NEW DELHI

international Udanta
Singh feels that the Kings
ICupndia
tournament in Thailand
next month will be a chance to
show the upward graph in
national team's performance
after its creditable show at the
Asian Cup earlier this year.
The Indian team was on the
verge of making to the knockout rounds of the Asian Cup
in the UAE in January before
a late goal by Bahrain dashed
its hopes. The team will play
in the Kings Cup starting
June 5 in Thailand.
"In the AFC Asian Cup,
we showed what we are capable of. We were unlucky not to
progress through to the next
round. But our win over
Thailand was a statement of
our abilities as a young team,"
Udanta said.
"We can only go upwards
from here and the Kings Cup
will be another good platform
to grow," the India winger was

quoted as saying by the official website of the All India
Football Federation.
India play Caribbean
nation Curacao in their opening match of the King's Cup
on June 5 at Buriram,
Thailand.
The fleet-footed Manipuri
said strength and conditioning
plays a major role in the offseason and one can exceed his
athletic capabilities with a
proper programme when not
engaged with football.
"I took a couple of days
off, and I got right back into
the grind. I try to train daily,
and do some sort of strength
and conditioning or stretching
daily so as to not only exceed
my athletic capabilities but be
in better physical form once
the seasons starts," he said.
"It really depends what
you want to do in the off-season. You can relax, or you can
put the work in and get ready
for the next season. I prefer
the latter."

Bayern skipper Manuel Neuer trains
during practice session
FCB/Twitter
AFP n MUNICH

ayern Munich goalkeeper
Manuel Neuer has admitB
ted that he may not be fit to
play in Saturday's Bundesliga
title decider against Eintracht
Frankfurt.
The Bayern captain has
been sidelined with a calf
injury since mid-April, and
had hoped to return to full fitness in time for last weekend's
visit to RB Leipzig.
He is now in danger of
missing the last league game of
the season on Saturday, in
which Bayern hope to wrap up
a
seventh
successive

FAMILY AFFAIR
AFP n ROME

erena Williams will take on sister
Venus in the second round of the
SItalian
Open more than two decades
after they last met on the red clay of
Rome after both advanced in different styles on Monday.
Four-time Rome winner Serena,
37, returned after two months out
injured easing through 6-4, 6-2
against Swedish qualifier Rebecca
Petersen.
But 38-year-old Venus, whose
only Rome title came back in 1999,
needed over three hours to battle
past Belgian Elise Mertens 7-5, 3-6,
7-6 (7/4).
It will be another family affair on

the courts of the Foro Italico, when
she plays Venus, with the sisters last
meeting in 1998, 21 years ago.
"That's crazy," laughed Serena.
"I mean, it was like the semifinals or the finals. No, the quarterfinals? I vaguely remember that.
"We play each other a lot. It
seems like every tournament nowadays we meet early. Yeah, it is what
it is. We'll see.
"She has a tough first round," she
predicted.
Venus, meanwhile, came out on

Bundesliga title.
"I still have the Frankfurt
game in my sights," said Neuer
on Monday at a ceremony in
which he was presented with
a Bavarian state medal for the
work of his children's charity,
the Manuel Neuer Kids
Foundation.
"Whether I can play or not
I can't say. I am working hard
on it and we will have to see
how it looks from one day to
the next," he said.
Two points ahead of title
rivals Borussia Dortmund,
reigning champions Bayern
could still be dethroned if
they lose to Frankfurt and
Dortmund beat Borussia
Moenchengladbach
on
Saturday.
Yet Neuer said he is "optimistic" that Bayern would win
the title for the seventh
straight year.
The 33-year-old goalkeeper also missed out on last season's title win, after missing
most of the season with a
metatarsal fracture.
Second-choice goalkeeper
Sven Ulreich, who stepped in
for Neuer both last season and
in recent weeks, said that he is
ready to play in Saturday's title
decider.
"If Manu is able to train
and play then he will play, but
otherwise I will try to help the
team, and I am preparing for
that," Ulreich told Kicker magazine on Monday.

Inter on brink of CL
ROME: Matteo Politano and
Ivan Perisic scored in either half
as Inter Milan reclaimed third
spot in Serie A with a 2-0 win
over already-relegated Chievo
to close in on Champions
League football next season.
Politano opened after 39
minutes in the San Siro with
Perisic adding the second four
minutes from time, as Chievo
played the last fifteen minutes
a man down after Nicola Rigoni
was sent off for a second yellow card on
Monday.
Inter move back
one point ahead of
Atalanta as both teams
edge closer to joining
champions Juventus and second-placed Napoli in elite
European football with two
games left this season.
AC Milan and Roma are
three points adrift of fourth
place, with further back Torino
in seventh, five points outside

the Champions League berths.
Inter could seal their place
with a win next Sunday at
Napoli or at home against
lowly Empoli on the final day
of the season the following
weekend.
Inter's win ended Lazio's
Champions League ambitions
with the Romans in eighth
place with a slim hope of making the Europa League, which
they could also reach by winning Coppa Italia
final
against
Atalanta.
Bologna moved
ahead of Fiorentina
into 13th position
with a 4-1 win over
Parma which leaves the promoted side just three points
clear of a return to Serie B
next season.
Parma played last half an
hour a man down after Bruno
Alves was sent off, and conceded two own goals. AFP

top of a tight contest that went all the
way to a third-set tie-break despite
letting the Belgian back in by missing six match points on her serve on
Monday.
She missed a further two match
points as Mertens battled to level the
set at 6-6, before finally taking the
match in the tie-break and setting up
a 31st clash with her sibling.
"We're just as fierce, Venus is just
as fierce. We both really want to get
some match play. We'll both do the
best that we can," warned Serena,
who leads 18-12, the most recent at
last year's US Open.
Venus said she remembered
"pretty much zero" about their last
meeting in Rome which she won all
those years ago.
"I know that's she's going to play
well and compete really well, that's
a given," added the 7-time Grand
Slam singles winner.

Man City ‘extremely
concerned’ by CL
ban story

AFP n MANCHESTER

remier League champions
Manchester City said
P
Tuesday they were concerned
"individuals intent on damaging" the club may be behind a
news report that European
football's financial regulators
are poised to recommend they
be barred from the
Champions League.
European football's governing body UEFA and the
Premier League launched an
investigation this year after
allegations made in German
magazine Der Spiegel that the
club broke Financial Fair Play
rules.
The New York Times said
Monday that members of the
investigatory chamber of
UEFA's financial control
board, set up to analyze the
accounts of clubs suspected of
breaking cost-control regulations, met two weeks ago in
Switzerland to finalize their
conclusions.
"The investigatory panel's
leader, the former prime minister of Belgium Yves Leterme,
will have the final say on the
submission to a separate adjudicatory chamber, which
could be filed as soon as this
week. The body is expected to
seek at least a one-season
ban," said the Times.
However, City said they
were fully co-operating with
"the CFCB IC's (club financial
control body investigatory
chamber) ongoing investigation".
"In doing so the club is

reliant on both the CFCB IC's
independence and commitment to due process; and on
UEFA's commitment of March
7 that it 'will make no further
comment on the matter while
the investigation is ongoing',"
read their statement.
"The New York Times
report citing 'people familiar
with the case' is therefore
extremely concerning.
"The implications are that
either Manchester City's good
faith in the CFCB IC is misplaced or the CFCB IC process
is being misrepresented by
individuals intent on damaging the club's reputation and
its commercial interests. Or
both."
It was unclear if such a
ban, if levied, would be
enforced next season or in the
2020-21 campaign, the Times
said, noting that with qualifying for Europe's most prestigious and lucrative club championship set to start in June
there is little time to finalize a
sanction.
Manchester City would
also have the right to appeal
such a ban to the Court of
Arbitration for Sport.
City were fined 60 million
euros ($67.3 million) and subjected to squad, wage and
spending caps in a 2014 settlement agreed with UEFA following a previous breach of
the rules.
But the club says the
claims made in Der Spiegel
were an "organized and clear"
attempt to damage its reputation.

Dutch F1 GP to return
at ‘iconic' Zandvoort
AFP n AMSTERDAM

he Dutch Grand Prix will
return next season at
T
Zandvoort after a 35-year
absence, Formula One organisers announced on Tuesday.
A deal to stage the race at
the historic seaside resort circuit near Amsterdam has been
signed for at least three years.
"I am pleased to see that
Zandvoort will be part of the
proposed calendar... and
thankful for the hard
work of Formula 1 to
bring the sport back
to the Netherlands",
Jean Todt, president of the
sport's ruling body the FIA,
said.
Red Bull's Dutch driver
Max Verstappen, born 12 years
after Niki Lauda took the last
chequered flag in a McLaren in
1985, hailed the prospect of lining up in his home race.
"It's just an iconic, historic
track," Verstappen said in a
team statement.
Formula One chief executive Chase Carey said the return
of racing to the Netherlands
was in line with their twin pol-

icy of "respecting the sport's
historic roots in Europe" whilst
also looking for new venues.
"Next season therefore, we
will have a brand new street
race that will be held in the
Vietnamese capital of Hanoi, as
well the return to Zandvoort,
after an absence of 35 years,"
Casey said.
"In recent years, we've seen
a resurgence of interest in
Formula 1 in Holland, mainly
due to the enthusiastic support for the
talented
Max
Verstappen, as seen from
the sea of orange at so many
races."
Zandvoort will now be
modernised to bring it up to the
F1 world championship standards.
If none of the existing
venues drop out the addition of
Hanoi and Zandvoort would
mean a record 23-race season
in 2020.
But five races in Britain,
Germany, Italy, Mexico and
Spain are out of contract next
year, with reports that two or
even three of these group could
be ditched.
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